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Abstract
In Canada, as in other Western countries, non-White ethno-cultural groups are often
portrayed in negative, stereotypical ways, or are virtually invisible in the media discourse.
Scholars, professional associations and broadcasters have put together strategies for more
equitable, inclusive news content. Canadian broadcasters are mandated by legislation to
reflect the country’s ethnic minorities and Aboriginal peoples, and directed to hire from these
marginalized groups. However, little research has been done in Canada to assess whether
these strategies are accomplishing what they set out to do. While there has been scholarship
examining the newspaper discourse in Canada as it relates to minorities, much less research
has focused on television news. This dissertation explores the nature of television news
portrayals with a mixed methods approach comprised of three distinct research projects
examining the media discourse (quantitatively and qualitatively), and its site of production,
the newsroom. The research reveals a Eurocentric bias in mainstream national television
news highlighted by an over-representation of White sources and an under-representation of
minorities in news content, as well as a lack of context and an over-abundance of stereotypic
framing in stories about Aboriginal peoples. In contrast, the Aboriginal Peoples Television
Network (APTN), an indigenous broadcaster, offers more balanced coverage in news stories
about First Peoples, providing context that critics argue is so often is missing in mainstream
news. Ethnographic analysis of a broadcast newsroom illustrates how an unseen, mainstream
bias pervades newsgathering routines, privileging dominant perspectives, and filtering out
minority and Indigenous voices. Recommendations for reform focus on reconceptualizing
processes related to newsgathering norms and routines.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Introduction
Canadian journalist Gwynne Dyer, once declared, “Canada, more than anywhere else,
is truly becoming the world in one country” (Dyer, 2001). He described Canada as
“spectacularly diverse”, given its history of Indigenous peoples, European settlement and
steady immigration. However, according to scholars and media critics, that diversity is often
missing from, or misrepresented in, the Canadian media discourse. In Canada, and throughout
much of the Western World, there has been considerable research documenting the ways
minority groups have been stereotyped, inaccurately portrayed, or simply ignored by
mainstream news media (van Dijk, 1991; Ungerleider, 1991; Jakubowicz, et al., 1994;
Karim, 1997; Entman & Rojecki, 2001; Fleras & Kunz, 2001; Mahtani, 2001; Henry & Tator,
2002; Hier & Greenberg, 2002; Canadian Association of Broadcasters, 2004; Miller, 2005;
Harding, 2006; Hulten, 2009; Siapera, 2010; Anderson & Robertson, 2011; Fleras, 2011).
In Canada, broadcast news executives have pledged to provide coverage that “better
reflects” Canadian ethnic and cultural diversity (Canadian Association of Broadcasters,
2004). At the same time, unlike print or web-based media, broadcasters are specifically
mandated to promote and reflect Canada’s “multicultural and multiracial nature” by federal
legislation (Broadcasting Act 1991). Additional statutes further tie “better reflection” to
hiring more people of diverse ethnic backgrounds. The Employment Equity Act (1986)
requires federally regulated industries such as broadcasting to enhance employment
opportunities for “marginalized” groups, including Visible Minorities and Aboriginal peoples
(Canadian Human Rights Commission, 2009).
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However, despite these commitments on the part of industry and government, there
has been remarkably little in the way of substantive analysis to assess the impact of these
voluntary and/or legislated measures on broadcast news content. Are Canada’s Aboriginal
peoples and Visible Minorities being accurately portrayed in the broadcast news discourse?
Do government and industry initiatives result in better news coverage? What others forces are
at play influencing participation and representations of minority groups? Are additional
measures required to ensure fair and inclusive news content?
This dissertation represents a research portfolio of three studies designed to explore
the nature of news media representations of minority groups, including Canada’s Indigenous
peoples, in Canadian television news. The three analyses expose the mainstream bias that
shapes production norms, privileges dominant perspectives over minority voices, and
ultimately results in news content that does not accurately or fairly represent ethno-cultural
minorities. The first research project has been published (Clark, 2013), while the second and
third have been peer-reviewed and accepted for publication in August and May of 2014
respectively. These studies are the product of my own frustration with the lack of clear and
effective strategies to accurately represent minority groups in the news discourse. As a former
journalist I have found this to be a compelling but often confounding area of practice. As a
journalism educator articulating an effective curriculum that can guide the next generation of
practitioners to more inclusive and equitable news coverage is vital.
This chapter provides an overview of this dissertation, describing the Canadian
cultural context in which the news media operate, and the policies and initiatives designed to
foster greater inclusivity. It explains the aims of this doctoral thesis, as well as the specific
research questions, providing a summary of each of the three studies designed to address
those questions. Finally, this introductory chapter explains the significance of this research
for both the academy and the practice of journalism, in Canada, and beyond.
9

The launching point for this research is the challenge presented by Canada’s distinct,
“spectacularly diverse” ethno-cultural landscape.

1.1 Canadian Multiculturalism
In the autumn of 1971, Canada became the first country in the world with an official
policy of multiculturalism when Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau stood in the House of
Commons, and gave this early defence of his government’s stance:
National Unity if it is to mean anything in the deeply personal sense, must be
founded on confidence in one’s own individual identity; out of this can grow
respect for that of others and a willingness to share ideas, attitudes and
assumptions. A vigorous policy of multiculturalism will help create this initial
confidence. It can form the base of a society which is based on fair play for all.
(House of Commons, 1971, cited in McRoberts, 1997, p. 126)
In the intervening four decades, Trudeau has been both revered and reviled for his
position on multiculturalism. National identity has never been easily defined in a country
founded on a myriad of distinct Indigenous peoples and the early colonists from Britain and
France. At the time of his remarks in parliament, Trudeau faced a rising tide of nationalist
sentiment in Quebec, civil rights demands from Canada’s Aboriginal peoples, and calls for
greater recognition in Canadian society from “third-force” immigrant groups, mostly of
Eastern European descent (McRoberts, 1997, p. 122). Multiculturalism, it could be argued,
became politically expedient. Addressing those diverse interests – and staying in power -required the Trudeau government to rework the dualist, English-French approach to national
identity.
That initial policy eventually became the Multiculturalism Act in 1988. Among its
provision, the legislation stipulates the Government of Canada will:
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Recognize and promote the understanding that multiculturalism
reflects the cultural and racial diversity of Canadian society and
acknowledges the freedom of all members of Canadian society
to preserve, enhance and share their cultural heritage…



Promote the full and equitable participation of individuals and
communities of all origins in the continuing evolution and
shaping of all aspects of Canadian society and assist them in
the elimination of any barrier to that participation…
(Government of Canada, 1988)

These tenets became the foundation for other federal government policies that would
also target the broadcast industry. The Employment Equity Act (1986) recognizes that some
groups in society have had limited opportunities to participate economically and prosper. The
legislation requires Crown corporations and federally regulated industries (including
broadcasters) to “ensure that no person is denied employment opportunities” from four
groups: Women, Aboriginals, people with disabilities and Visible Minorities (Canadian
Human Rights Commission, 2009). Employers covered by the Act must ensure barriers to
employment are removed for people in these categories, maintain records on corporate hiring
practices, and file annual reports. Eventually, multicultural policy found its way into
legislation specifically targeting media. The Broadcast Act requires broadcasters to reflect
“the linguistic duality and multicultural and multiracial nature of Canadian society [and] the
special place of Aboriginal peoples within that society” (Broadcasting Act 1991).
The most recent census data indicates Canada’s multi-ethnic nature continues to
expand. In 2011 Visible Minorities comprised 19.1 per cent of the population, compared to
16 per cent in 2006; Aboriginal peoples comprised 4.3 per cent, up from 3.8 per cent just five
years earlier, and growing at a rate four times faster than the rest of the population (Statistics
Canada, 2013). These trends are expected to continue. The federal government predicts by
2031 “between 25 and 28 per cent of the population could be foreign-born” and 29 to 32 per
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cent “could belong to a Visible Minority group,” double the proportion in 2006 (Statistics
Canada, 2010). Already in two of Canada’s biggest cities, Toronto and Vancouver, more than
half the residents are “people of colour” (Statistics Canada, 2008).
Despite this burgeoning diversity, and legislative directives for broadcasters to
represent it in their content, there is ample evidence that media representations of Aboriginal
peoples and non-White ethno-cultural groups have been problematic. This will be discussed
in more detail in Chapter Two, however, two examples are given here, one from government
and one from the broadcast industry, to make the case. The Report of the Royal Commission
on Aboriginal Peoples, the product of 178 days of hearings and an extensive review of the
experiences of Canada’s Indigenous population, specifically identified a “need for accurate
information and realistic portrayals of Aboriginal people...
But Aboriginal people are not well represented by or in the media. Many Canadians
know Aboriginal people only as noble environmentalists, angry warriors or pitiful
victims. A full picture of their humanity is simply not available in the media. (Royal
Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, 1996)
An industry group, the Canadian Association of Broadcasters (CAB), conducted a study of its
own looking at the representation of women and minorities in media, Reflecting Canadians:
Best Practices for Cultural Diversity in Private Television (Canadian Association of
Broadcasters, 2004). Key among the findings is focus group data pointing to “the persistence
of stereotyping; too many instances of negative or inaccurate portrayal; underrepresentation
of many groups; unbalanced or negative portrayal on newscasts; and a serious absence of
Aboriginal representation on television” (p. 3). These perceptions were corroborated
quantitatively by the study’s own content analysis (p. 28). Canadian multiculturalism, it
seems, struggles for reflection in the media discourse, begging the question, why, especially
given the myriad of policies and resources ostensibly dedicated to improving coverage. It is
one of the important questions this doctoral research explores and answers.
12

1.2 Diversity Initiatives in Media Organizations
News organizations and professional associations throughout the Western world have
outlined strikingly similar approaches to improving diversity, starting with the hiring of
journalists from under-represented groups (See European Commission, 2009; American
Society of Newspaper Editors, 2010; Siapera, 2010, pp. 87-89; Papper, 2013). In Canada, the
CAB report mentioned earlier devoted an entire section to “best practices” based on measures
adapted by US and European broadcasters over the past 20 years. With regard to news
programming, the CAB called for a variety of human resource-based measures designed to
bring more minority staff into the fold, as well as additional awareness or educational
measures, aimed at current newsroom staff (2004, pp. 36-42). The Radio-Television News
Directors Association in Canada published a guide and DVD in 2006 called Everyone’s
Story: Reflecting Canada’s Diversity, addressing key issues related to news coverage of
minority groups. It highlights hiring and recruitment of workers from outside the dominant
White culture, as well as ways to initiate discussions about stereotypes and “diversifying”
coverage (RTNDA Canada, 2006, p. 36). The guide also makes the “business case” for
diversity, pointing out the disposable income of Visible Minorities in 2001 was $76 billion,
and “growing rapidly”, and that “diverse staff and diverse coverage equal growth in ratings
and viewers” (p. 9).
The focus on hiring news staff from a minority background comes with an unspoken
assumption: If newsrooms lacking minority representation have tended to ignore or
misrepresent ethno-cultural groups, a more “reflective” newsroom should result in more
accurate, authentic portrayals. However, some scholars – from a variety of theoretical
perspectives -- contend simply filling desks with minority reporters cannot overcome the
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systemic and normative pressures they suggest are at the root of stereotypic and negative
coverage (Wilson, 1991; Heider, 2000; Benson, 2005). They believe news is a product of
hegemony, where the dominant group in society (mainstream, White culture) asserts its
power over other group. Thus, the news media in Western societies “create frames through
which we as a culture view events” and those frames “ultimately reinforce the status quo”
(Heider, 2000, p. 9).
In multicultural Canada, the question of whether a diverse newsroom results in better
representations of minorities has been left unanswered, even though the federal broadcast
regulator, the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC), has
required corporate plans on diversity initiatives and annual reports on the progress made on
those plans (Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission, 2008), in
addition to the annual employment equity filings. There are no “quotas or targets” for
inclusivity; and the industry has forcefully argued against such “band-aid” solutions
(Canadian Association of Broadcasters, 2004, pp. 33-34). The diversity reports submitted to
the CRTC by the broadcasters tend to emphasize “success” and “progress”. For example, a
recent filing from the parent company of Global Television, Shaw Media, states that “we are
making progress in this area as almost 53% of new hires in 2010 were from the four
designated groups [women, Visible Minorities, Aboriginals and people with disabilities]”
(Shaw Media, 2010, p. 16). No specific data for the use of diverse sources in newscasts are
required, nor provided. However, Shaw does highlight what it sees as the challenges of
including more minorities in TV news:
We believe that diversification has improved significantly in news
programming over the past few years. However, the Commission must also
recognize that providing the best and most accurate news coverage requires
finding experts who are (a) available when we need them, and (b) considered
experts with the utmost credibility in their field. Therefore, it is not always
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possible to locate specific individuals in a timely manner as issues arise. (p.
22)
The implication seems to be diversity is often an impediment to “the best and most accurate
news”, the foundation of which appears to be “experts” of the highest order. Ironically, as
will be demonstrated throughout this dissertation, it is a lack of diversity -- not expertise -- in
the news discourse which gives rise to accusations of inaccuracy in the form of incomplete,
stereotypic representations of minorities. This broadcaster’s perspective hints at the
mainstream ideology that runs through news production norms, a bias that privileges a
dominant perspective on the news to the exclusion of minority and Indigenous points of view.
Understanding the nature of that bias, and why it persists, constitutes one of the principal
aims of this dissertation.

1.3 Aims and Significance
The aims of this research are to:
1. Explore the relationship between the ethnic background of Canadian television
journalists and the news coverage produced by their news organizations,
testing regulatory and industry assumptions regarding “best practices” for
ensuring fair, accurate and inclusive representations of minority groups;
2. Examine the extent to which mainstream English-language television news
reflects a dominant, mainstream ideology, and to what extent it incorporates
minority perspectives into news coverage;
3. Observe and detail broadcast production norms and values as they relate to
news coverage about Visible Minorities and Aboriginal peoples in Canada, to
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determine both catalysts and impediments to more representative, equitable
and accurate coverage;
4.

Identify strategies to improve news media portrayals of minority ethnocultural groups based on the realities journalistic practice in the 21st Century,
updating what has worked in the past, and developing new approaches to
address hidden mainstream bias in production norms.

While this dissertation does not examine the effects of the media discourse on
minority audiences, the implications of consistently inequitable news coverage are summed
up well by Mahtani (2001), who writes: “Ethnic minorities in Canada do not see themselves
mirrored in the media, and this perpetuates feelings of rejection, trivializes their
contributions, and devalues their role as citizens in their nation” (p. 101). Harding (2010)
notes the important role news media play in shaping perceptions of Aboriginal peoples in
Canada, observing a “disconnect” between public opinion linked to “lucrative treaty
settlements” and government “handouts”, versus the reality of higher rates of poverty
compared to non-Aboriginal Canadians (pp. 100-101). He argues this inaccurate media
portrayal may stand in the way of “‘costly’ initiatives designed to improve the lives and
autonomy of Aboriginal people” (p. 101). As Canada grows ever more diverse, news media
risk alienating larger segments of their audiences. This dissertation recognizes the damage
done by inequitable media portrayals and points to ways to improve news coverage of
minority groups, with a view to bridge, rather than accentuate, cultural difference. The
insights that emerge from this study will assist broadcasters in developing strategies to extend
and improve their coverage of minority groups in Canada, as those communities come to
represent an ever-increasing proportion of Canadian society.
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In a purely Canadian context, the findings that emerge in this research portfolio
highlight structural issues that thwart equitable, inclusive news coverage, and ultimately
challenge regulatory policies on diversity, as well as the broadcast industry’s own “best
practices.” The status quo of under- and misrepresentation is unlikely to change if
broadcasters do not recognize that putting minority faces on camera as anchors and hosts, in
the absence of additional significant measures, does not result in more equitable coverage.
Recommendations for the broadcast industry are detailed in the final chapter of this
dissertation.
This study also carries significance in a broader, international context. As Dyer
suggests in the opening lines of this chapter, Canada is a microcosm for forces shaping the
world today: transnational communication and migration, globalization, postcolonialism and
convergence. Media organizations in developed countries with high immigration rates face
the same sorts of challenges in minority representation witnessed in Canada; mainstream bias
in news values and norms will have to be addressed, regardless of whether the newsroom is
in Sweden or Australia or the United States. As Kwame Anthony Appiah (2006) notes: “In
the next half a century the population of this once foraging species will approach nine billion.
Depending on the circumstances, conversations across boundaries can be delightful, or just
vexing: what they mainly are, though, are inevitable” (p. xxi). The challenge for journalists in
Canada, and the rest of the world, will be to ensure audiences do not hear just one side of
those inevitable conversations, and that all speakers are equitably and accurately represented.

1.4 Research Problem
The title of this dissertation begins “Reflecting Which Canada”. It is not simply a
rhetorical question, but speaks to the heart of the research problem. As will be detailed in the
17

literature review in the next chapter, the image most often reflected in the mainstream news
discourse is that of the dominant society. To extend the analogy, reflections of ethno-cultural
minorities are distorted, or simply not there. Canadian scholarship dedicated to news media
representations of minorities has rarely focused on television news coverage, favouring case
studies and content/discourse analyses over other approaches (Mahtani, 2001; Hier, 2008).
The three studies that make up this research portfolio address the dearth of research aimed at
Canadian television news content, and deploy under-utilized methods to explore the place of
minority groups in the mainstream media discourse; they examine the interplay between
minority journalists, newsgathering norms and values; they analyze the news content to
understand the impact of that interplay, all against the backdrop of government and industry
diversity initiatives. The actual research questions will be placed in the context of the existing
literature in Chapter 2.
The scholarship of minority representation in news media has been dominated by
studies from the United States. The news media in Canada and the US might share some
similarities, but Canada’s separate history of settler culture, colonialism and immigration
warrants research examining the distinct interplay between news organizations and minorities
there. The Canadian cultural landscape is interrogated through the studies that make up this
dissertation, extending the understanding of television news portrayals of minority ethnocultural groups well beyond “the numbers game” of checking off new hires under the
provisions of the Employment Equity Act, explaining why under- and misrepresentation
persist.

1.5 Scope of the Research
This dissertation consists of three separate research projects examining Englishlanguage television news in Canada, incorporating a mixed methodology, but with a heavier
18

reliance on qualitative approaches consistent with an interpretive paradigm and a social
constructivist worldview (Creswell, 2009; Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). The first two studies
(Chapters Four and Five) analyze the news content of Canada’s three mainstream networks,
Global National, CTV National News, and The National, from the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation (CBC). The second research project extends the sample from the mainstream
networks to include the newscasts of the only minority media organization that offers a
similar news package, The Aboriginal Peoples Television Network (APTN) National News.
The third study in the portfolio shifts the focus from news content to news production, using
ethnographic methods to examine the normative influences on diversity in a CBC newsroom.
The four media organizations interrogated to varying degrees in this research cover a
spectrum of broadcast models: Two private television networks owned by much larger, multibillion-dollar media companies, a state-funded, independent crown corporation , and a hybrid
non-profit Indigenous broadcaster, with but a fraction of the resources available to the other
three. CBC is Canada’s a national public broadcaster, established in 1936, with annual federal
funding of just over one-billion dollars (Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, 2013). It started
out as a radio network and launched television service in 1952. CTV was the first private
television network in Canada, debuting in 1961 as CFTO in Toronto. Today CTV reaches
“more than 99 per cent of English Canada with [its] programming” (Vivian & Maurin, 2012,
p. 120). Global’s beginnings date back to the arrival of new private, independent stations in
1970, becoming the second national private television network in 2000 after a series of
mergers. Both CTV and Global are typical of North American “Big Media” falling under the
ownership of “‘multi-platform chains’ [with] interests in a number of media” (Vivian &
Maurin, 2012, p. 11). CTV is owned by Bell Canada Enterprises (BCE), a conglomerate
counting among its assets radio stations, specialty television channels, and telephone, internet
and satellite/cable television services (BCE Inc., 2013, p. 6). Global’s parent company, Shaw
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Communications Inc., “is another multimedia powerhouse” with a similar array of radio
stations, 19 specialty television networks, and – as with BCE -- internet, telephone and cable
and satellite television services (Vivian & Maurin, 2012, p. 11). BCE’s operating revenue in
2013 totaled $20.4 billion (BCE Inc., 2013, p. 26); Shaw’s revenue in the same year was $5.1
billion (Shaw Communications, 2013, p. 6).
APTN’s arrival on the Canadian mediascape in 1999 was preceded by four decades of
effort on the part of Indigenous broadcasters. The first regular Aboriginal broadcasts went to
air in the 1960s as part of the Alberta Native Communications Society (ANCS), providing
“the impetus for the development of other Aboriginal broadcasting organizations throughout
Canada” (Baltruschat, 2004). Satellite technology was deployed by the Canadian government
in the late 1970s to provide broadcast services to remote and northern regions of the country,
and federal funding was put in place to foster Inuit cultural and linguistic programming to
counter the overwhelming stream of US and southern Canadian content (David, 1998, p. 37).
Thirteen northern organizations emerged from these initiatives, forming Television Northern
Canada (TVNC) in 1991. TVNC’s success through the 1990s convinced staff and board
members to try and establish a nation-wide Aboriginal network, and in the summer of 1997,
“steps were initiated to make this dream into reality” (Roth, 2005, p. 201); a dream that
Indigenous people from across Canada could “turn on their televisions and see themselves
reflected back through the programming on a national Aboriginal network” (David, 1998, p.
39). The federal broadcast regulator, the CRTC, enthusiastically approved TVNC’s license
application, and APTN went to air September 1, 1999 (Roth, 2005, p. 206). The network is
funded by cable subscription fees generating about $38 million annually (APTN, 2014).
Bredin (2012) describes APTN’s economic model as a “hybrid non-profit public network”,
allowing the broadcaster to foster “Aboriginal cultural production”, in line with its “social
and cultural mandate and its public service objectives” (p. 202).
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The impact of the nation-wide newscasts of CTV, CBC and Global on the national
consciousness cannot be overstated: They enjoy iconic status with their traditional viewers
and rank among the most watched TV programs in Canada (BBM Canada, 2011). These are
the flagship news programs of these networks, where the highest standards of journalism are
expected. Moreover, despite convergence, television remains the primary news source for
most Canadians (The Canadian Journalism Foundation, 2012). To the extent that news media
shape perceptions of minority groups in wider society, these newscasts have a tremendous
influence over what is broadly regarded as “normal, acceptable or desirable” (Fleras, 2011, p.
3). Analysis of these newscasts, given their prominence in the national media discourse,
provides this dissertation with findings that are more significant and far-reaching than would
a similar examination of local news.
All three research projects in the portfolio consider ethnicity among the data to
varying degrees. I have chosen to use Employment Equity Act definitions of ethnicity
because they allow for comparisons with existing research, reports and demographic data
provided by the federal government of Canada, and they are the legal categories broadcasters
are mandated to track in their hiring practices. The Act defines Aboriginal peoples as
“persons who are Indians, Inuit or Métis”, and Visible Minorities as “persons, other than
Aboriginal peoples, who are non-Caucasian in race or non-White in colour” (Government of
Canada, 2011). Although both women and people with disabilities also fall under the
provisions of the Employment Equity Act, I have decided to exclude them from this study.
Women, as a group, do not constitute a minority, and the forces that shape media
representations of them, compared to First Nations or immigrant communities, for example,
are often different. The same might also be said of people with disabilities. However, there
are also practical reasons for not including that demographic in this analysis. The Act defines
such individuals as “persons who have a long-term or recurring physical, mental, sensory,
21

psychiatric or learning impairment” (Government of Canada, 2011), making it all but
impossible to consistently and accurately identify these people due to a lack of visual cues.
The bureaucratic terminology and definitions related to race are problematic. Indeed,
the very notion of race is “a socially constructed phenomenon based on the false assumption
that physical differences… are related to intellectual, moral, or cultural superiority” (Henry &
Tator, 2002, p. 11). By categorizing Canadians as either White, Visible Minority or
Aboriginal the federal government:
…relies on essentialism and ignores specific communities’ social and/or cultural
commonalities in the greater interest of defining people through physical attributes…
[Such terms] either effectively ignore the dominant group or do not accurately
describe communities established through similar ethnicity and/or culture.” (Giang,
2013, pp. 74-75)
Nonetheless, as social constructs, racial categorizations have “significantly affected the lives
of people of colour” (Henry & Tator, 2002, p. 11), and thus inform any interrogation of
media discourse and racism. Despite this essentialism, the federal government’s racial
terminology has been incorporated throughout this dissertation, allowing for consistency and
comparisons with existing demographic data and research. Government definitions such as
Visible Minority and Aboriginal will be treated as proper nouns and capitalized throughout
this portfolio (except in quotations when not capitalized in the original), as will the racial
adjectives Black, White, Indigenous and First Nations.
While radio broadcasters are also subject to Broadcast and Employment Equity Act
provisions, I have also chosen to exclude radio news from this analysis for a number of
practical reasons, including the fact that there is such a wide range of newscasts to choose
from, making representative sampling difficult. Determining ethnic background of
journalists and sources is nearly impossible without visual cues. I have also decided not to
include print media in the analysis, because there has been more extensive research related to
newspapers, and they are not covered by the provisions of federal legislation on equity and
22

multiculturalism. The broadcast organizations at the centre of this research all make their
content available in a number of ways through their web sites. However, as some scholars
have noted, online news is often characterized by “the shovelware phenomena (repackaging
content produced for other media)” (Paterson, 2008, p. 7). Since much of the online content is
unaltered from the original terrestrial broadcast, I have limited the analysis to the actual
newscasts that aired, recorded and saved on DVDs.
Finally, any interrogation of journalistic practice, especially one examining
representations of race, invariable touches on ethical considerations. While professional
ideology related to objectivity, fairness and balance comes up throughout the analyses, the
three studies were not designed to answer specific research questions related to ethics.
Diversity’s place in journalism’s ethical canon is a rich area for further research.
Project One
The first study in this research portfolio, a quantitative content analysis, covers two
months of nightly television news from September 1st, to October 31st, 2011. The national
newscasts of the three English-speaking Canadian networks Global Television, CTV, and the
CBC were recorded for analysis. More than 700 individual news stories were analyzed to
compare the ethnic background of sources with the ethnic background of the journalists who
put the stories together. The study calls into question the assumption that diverse reporters
will necessarily bring more diverse sources to the news content, as we have seen, a central
premise of government and industry initiatives. Key findings in this study -- an overrepresentation of White sources regardless of the ethnic background of the journalist and
reaffirmation of a very low participation rate by Aboriginal people as both reporters and news
sources – are addressed in the subsequent research projects.
Project Two
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The second project shifts from a quantitative to a qualitative research methodology,
and considers the nature of the news coverage of one of the marginalized groups targeted in
this study: Aboriginal peoples, the largest identifiable minority group in Canada (Statistics
Canada, 2010). This comparative news frames analysis is based on the television news
sample from Project One, but incorporates content from Indigenous broadcaster APTN
recorded during the same sample window. APTN stories are contrasted with coverage on the
same subject/issue/news event related to Indigenous people that were also covered by one or
more of the three mainstream English language news networks, a methodology never used
before to analyze Canadian television news content. The rationale for this approach was that
the contrast with an Indigenous discourse would help reveal the dominant perspective in
mainstream news frames of Aboriginal peoples.
Project Three
The third component of this research portfolio is a participant-observation study in the
tradition of media production ethnography, examining the news values and norms that
determine media content as it relates to minority groups. It is an approach never before used
in the Canadian context of broadcast news and diversity. In July of 2012, I spent 100 hours in
a CBC newsroom watching the way broadcast reporters, producers and assignment editors
interact to shape the news discourse. In addition to field note data and documents gathered at
the study site, interviews were conducted with newsroom staff. Despite significant efforts to
provide more inclusive news content, established news values and production norms often
steered news coverage towards dominant, White voices and perspectives. Results of the
analysis were shared with CBC.
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1.6 Research Position
I began this research as a representative of the most powerful demographic in Western
society; an educated, White middle-aged male. In a 20-year career as a journalist I spent a lot
of time interviewing people just like me: politicians, business leaders, experts. Like many
mainstream reporters I appreciated the importance of providing a range of perspectives and
“giving voice to voiceless”; and like many, I suspect, I was frustrated at the infrequency with
which that happened. Nonetheless, I was fortunate to work with colleagues who recognized
the voices missing from our coverage, and who helped foster a sensitivity to be more
inclusive. We celebrated finding sources who were women, or Gay, or Muslim or Filipino.
For most of us it was not simply an issue of fairness or balance or equity, but something even
more fundamental – accuracy.
My background in the practice of journalism carries with it a variety of personal
biases that shape my interpretive lens. My short career as an educator and academic has
softened some of those perspectives. I still believe strongly in the agency of individual
journalists to craft their stories with independence and creativity, to be true to their own sense
of professional identity. At the same time, I have come to recognize the influences of macro
forces such as political economy, hegemony, and neoliberalism on the media discourse. The
elusiveness of a singular truth and the importance of reflexivity associated with
postmodernist approaches have informed my interpretivist research perspective (See Chapter
3).
The third research project in this dissertation portfolio focuses on production practices
of the CBC, where I was employed for 16 years. As a public broadcaster, CBC’s commitment
to public service has always been necessarily higher than the private networks, and I have
always admired that. CBC’s willingness to participate in research related to diversity speaks
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to this commitment. I approached my fieldwork in the CBC newsroom fully aware of this
sympathetic inclination, and worked hard to keep it in check through the analysis and writeup, relying on the data to tell the research story.

1.7 Organization of the Dissertation
This first chapter has offered a brief overview of this dissertation, introducing the
Canadian context for the research problem, the individual research projects and the
significance of this research for scholars and practitioners of journalism. Chapter Two
reviews the literature that forms the foundation of this research, taking into accounts theories
of representation and multiculturalism, framing, hegemony and colonialism. Specific
analyses examining minority representation in the media discourse are discussed, exposing
the unexplored areas of scholarship which give rise to the research questions that form the
foundation of this dissertation. Chapter Three builds on the literature review to establish the
research design for the three individual studies that make up this portfolio. The overarching
methodology is explained, its suitability for examining media representations of minorities,
and its connection to theory and the research questions. Chapters Four, Five and Six represent
the individual research projects at the heart of the dissertation. The progression through these
studies shifts from the broad to the specific, from the macro to the micro influences on news
content. Chapter Four analyzes a sample of more than 3,500 source-appearances in
mainstream network news to quantitatively determine the relationship between the ethnicity
of the journalists and the interviewees featured in their stories. Chapter Five (Project Two)
takes the dissertation deeper into the nature of news content, using news frames analysis to
compare mainstream stories about Aboriginal peoples with news coverage on the same events
and issues that were also featured on the indigenous television network, APTN. Chapter Six
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builds on the findings of the first two analyses by explaining why minority groups and
Aboriginal peoples tend to be under- and misrepresented in the news discourse, moving
beyond systemic and structural variables to consider micro-forces of production norms and
news values. An ethnographic study of a CBC newsroom, this chapter provides specific
examples of the ways newsgathering routines privilege dominant over minority voices, and
underscores the need to address the unspoken mainstream bias in production norms. The final
chapter reviews the findings that emerge from this dissertation, and extends the research to
the practice of journalism. Seven specific recommendations emerge that challenge, discount
or re-cast the industry’s conventional approaches to improving the news coverage of minority
groups. References for the entire dissertation are found at the end of Chapter 7, while those
for individual research projects are incorporated into those papers (Chapters, 4, 5 and 6).
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Chapter 2. Literature Review

Introduction
The central problem explored in this dissertation is the way minority groups are
portrayed in Canada’s mainstream television news. As a colonial nation, Canada has emerged
as a cultural amalgam of Aboriginal peoples, European settlers and waves of immigrants
from virtually every corner of the globe. Racialized minority groups in Canada include
distinct First Nations, Inuit and Métis as well as immigrant communities from Asia, the
Middle East, Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean. While there are many similarities in
the problematic ways immigrant and Indigenous groups are portrayed in the Western media
discourse, the place of Aboriginal peoples is distinct in some ways, and has warranted its own
field of inquiry, particularly in nations with a colonial past. The discussion that follows
includes a review of the broader theory and scholarship related to media representations of
minority groups generally, as well as Indigenous people specifically, both internationally and
in the Canadian context. The research related to macro structural variables is considered as
well as micro influences in the realm of practice and media production. Gaps in the research
will be identified over the course of the chapter, culminating with the seven over-arching
research questions that drive this dissertation.

2.1 Media Representations of Minorities
News portrayals of minority groups in the media are remarkably consistent
throughout the Western world. Themes of under-representation, stereotyping and exoticism
have been well established in the media discourse of nations considered (by themselves) to be
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tolerant. The scholarship often describes how the dominant cultural perspective is considered
normal and defines “us”, establishing a contrasting binary by which minority perspectives
are cast as different belonging to “them” in media content.
One of the first significant reports related to news media representation of minority
groups came out of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders in the United
States, established to examine the causes of racial tension and rioting. What came to be
known as the Kerner Commission looked at the media’s role in the unrest, concluding in
1968 that “the press had failed to adequately report on the underlying problems that led to the
riots”, criticizing the news media for reporting from a “White-only perspective” (Poindexter,
Smith, & Heider, 2003, p. 525). Between Kerner and the present, there has been a steady
stream of studies out of the US critical of media portrayals of ethno-cultural minorities. Gist
(1990) examined the representations of Blacks, Hispanics and Asians by two newspapers.
She not only found minorities were generally negatively represented, but in stark contrast, the
“presentation of whites was not restricted to negative examples, or sports/entertainment” and
they were often portrayed “in an extensive variety of mainstream activities” (p. 54). Pease,
Smith and Subervi (2001) suggest Gist’s work is typical of “study after study of news
content” in the US showing minority groups are under-represented and or negatively
portrayed in the news media (p. 2). A consistent finding through the scholarship is that
Blacks are more likely to appear in the news discourse in association with crime but much
less likely as experts (Entman, 1994; Wilson & Gutierrez, 1995; Entman & Rojecki, 2001).
Campbell (1995) has identified myths in the representation of Afro-Americans, including the
“myth of assimilation”, in which a newsroom portrays African Americans “as having
overcome racism and fully integrated into the American mainstream, where equality has been
achieved”, a news discourse often coincidental with the commemoration of Martin Luther
King Jr. Day (p. 111). A more recent article, examining news representations and race in the
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era of Black president Barack Obama, finds that the myth of assimilation still persists, that
“Fifteen years later, [the authors, including Campbell] have observed few changes in how
local TV Newscasts cover King Day, violent crimes, or other stories that can have racial
implications” (Campbell, LeDuff, & Brown, 2012, p. 18). A common theme in these studies
is a reconsideration of the media criticisms leveled by the Kerner Commission more than four
decades ago, and the observation that “when it comes to race, news media have not advanced
significantly since 1968” (Poindexter, Smith, & Heider, 2003, p. 534).
The situation appears to be much the same in Canada. Jiwani (2006) points to a body
of research that shows media portrayals of “racialized minorities tend to cluster around the
themes of crime and deviance, ethnic exotica, athletic prowess, and societal achievement,
thereby constructing them as Others – different from ‘us’”, which in turn evokes “negative
connotations linking immigrants with fears of invasion, illegal entry, and opportunistic
behavior” (p. 42). The news media experiences of specific identifiable groups have been
examined in the Canadian scholarship. One study describes coverage of the Sikh community
as “sensationalized”, its members “commonly depicted as militants, as terrorists and as
disposed to violence”, while Tamils in Toronto are cast as “people who, unlike ‘us,’ condone
terrorism and illegal activity” (Henry & Tator, 2002, pp. 45, 137). Bullock and Jafri (2001)
contend that Muslim women are “presented as outsiders: as foreign, distant ‘others’, and as
members of a religion (Islam) that does not promote ‘Canadian’ values, but anti-Canadian
values such as indiscriminate violence and gender oppression” (p. 35).
Immigrant communities are consistently misrepresented in the media discourse in
other parts of the Western world as well (van Dijk, 1991; Jakubowicz, et al., 1994; Downing
& Husband, 2005; Kretzschmar, 2007; Siapera, 2010). In Australia, Teo (2000) studied
newspaper accounts of a Vietnamese gang in two Sydney newspapers, and identified a
“positive Us” (“White majority”) versus “negative Them” polarization, so that the “prevalent
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attitude towards ‘ethnics’ as expressed by the newspapers seems to be: if they want to live
here, they must adapt to our culture; they should behave as we do, and arrange their lives so
they don’t bother us” (p. 41). Other researchers have identified similar issues related to
Muslims in the aftermath of 9/11in the United Kingdom, Australia, the United States and
Canada (Jacka & Green, 2003; Poynting, 2008; Leduff, 2012; Perigoe & Eid, 2014). As the
next section illustrates, these observations are consistent with media portrayals of Aboriginal
peoples as well.

2.2 Media Coverage of Indigenous Peoples
The Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (1996), referenced in the
last chapter, is representative of studies recognizing the need for “realistic portrayals” of
Canada’s First Peoples. Fleras (2011) argues that Indigenous Canadians are routinely
portrayed as “problem people”; “pigeonholed” into tropes of “pathetic” victimhood,
vulnerability and reliance on government providence; and cast as “ruthless thugs who must
be firmly controlled” (p. 18). Further stereotypes are revealed in the analysis of a sexual
assault case involving an Aboriginal woman who accused an elected member of parliament
of sexual assault 30 years earlier (Mahtani, Henry, & Tator, 2008). The researchers suggest
the newspaper coverage “drew on a common stock of Native stereotypes that helped
construct and reproduce a negative image of Native people as drunken, poor, drug addicted,
violent and hostile” (p. 124).
Anderson and Robertson (2011) found a preponderance of stereotypes in an extensive
discourse analysis of newspaper articles from 1869 to the present, associating Aboriginal
peoples with “depravity, innate inferiority, and a stubborn resistance to progress” (p. 6). They
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contend newspapers still use colonialism as a lens through which to consider Indigenous
people (p. 267); and that mainstream racist policies (the residential school system, forced
relocation, the reserve system) are brushed aside in the 21st Century as mistakes made in the
“olden days.” As with media representations of other minorities, Indigenous people in
Canada fall into the “us-versus-them” binary, a “colonial dichotomy”, settler versus Indian in
days past, law-abiding citizen versus protester in the context of blockades and demonstrations
in the present (Lambertus, 2004; Wilkes, Corrigall-Brown, & Ricard, 2010).
Other studies have highlighted additional concerns about media representations of
Aboriginal peoples. A recent analysis of news stories from 171 print and online news
organizations in the province of Ontario dramatically illustrates the issue of underrepresentation of Aboriginal peoples in the media discourse (Pierro, et al., 2013). Over a
three-year period, just .28 per cent of all the news stories produced were about Indigenous
issues, leading the authors to conclude “it is clear that Aboriginal-related stories are barely on
the radar of most media outlets” (p. 17). This study also highlights a lack of context,
observing that “the little media attention there is on Aboriginal peoples focuses on the actions
of protest… versus the reasons for the protests” (p. 12). Some Canadian researchers have
similarly found “decontextualization” in newspaper reports on land claim negotiations that
“have dragged on for years with only a few notable successes” but fail to offer any
explanation why (Chow-White & McMahon, 2011, p. 360). Others point out additional areas
of missing Indigenous legal, historic and social perspective, such as “the context for the
deprivation of life in Native communities which is the legacy of Euro-Canadian colonialism”
(Mahtani, Henry, & Tator, 2008, p. 124).
Issues raised in these Canadian studies are also found in the scholarship of
mainstream media representations of Indigenous groups in other parts of the world. In
considering the US research, Carstarphen and Sanchez (2010) identify “discordant and
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disjointed” imagery, such as: “Indian princesses”, “a defeated people”, and “a vanishing
race…plagued by substance abuse” (p. 320). In Australia, stereotypes are also prevalent in
the media discourse, while an Aboriginal perspective to challenge “myths and
misconceptions” about the Indigenous experience are often missing (Jakubowicz, et al., 1994,
p. 163). Banerjee and Osuri (2000) highlight the absence of Indigenous voice in both history
and the media, examining the debate over the mass shooting in Port Arthur, Tasmania, in
1996. The tragedy was framed by mainstream television and print as “the worst massacre in
Australian history”, failing to take into account a number of Aboriginal massacres in the
country’s colonial past (p. 264). The authors contend the news media are complicit in
“separating the histories of Anglo-Celtic and Aboriginal peoples…in order to maintain a
unisonant Anglo-centric national identity” (p. 268). McCallum’s (2007) analysis of
Australian newspaper coverage between 2000 and 2006, focusing on content containing the
words “Indigenous” and “violence”, shows:
Journalists continue to choose the route of sensationalist reporting, drawing on the
news value of conflict, framing ongoing issues of social dislocation and dysfunction
as ‘crises’ and narrating Indigenous people and issues as problematic. Indigenous men
are framed as dangerous others, reinforcing conceptions of them as a societal risk and
a threat to the existing order. (p. 12, italics in the original)
Downing and Husband (2005) draw a connection between the Australian experience and the
Indigenous Sami people in Nordic countries, where the “Sami culture can still be linked to a
specific ‘otherness’ and a romanticized traditional past” associated with being “uncivilized
and underdeveloped” (p. 136).
The literature clearly establishes mainstream news presentations of Indigenous
peoples and minorities are consistently problematic. In considering the assertion that most
news is negative, regardless of the ethnicity, Fleras (2011) draws an important distinction for
Indigenous people and other ethno-cultural minorities:
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Newsworthiness in general reinforces the media-centric notion that bad news is good
news. But the framing of vulnerable minorities along these lines exerts a different
impact; after all, minorities lack the institutional power to deflect, absorb, and
neutralize this symbolic assault on their identities and aspirations. (p. 262)
The profound implications for inequitable coverage on minority groups (see Mahtani,
2001; Harding, 2010) demand a deeper understanding of structural and production forces on
the news content. However, much of the Canadian scholarship in this area is based almost
entirely on print analyses, failing to consider television news, and the milieu of multicultural
regulatory policy (which does not apply to newspapers or magazines) and equity hiring
legislation. Since Canadians rely on television news more than other media (The Canadian
Journalism Foundation, 2012), this represents a significant gap in the scholarship (discussed
in the context of the research questions later in this chapter). For many scholars
understanding the distorted imagery of minorities begins by examining hegemony in Western
society.

2.3 Hegemony and Media Practice
The consistent “othering” of minorities, and the “us-versus-them” binary identified in
the analyses described above (and many others) are often founded in theories of hegemony.
Indeed, in his seminal work, Orientalism, discussed in detail later in this chapter, Said
(1978/2003) observes that hegemony “is an indispensable concept for any understanding of
cultural life in the industrial West” (p. 7). Italian Marxist Antonio Gramsci introduced the
concept “to explain the failure of European socialist movements,” arguing that “capitalist
societies were sustained not only by the formal and potentially coercive power of the state,
but also by complex cultural and ideological processes that secure popular consent to the
established social order” (Carragee, 1993, p. 330). Gramsci contends that the “dominant
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fundamental group” gains this consent to impose order on “the great masses of the
population” based on “its position and function in the world of production” (1971, p. 12).
Consent is won by the ruling class through the construction of “common sense” ideology,
establishing a consensus that “makes the power of the dominant group appear both natural
and legitimate” (Watson & Hill, 2003, p. 126). Common sense, for Gramsci, is equated with
“conformist thinking” and places the perspective of the elite as “beyond question… as natural
and universal” (Procter, 2004, p. 67). However, it is also important to point out that
ideological hegemony in society is never static and uncontested, that “it must constantly be
re-won” (Budarick & King, 2008, p. 358).
British cultural theorist Stuart Hall has been greatly influenced by Gramsci’s theory of
hegemony, and adapts it to his studies of representation, media and race. In his essay
“Encoding/Decoding” Hall (1980) extends reception theory to mass media and television,
incorporating hegemony into the discussion of the way media messages are formed and
received. In considering television discourse, he theorizes that media elites “encode”
messages from a “wide range of discursive transformations within the wider socio-cultural
and political structure of which they are a differentiated part” (pp. 130-131). Television news
also takes on a “common sense status” associated with Gramscian hegemony, through its
“performative nature” (Procter, 2004, p. 67); Hall describes this as the “professional code,”
said to be “relatively independent”, but observes that the message transmitted by television
producers has “already been signified in a hegemonic manner” (1980, p. 137). Hall postulates
that audiences can “decode” the media discourse with varying degrees of acceptance of the
“dominant definitions,” but the coded ideology therein is hegemonic, carrying “the stamp of
legitimacy” appearing “‘natural’ ‘inevitable’ ‘taken for granted”’ (p. 138).
Hall (1997a) recognizes the power differential in examining race, and the role of
difference in establishing meaning (p. 234). Acknowledging the work of semiotics pioneer
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Saussure, Hall asserts that society understands what “Black” means by its contrast with
“White”; “it’s the ‘difference’ between white and black which signifies, which carries
meaning” (p. 234, italics in the original). While these oppositional binaries offer meaning,
they are also “reductionist and over-simplified”. Hall turns to Derrida to further expose the
nature of such binaries, observing that they are rarely neutral, that “one pole of the binary is
usually the dominant one… [and] [t]here is always a relation of power between the poles” (p.
235). These dominant-subordinate binaries in the Canadian context – settler/Indian,
civilized/savage, Canadian/other, citizen/immigrant, us/them – are common in media
representations of minorities, as demonstrated earlier in this chapter.
Extending Hall’s power-binary to the media, the implications are clear: Western news
organizations will use “dominant codes and frames of reference, reproducing the ideas and
discourse that contribute to the domination of certain ethno-cultural groups” (Siapera, 2010,
p. 71). However, given that hegemony is continually contested, as noted above, alternative
ideological perspectives can challenge encoded hegemony in media discourse, through
“niche” and/or Indigenous news organizations (Budarick & King, 2008, p. 359), or counterhegemonic framing by individual journalists (Entman, 2004).
The production of news, and the dissemination of Hall’s “dominant codes”, is
founded on routines that privilege social elites, or as Shoemaker and Reese (1996) explain,
“the news paradigm must conform to hegemonic requirements” (p. 235). Fundamental to this
process, they write, is the “notion of objectivity” or related ideals of “accuracy, balance and
fairness”. They argue journalists have come to be regarded as “biased when they use their
own expertise to draw conclusions”, but “objective when they let prominent sources dictate
the news.”
Giving serious attention to nonofficial sources is discouraged as unnewsworthy. By
accepting valueless reporting as the norm, the media accept the boundaries, values
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and ideological rules of the game established and interpreted by elite sources. (p.
235).
Gans (1979) argues there are additional reasons for this reliance: “The most powerful
sources are also the most efficient”, which, he points out, further adds to their power (p. 282).
Official sources abound in political institutions where journalists often focus their
newsgathering, to the point where one scholar concludes “the story of journalism, on a dayto-day basis, is the story of the interaction of reporters and officials” (Schudson, 1989, p.
271). Sigal (1973) was one of the first to quantify this observation, detailing not only the
reliance on official sources, but also on official channels and pre-planned media events.
Fishman (1980) highlights the over-representation of official “bureaucratic” sources in the
reporter’s routine (p. 63). To be considered a legitimate source, a person needs to be in a
position of authority, and seen as a “knower” (p.56). Ericson, Baranek and Chan (1989)
similarly detail the role of the “knower” in their extensive analysis of news source and
reporter interaction in Canada, declaring “news represents who are the authorized knowers
and what are their authoritative versions of reality” (p. 3, italics in the original). Fishman also
discusses the reporter’s well-established routines, describing the news conference as a “phase
structure” – an opportunity for the organization and its legitimate “knowers”, to provide
“specific schemes of interpretation” (p. 55). Without phase structures, reporters facing tight
deadlines have to work harder to find the legitimate sources. Thus news conferences easily
address two key journalistic needs, sources and timely access, but cut out perspectives of
those who do not hold positions of authority. In other words, these journalistic norms further
distance minority voices from the media discourse. As Entman and Rojecki observe, “there
are simply not that many Black voices to be found in places where reporters habitually go for
expertise,” an issue compounded by the “tendency of reporters to return time and again to the
same sources” (2001, p. 73).
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The theories discussed to this point seem to suggest that news media, adhering to
perceived journalistic objectivity, reflect the “dominant codes” of social elites, privileging the
“natural and legitimate” perspectives of official sources, likely to the exclusion of
marginalized voices, such as minority groups. This is not to suggest the media and
establishment are engaged in a conspiracy, as hegemony is continually contested, and
alternative perspectives do find their way into the media discourse. However, the interplay
between hegemony, ideology, and journalistic norms and ideals warrants deeper
understanding and further research, especially in the Canadian television context,
representing one of the key points of inquiry in this dissertation.

2.4 Stereotypes, Framing, Discourse and Colonialism
While the theories reviewed so far have tended to look at power relations, production
norms and content, theories of representation look at the “outcome of the media production
process” (Siapera, 2010, p. 111). In this dissertation that means exploring the nature of the
news portrayals of minorities; the news content. Some of the theories most relevant to this
dissertation -- stereotyping, framing, critical discourse analysis, and discursive formations –
are detailed below.
Walter Lippmann (1922/2004) is credited with coining the term “stereotype” to
explain what he called the “pictures in our heads”, the “generalized abstractions” that allow
us to “apprehend and act upon the world” (p. 50, cited in Siapera, 2010, p. 113). While
recognizing the cognitive utility of stereotypes, he also identifies broader social implications:
“The systems of stereotypes may be the core of our personal tradition, the defenses of our
position in society” (p. 52, cited in Siapera, 2010, p. 115). Dyer (1979/1999) expands on the
social cognitive by incorporating societal power into the discussion:
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The role of the stereotype is to make visible the invisible, so that there is no danger of
it creeping up on us unawares; and to make fast, firm and separate what is in reality
fluid and much closer to the norm than the dominant value system cares to admit. (p.
211)
The dominant value system is a function of culture, and includes the news media, where the
stereotypic representations of minority groups are “typically negative and rigid” (Siapera,
2010, p. 128). Downing and Husband (2005) add that stereotypes can also cast groups in
positive ways, and provide example of “neglected” tropes of “Whiteness”, such as “White
people are civilized (as World Wars I and II, colonialism and slavery so amply
demonstrated), natural rulers of the planet, intelligent, organized, energetic, visionary” (p.
32). The argument that stereotypes are somehow founded on a grain of truth simply illustrates
their problematic nature; they rely on “fragmented reality” and often an implicit “negative
interpretation of the fragment” remains (p. 34). The authors use the example of an Arab
woman in a Hijab, an image that reflects a “certain reality”, but not the generalization that
“Arab women are powerless and repressed, and somewhere between contemptible and
pitiable” (p. 34). The antidote to stereotypes is context, building complexity around the
fragment of reality. However, context flows from perspectives outside the dominant
discourse, and as seen in the previous section, news media routines privilege official sources.
The theoretical approach of framing explains the prevalence of stereotypes as part of
the selectivity that goes into media messages. By focusing on certain attributes to the
exclusion of others, the process of framing, a mediated representation of a minority might
well emerge as a fragment of a much more complex reality. Thus the processes of selecting
salient elements, and the influences brought to bear on those processes, represent a significant
area of research for frames scholars. Erving Goffman (1974) pioneered frame analysis,
which was later applied to media studies by many others including Tuchman (1978), and
Gitlin (1980). Entman (1993) provides a clear example of how news items are framed, noting
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the way US foreign relations were always couched in terms of the Cold War ideology until
the collapse of the Soviet empire (p. 52). He describes framing as a process:
to select some aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient in a
communicating text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem definition,
causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation. (p. 52)
Entman postulates that the news frame is “really the imprint of power -- it registers the
identity of actors or interests that competed to dominate the text” and thus the news can
“exhibit homogenous framing” (p. 55). His work on the coverage of race in the United States
is especially relevant to this research proposal, and highlights stereotypes, racist ideology and
the selective nature of storytelling about minority groups. He provides the example of a
drive-by-shooting framed as “gang-related”, which includes imagery of “hand signals,
weapons and aimless loitering”, obscuring more “sympathetic” interpretations of inner-city
poverty and chronic unemployment (Entman & Rojecki, 2001, p. 49). However, Entman also
acknowledges that the hegemony model alone often does not always explain the framing of
news events. He points to the rise of “independent framing”, in which individual journalists
challenge foreign policy frames of US administrations, most recently in their coverage of the
war in Iraq (Entman, 2004, p. 108).
As with framing, Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) also targets ideology underlying
media content, and according to van Dijk (2000), “systematically describe[s] the various
structures and strategies of text or talk, and relate[s] these to the social or political context”
(p. 35). More specifically, CDA focuses on the “‘text’ or ‘talk’ within systems of
representation” to analyze “how dominance, inequality, and social power abuse are enacted”
(Henry & Tator, 2002, p. 35). Media representation of minorities is considered “mainly
ideological: It justifies and perpetuates existing power structures” (Siapera, 2010, p. 128).
CDA theorists assert the media reflect the power structure in society in the discourses they
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help to construct and disseminate, including, for example, racism, Eurocentrism or discourses
that deny the existence, extent or influence of racism. Jiwani (2006) argues that Canada
“practices denial when it comes to issues of sexism, classism, and especially racism”
suggesting the “normative values” behind the denials are “arbitrary standards set by the
dominant culture to reinforce that culture’s sense of superiority and position of power in
society” (p. xv). Both in Canada and internationally, scholars have recognized a
transformation in racist ideology consistent with neoliberal values of individualism, smaller
government and “colour-blindness”; racism is no longer based on genetic traits such as skin
colour, and is now described as “new” or “cultural” racism (Barker, 1981) or subtle,
“modern” or “enlightened” racism (Entman & Rojecki, 2001). Van Dijk (2000) explains that
under the new racism “minorities are not biologically inferior, but different”:
They have a different culture, although in many respects there are “deficiencies”, such
as single-parent families, drug abuse, lacking achievement values, and dependence on
welfare and affirmative action – “pathologies” that need to be corrected of course.
(pp. 33-34)
Discourse and representation are also features of a theoretical approach based on
Michel Foucault’s work known as discursive formations (Foucault, 1972). The iconic French
scholar did not regard discourse as a linguistic term, but “the production of knowledge
through language… [Discourse] constructs the topic. It defines and produces the objects of
our knowledge,” (Hall, 1997b, p. 73). Moreover, Foucault held that discourse was under the
constant influence of power in society “because it was always being applied to the regulation
of social conduct” (p. 76). The ramifications for this study of minority groups in media
content are clear: “It is through power that discourses become consolidated, while at the same
time, certain discourses privilege certain concepts, objects and subjects, thereby enabling
them to dominate” (p. 76). Thus the settler perspective dominates, and “alternative histories
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are nullified”, for example, in media discourse related to Indigenous peoples (Banerjee &
Osuri, 2000, p. 274).
Foucault’s work is a major influence on postcolonial theory, and particularly the
writings of one of its key theorists, Edward Said (Shohat & Stam, 2003, p. 13).
Postcolonialism “explores issues of the colonial archive and postcolonial identity”,
combining elements of “diverse and contradictory currents” such as “studies of nationalism,
the literature of Third World allegory”, “the work of the subaltern studies group” and “the
work of postcolonials per se” (p. 13). Said’s Orientalism considers the way the “East” came
to be represented through a Eurocentric lens. His description of Orientalism is consistent with
the Foucault’s concept of discursive formation – in fact he credits Foucault for his approach –
contending it is only by considering Orientalism “as a discourse” that one can “understand
the enormously systematic discipline by which European culture was able to manage -- and
even produce -- the Orient politically, sociologically, militarily, ideologically, scientifically,
and imaginatively” (Said, 1978/2003, p. 3). Said follows the development of Orientalism
during the colonial epoch through the eyes of European scholars, adventurers, politicians and
historians. As with Hall’s dominant-subordinate binary, Said contrasts portrayals of people
from the Middle East and Asia with Europeans: “The Oriental is irrational, depraved (fallen),
childlike, ‘different’; thus the European is rational, virtuous, mature, ‘normal’” (p. 40). Said
has been criticized for “homogenizing both West and East” (Shohat & Stam, 2003, p. 13), but
the binaries he raises between virtuous, rational Europeans and depraved, irrational
“Orientals” is consistent through most analyses of minority representation in news media,
regardless of the theoretical orientation. As discussed earlier in this chapter, both immigrants
and Aboriginal people in Canada represent the colonized side of the binary, “framed in terms
of a clash between majority and minority values… ‘We’… the real Canadians…versus
‘They’… the ‘Other’” (Henry & Tator, 2002, p. 232).
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The “Other” also emerges in work of another important scholar associated with
postcolonial theory, Benedict Anderson (1983/2006). Anderson postulates that the nationstate is an “imagined community”, where “regardless of the actual inequality and exploitation
that may prevail in each, the nation is always conceived as a deep, horizontal comradeship”
(p. 7). Anderson argues that “colonial racism” was crucial to the “conception of ‘Empire’”
and based on a “principle of innate, inherited superiority” (p. 150). To extend Anderson’s
ideas to news content, in the dominant discourse of mainstream media, ethnic minorities
routinely exist outside the imagined boundaries of the colonial nation state, as “others” or as
“them”, hyphenated as Indo-Canadians, or Muslim Canadians, innately inferior to the “real
Canadians”.
However, postcolonial theory not only helps to explains mainstream representations
of minority groups, it also contributes to the understanding of the Indigenous media
experience in Canada. Indigenous news organizations challenge the dominant, colonial,
taken-for-granted representations of Aboriginal peoples through self-representation, revealing
their own culture and “historical realities to themselves and the broader societies that have
stereotyped or denied them” (Ginsburg, 1994, p. 378). For Alia, (2003), self-representation is
necessitated by the “poverty and distorting of mainstream coverage”, making it “imperative
for indigenous people to develop their own news outlets” (p. 37). Such a directive is
consistent with a broader multicultural view (discussed later in this chapter) that seeks to reenvision “world history and contemporary social life from a decolonizing and antiracist
perspective” with the ultimate goal of a “profound restructuring of the ways knowledge is
produced through the distribution of cultural resources and power” (Shohat & Stam, 2003, p.
7). Knopf (2010) suggests the Aboriginal Peoples Television Network (APTN) in Canada is a
clear reflection of that view, as it “decolonizes” the mainstream media discourse by focusing
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on issues facing Aboriginal people from an Aboriginal perspective, asserting to all viewers
that:
Aboriginal cultures do have rich cultural knowledge that is worth becoming familiar
with, which counters the general assumptions of many Canadians, born and nurtured
in colonial discourses, that it is antiquated, quaint, and inferior to Euro-Canadian
knowledge and cannot contribute to the Canadian national image and discourses. (p.
95)
To that extent, Indigenous media such as APTN offer a contrast to the conceptualizations of
news in the mainstream. The very presence of Aboriginal perspective in this brand of news
discourse points the way to more complete, equitable coverage in mainstream news;
decolonize the power binaries and long-held stereotypes, and replace them with Aboriginal
voices and perspectives.
All these theoretical approaches lend great understanding to the way ethno-cultural
groups are represented in the media, but they also have their limitations. Discourse analyses,
critics contend, tend to be “logo-centric”, targeting the “text and talk” to the exclusion of
additional context such as images (Downing & Husband, 2005, p. 45). CDA’s focus on
ideology raises the question “is there anything outside ideology” such as the “socio-historical
and cultural background within which the media operate” (Siapera, 2010, pp. 119-120). The
impression left is that media “deliberately and intentionally conspire against cultural
difference” (p. 120), thus overlooking media accounts that are inclusive and contextual, that
challenge racist precepts. Framing theory leaves much greater room for the agency of news
media and individual journalists, but can focus too greatly on the cognitive and ideological, at
the expense of socio-cultural influences (p. 120). Theories focusing on representation as a
stereotype, or a news frame, or as discourse generally do not address another key issue,
invisibility: “If tens of millions of people are almost out of frame literally, visually, they are
scarcely even dignified with a stereotype!” (Downing & Husband, 2005, p. 37). Nonetheless,
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understanding the problematic nature of the media representations from a variety of
theoretical perspectives undoubtedly helps separate structural variables from production
norms, and points the way to potential corrective measures.

2.5 Multiculturalism and Media Studies
Multicultural theories also contribute to the understanding of news media
representations of minority groups, exposing contradictions in the norms and professional
ideology that determine news content. As Hallin concluded more than 20 years ago,
journalism’s era of “high modernism” has passed; once “universal” audiences are
increasingly “fragmented”; and “cultural barriers” are “widening” (1992, pp. 23-24). Patterns
of migration and globalization have only added to the fragmentation. Journalism in the
postmodern era can no longer ignore diversity: “Multiculturalism is a felt reality for media
professionals everywhere, whether they like it or are opposed to it, and it thus forces them to
face their ideology and to rethink their value systems” (Deuze, 2004, p. 281).
The word multiculturalism has come to represent a myriad of different meanings, so
much so “there are varying understandings of its terminology, its purposes, and its
expressions” (Karim, 2009, p. 702). While acknowledging a host of problematic and
“contradictory discourses” associated with such a “slippery concept”, Shohat and Stam also
find advantages, such as “the idea of a constitutive heterogeneity” enacting a “coalitionary
strategy that implicitly goes beyond the binaries of race relations or black studies or Asian
studies or whiteness studies” (2003, pp. 6-8). They view official multiculturalism, as
legislated by Canadian parliament, as a reference to “government programs designed to
placate and to some extent empower minorities by offering a modicum of representation
within the existing political system” (p. 6).
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That form of official multiculturalism is often associated with Western liberalism, and
related values of equality, openness and acceptance. Despite the explicit opposition to racism
these values entail, minority media imagery in Western democratic society is consistently
inadequate. Parekh (2006) makes it clear multiculturalism is not an extension of liberalism.
He traces the development of liberal thought through the colonial epoch, suggesting it was
not simply an “ideological justification,” but needs to be considered in the context of “its
complex relationship with the colonial experience and its subjugated ‘other’” (p. 34). He says
liberalism, as it exists now, is a paradox:
…it is the glory of liberal (that is tolerant, open, and free) society that it is not, and
does not need or even seek to become, exclusively or entirely liberal…committed to a
strong sense of autonomy, individualism, self-creation and so on. (p. 113)
For Parekh, liberalism embodies the cultural monism of the dominant culture, which
in turn is reflected in the news media discourse. Taylor (1994) describes liberalism in
Western societies as “difference-blind” where the “principle of equal respect…focuses on
what is the same in all” (p. 43). He contends that liberalism is “not a meeting grounds for all
cultures”, but rather an “outgrowth of Christianity” and therefore, “can’t and shouldn’t claim
complete cultural neutrality” (p. 62). A “politics of difference”, Taylor theorizes, is a more
equitable approach:
With the politics of difference, what we are asked to recognize is the unique identity
of this individual or group, their distinctness from everyone else. The idea is that it is
precisely this distinctness that has been ignored, glossed over, assimilated to a
dominant or majority identity. (p. 38)
In the absence of recognition, there is ‘misrecognition” and potentially “demeaning”
imagery of ethno-cultural minorities (Parekh, 2006, p. 343). Siapera (2010) points out that
theories of recognition “provide a crucial normative yardstick to evaluate media
representations of minority groups: “Do [the media] allow for access and the publication of
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all kinds of voices? Do they provide fair and balanced representations, or do they merely
repeat stereotypes?” (p. 57).
The nature of “fair and balanced” media coverage has been explored by other scholars
intent on extending multicultural theory to the field of journalism. Objectivity as an ethical
ideal has been criticized for its reliance on official sources, its narrowing effect on social
debate and its homogenizing effect on the news (Entman, 1993; Shoemaker & Reese, 1996).
Deuze (2004) describes how one professional ideal, public service, results in media content
based on the assumption of a monocultural “conception of a ‘mass’ of people interested in the
same topics”, while the objectivity ideal limits perspectives to “perfectly balanced ‘greyness’
between polar opposites” (p. 282). He contends that an application of “multicultural
awareness” to journalistic practice has to result in a different conceptualization of objectivity
as “multidimensional or multiperspectival storytelling” (p. 283). Providing a variety of
perspectives or voices, and not just those of the dominant culture, is believed crucial to
avoiding Parekh’s misrecognition. Many other journalism scholars have identified
multiperspectivism as a way to improve media portrayals of minorities (see Mahtani, 2001;
Henry & Tator, 2002; Byerly & Wilson II, 2009; Siapera, 2010); one writer uses the term
“polyphonicity”, a quality he includes in a list of the principles of good journalism (Rosen,
2010). Returning to Shohat and Stam, they advocate “polycentric multiculturalism” as a foil
to the “Eurocentric thinking… that envisions the world from a single privileged vantage
point”; multiple cultural perspectives challenge the “binaristic hierarchies implicitly flattering
to Europe: our nations, their tribes; our religions, their superstitions; our culture, their
folklore” (2003, p. 8, italics in the orginal).
Multicultural approaches to journalism have also recognized the need for diverse
marginalized groups to “tell different stories” by “speaking up”, a common strategy to
challenge racism in the aftermath of the September 11 attacks in 2001 (Dreher, 2009, p. 446).
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While such a strategy might well be empowering, it places the responsibility to challenge
dominant points of view on the marginalized speaker. Dreher calls for a shift in that
responsibility, arguing for “listening across difference”. Under such an approach, the media
recognize their responsibility to listen to the voices of ethno-cultural minorities, and to allow
their audiences to hear those voices as well. She contends the emphasis on listening also
moves the focus from simply “improving representations” to “patterns of attention and
value”: from ethno-cultural communities to media “institutions and conventions” (2009, p.
456). However, as already noted in this chapter, news organizations operate according to
long-established norms and values steeped in hegemony. No matter how much “listening
across difference” might improve representations of minorities in Western societies, only the
most progressive organizations are likely to even consider such an approach.
The most persistent calls for better coverage of minority groups often begin with a
quick and direct approach to quite literally putting minorities on air: hiring journalists, hosts,
and anchors from a diverse ethno-cultural background.

2.6 Minority Participation in the News Media
The Kerner Commission’s indictment of the American press for its lack of inclusion
led to the first definitive initiatives to measure minority participation in newsrooms. The
American Society of News Editors (ASNE) launched an annual newsroom census in 1978 to
measure the level of participation of minorities against a demographic benchmark in the
wider US population (American Society of News Editors, 2010). The 2013 census shows the
percentage of minority journalists in newsrooms has sat within the 12 to 13 per cent range
seen over the last decade, compared to a national minority population of 37 per cent
(American Society of News Editors, 2013). The American chapter of the Radio-Television
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News Directors Association, which recently changed its name to the Radio-Television Digital
News Association (RTDNA), has been conducting a similar survey among broadcast
organizations since 1995 (Papper, 2008). In contrast to the largely print-based ASNE, the
RTDNA’s latest US survey shows a much higher minority participation rate of 21.4 per cent
among television journalists, while the rate for minority radio personnel was quite a bit lower
at 10.9 per cent (Papper, 2013).
This sort of data analysis is well-suited to Canada, given rapidly increasing cultural
diversity, as well as the legislated mandates for broadcast news organizations to hire from
government-defined marginalized groups and to reflect Canada’s multicultural identity.
However, only a handful of Canadian studies over the last two decades have independently
assessed minority hiring practices in Canadian newsrooms. Much of the work has focused on
newspapers, and was conducted by former journalist John Miller (1994; 1998; 2005), who
found print journalists were overwhelmingly “White”, representing 96.6 per cent of “the
newsgathering staff of 37 papers” (2005, p. 4).
An early Canadian study of television news content from a 1989 sample examines
participation rates for ethno-cultural minorities and Aboriginal peoples, but only as news
sources, concluding “the involvement of non-white Canadians in routine news stories
continues to be significantly less than their current representation in Canadian demographics”
(Perigoe & Lazar, 1992, p. 270). Limited, but much more recent analysis shows that trend
continues. A study prepared for the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) includes
extensive data on minority participation rates for both news sources and on-air staff for CBC
and private broadcasters (Spears, Seydegart, & Zulinov, 2010). The report finds national
news anchors for the private broadcasters and CBC are largely White (above 90 per cent);
“Whites” make up 92 per cent of appearances by reporters on private network national
television news, and 87 per cent of reporter appearances at CBC (p. 37); and Aboriginals
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make up less than one per cent of the appearances by reporters on all national newscasts (p.
38). The study also looks at the ethnic background of interviewee appearances. At CBC
Visible Minorities and Aboriginals make up 16 per cent of the total appearances compared to
about 10 per cent on the private national newscasts (p. 38). These rates of participation
compare to the latest census data which show Visible Minorities and Aboriginal people in
Canada make up 19.1 and 4.3 per cent of the population, respectively (Statistics Canada,
2013).The CAB diversity task force report is the only other published Canadian analysis
examining minority participation in television programming. In the CAB analysis Aboriginal
peoples and Visible Minorities together make up “only 9 percent of all appearances for
English-language news”, including on-air staff and “experts/guests” (p. 28).
Other Canadian studies have more broadly considered the demographics of
journalists. Pritchard and Sauvageau (1998) surveyed 554 journalists from both print and
broadcast media, including not only English-speaking news personnel but also those from
French-speaking Quebec. Across media and language lines they find “the typical Canadian
journalist… was a White (97%), male (72%) on the verge of middle age (about 40 years old)”
(p. 380). Barber and Rauhala (2005) have focused in on the role of gatekeepers in an ongoing
examination of attitudes among Canadian television news directors. Their data show the
people who make the key editorial decisions in TV newsrooms are most often male (79%)
and White (91%) (pp. 287-288).
These studies confirm the people assigning the news and crafting the media discourse
tend to be White men, and so do their sources. At the same time, much of the literature
covered in chapter has detailed the persistence of negative and stereotypic portrayals of
minority groups in the news media. The link between a Eurocentric bias in mainstream news
media and the over-representation of the dominant group is an easy one to make. To address
that bias there does seem to be an obvious fix – hire more minority reporters. However, the
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unanswered question remains, does that work? Measures to improve news coverage of
minorities, including hiring diverse reporters, are explored in the next section.

2.7 Diversity Initiatives in Journalism
Earlier in this chapter, it was established just how deeply journalism’s prime
professional ideal, objectivity, is entrenched in the norms and routines of reporters. For
journalists, to be accused of any kind of bias -- unspoken and mainstream, or otherwise –
represents an affront to professional identity. This might well explain some of the
ambivalence, even antipathy, towards organizational initiatives to improve representations of
minority groups; the suggestion that the news content might be racist, or stereotypic,
favouring the dominant culture, can be regarded as an attack on the integrity of the reporters
and their colleagues. In newsrooms almost everywhere there are journalists who perceive
diversity efforts as “a persistent ‘white’ noise, that if you focus upon it becomes an irritant,
but which equally can be ignored” (Downing & Husband, 2005, p. 183). At the same there
are those media professionals who regard issues of minority representation as “failings in
their profession… that can and must be addressed” (p. 183). It is that latter group that has
contributed to initiatives designed to better reflect diversity in the news media discourse.
Siapera (2010) provides a detailed overview of diversity measures around the world,
namely: “Increasing awareness in the media workplace”, such as a German broadcaster’s
“Diversity day” and internal promotion of “cultural acceptance” (p. 89); “encouraging
culturally diverse applicants”; and “training and mentoring schemes” offered and supported
by media companies, unions and non-profit groups (p. 88). These broad measures, and the
organizations that sponsor them, have all informed Canadian broadcast industry guidelines to
improve their coverage of minorities. The Canadian Association of Broadcasters (2004) task
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force report on diversity, referenced in the previous chapter, drafted an entire section of “best
practices” by surveying measures adopted in other parts of the world, including specific
recommendations for news programming. The CAB called for four sorts of initiatives:
human resource-based measures designed to bring more minority staff into the fold,
implementation of policies to avoid (what others have called) the “pigeon-holing” of minority
news staff and sources into stories about their communities, development of a database of
minority “experts”, and cultural awareness or outreach programs (2004, pp. 36-42).
In 2006, the Canadian branch of the Radio-Television News Directors Association
(RTNDA Canada) also published a guide and DVD called Everyone’s Story: Reflecting
Canada’s Diversity, addressing key issues related to news coverage of minority groups. It
also highlights hiring and recruitment of workers from outside the dominant White culture, as
well as ways to initiate discussions about stereotypes and “diversifying” coverage (RTNDA
Canada, 2006, p. 36). The guide includes glossaries and a section on “spelling, capitalization
and preferred usage” along various lines of difference (sexual orientation, religion, ethnicity,
ability). There are also “diversity checklists” for reporters, assignment editors and
management. They are made up of a series of questions, for example: “Am I covering all
aspects, including positive and negative, of diverse communities? Am I regularly reviewing
the cumulative impact of our coverage?” (pp. 14-15). Six of 39 pages are devoted to “hiring
and retaining a diverse staff” making the case that “a diverse workforce provides a wide
range of viewpoints and creative thinking, elements that are crucial in the business of news
broadcasting” (p. 17).
The CAB and RTNDA Canada recommendations fit nicely under the umbrella of
federal government regulatory policy. The Employment Equity Act, as outlined in the
previous chapter, requires broadcasters to hire workers from four marginalized groups:
Women, Visible Minorities, Aboriginal Peoples and people with disabilities. Broadcasters are
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also required to file diversity reports on their activities related to “reflecting” minority
communities to the federal regulator, the CRTC. Murray (2009) contends these reports tend
focus on broad measures rather than specific steps to improve news coverage, as in the case
of “efforts to diversify news sources, stories, and on air personalities” where one broadcaster
“rounded off its initiatives in an anecdotal manner, reviewing the staff in YTV programs, for
example, and its efforts in development” (p. 695). Other diversity reports, available online at
the CRTC’s website, offer similar generalities, such as this statement on hiring:
“Representation of the four designated [Employment Equity] groups was almost 53%” (Shaw
Media, 2010, p. 3); nowhere is it specified how many of those new employees are reporters
or producers or assignment editors. There is discussion of money donated for Aboriginal
scholarships and internship plans, but no mention of any Aboriginal hires in newsrooms; a 20
per cent expansion in the news rolodex of “diverse contacts” was noted (p. 6), but no
indication if such efforts boosted the number of diverse sources in the actual news content;
references to meetings with local cultural groups, but no reference to story ideas or new
sensitivity to news coverage. Murray describes the overall tone of these reports as “policy
positivism” with a focus on counting and boosting equity numbers, while avoiding issues
related to the way minorities are portrayed, “broader questions of narrative and discourse”
(2009, p. 689).
When it comes to initiatives aimed at improving news representation of minorities,
the scholarship in this area, as noted by Pritchard and Stonbly, is limited (2007, p. 232),
particularly with regard to one of the key directives in all diversity strategies – hiring
minority reporters. In Canada, the research gap is even bigger, as Miller (2005) points out,
“there has been little done to investigate any direct correlation between the representation of
ethnic minorities in newsrooms and the resulting coverage” (p. 3). In the years since the CAB
drafted its recommendations, there has been no published examination of their efficacy,
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another critical void in the scholarship, addressed by the research questions in the next
section.
The news staff diversity approach has been consistently supported by scholars,
journalists, news organizations and professional associations (see Miller, 1994, 1998, 2005;
Henry & Tator, 2002; Heider, 2000; Entman & Rojecki, 2001; European Commission, 2009;
American Society of News Editors, 2010; Siapera, 2010; Radio Television Digital News
Association, 2013) since the Kerner Commission in the United States first called for the
hiring of Black newspaper reporters and editors to address the deep hole in African American
perspectives in the news. The expectation is that minority reporters will bring their
experiences, viewpoints and contacts in their communities to bear on the news content, and
improve not just the quantity of minority representations, but the quality of the media
discourse. US scholars Wilson, Gutierrez and Chao (2013), argue that “increased
employment of non-Whites in the news media professions” should result in “a functional
information surveillance system that promotes social understanding and alleviates
unwarranted fears based on racial, cultural or gender prejudices” (p. 205). It is an assumption
that has been debated and tested by scholars, principally in the United States and the United
Kingdom, though never in Canada, not even in the context of television news, with its
distinctly Canadian equity requirement to hire from marginalized groups.
In a study of US newspaper operations, Pritchard and Stonbely (2007) approach
newsroom diversity with some skepticism, as reflected by one journalist’s observation: “by
some mysterious alchemy, the whole task of providing better coverage of minority issues
seems to have become tied to the effort to bring more minority individuals into the
newsroom” (p. 233). The researchers compared news stories with the ethnicity of journalists,
and find White journalists dominated coverage of government and business, which the
authors regard as a concern. However, they also note reporters came up with story ideas
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“which may not have been done – or may not have been done as well” based on suggestions
of colleagues “of a different race or background”, and that news staff felt “that diversity in
the newsroom was good and necessary” (p. 243).
This ambivalence over minority hiring initiatives and other diversity strategies is a
common theme in much of the US research. Pease, Smith and Subervi (2001) combine
content analyses with interviews and observation in six television stations and six
newspapers, organizations with diverse newsrooms and reputations for more equitable
coverage of minorities. They do quantify more and better representations of racialized
groups, compared to the “national average”, but remain somewhat reluctant to attribute those
findings to more diverse newsrooms:
Although the connection is not perfect between newsroom climate and news
content, we believe that there is such a connection that may indicate the
desirability of greater attention to staff development and better communication
of management objectives on diversity to the staff. (p. 41)
Two content analyses focusing on US television news draw a stronger connection between
diversity in the newsroom and diversity in content. In both cases the researchers use source
analysis to quantify both the presence of women and minority reporters in newsrooms, and
the appearance of minorities and women in news stories (Zeldes & Fico, 2005; Zeldes, Fico,
& Didi, 2007). The analyses show all reporters, regardless of gender and ethnicity are much
more likely to feature White, male sources, although female and minority reporters
incorporate “diverse” sources at a higher rate than White reporters (Zeldes & Fico, 2005, pp.
379-382). It is important to point out that these studies looked at coverage of election
campaigns, which might not be representative of general news, and did not consider the
nature of minority news portrayals. Nonetheless, the quantitative approach used by the
researchers to examine the connection between the ethnic background of reporters and their
sources is valuable, and will be revisited in Chapters 3 and 4.
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Other research has turned to the production environment to qualitatively interrogate
the experiences of news staff, and the nexus between a diverse newsroom and news content,
often focusing on normative factors and professional ideology. One study, based on
interviews with Black and Latino journalist in the US, concludes there is considerable
normative pressure on minority reporters “to ‘act’ like journalists, not like minorities”
(Nishikawa, Towner, Clawson, & Waltenburg, 2009, p. 245). In the United Kingdom,
Cottle’s (2000a) study of the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) suggests minority
television producers are constrained by the “corporate context”, the “professionalism” that
imbues the BBC, to the point where:
Producers, for example, are wary of becoming too closely involved with a particular
community and its representatives since this could be interpreted as compromising
their claim to professionalism. This is important because the pursuit of professional
detachment distances producers from those communities and groups who could
otherwise serve to keep them in touch with, and to some extent accountable to,
community interests. (p. 106)
Such pressure to represent, on the one hand, but remain objective on the other, has
been regarded as problematic for minority journalists. Pease and Smith (1991), in light of low
job satisfaction and retention rates for minority news staff in the United States, conclude
“journalists of colour feel themselves besieged by their race” (p. 23). Wilson, Gutierrez and
Chao (2003) suggest “minority reporters often find that their ideas are often disregarded
because white colleagues define news in terms of a dominant cultural perspective” (p. 128).
To address the normative default of the dominant culture, some researchers assert what is
needed is a “large number of racially diverse journalists” (Jenkins, 2012, p. 35); that it might
take a “critical mass” of minority staff to significantly impact news content (Nishikawa,
Towner, Clawson, & Waltenburg, 2009, p. 255).
Much of the research on initiatives to improve news media representations of
minorities are founded on critiques of news content and examples of what journalists,
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minority or otherwise, ought not to do. An exception is The Authentic Voice: The Best
Reporting on Race and Ethnicity, a compilation of stories by US print and television
journalists (Morgan, Pifer, & Woods, 2006). It seeks to provide examples of accurate, fair,
inclusive and ethical coverage of minority groups. The book also has a website, where the
editors indicate their approach to diversity resides “under the umbrella” of excellence in
journalism (Woods & Dunlap, 2006). They break down excellent coverage of minorities into
three ethical values: “Inclusion, covering the under-covered and mitigating bias and
prejudice”. The stories selected for the book include the experiences of Somali girls
struggling to balance the culture of their parents with American teenage life, and a ChineseAmerican woman whose parents reject her Japanese-American fiancé, due to their emotional
connections to the Nanking Massacre in the late 1930s. These kinds of stories, and the
approach that generated them, undoubtedly challenge dominant perspectives in mainstream
news. However, some fall into the realm of news feature, and one wonders where such
coverage fits into the routines of the daily news agenda, Fishman’s “phase structures”; if and
when resources would be deployed to tell these inclusive, authentic stories.
For some scholars it is those commercial considerations in news routines – the
resources – that have the greatest influence on the news discourse. News representations of
minorities, they argue, are shaped much less by individual news gatherers than by market
forces and neoliberalism (Siapera, 2010, p. 92). Concern over the commercialization of
journalism has been articulated for the better part of four decades; even the iconic American
news anchor Walter Cronkite criticized a trend towards “infotainment” in American
television newscasts, as the US networks shifted their focus to profits, and away from public
service (McNair, 1998, p. 121). In most Western societies, where the majority of television
viewers are White, news organizations are more likely to select “those issues and events that
have the greatest ratio of expected appeal for demographically desirable audiences to the cost
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of news-gathering” (McManus, 1994, p. 114). In other words, commercial considerations
favour a news agenda that pays less attention to minority interests. Neoliberal policies, which
limit government regulation of media industries in the name of competition and the free
market, privilege profits over “issues of quality, ethics, and fairness…For cultural diversity
this means that it will be taken into account only insofar [as] it fits into the broader plans of
media corporations” (Siapera, 2010, pp. 80-81). Indeed, RTNDA Canada makes this point in
its own diversity guide, highlighting the “significant spending power” of minorities, arguing
“it’s time to move past the moral and social perspective on equity” and recognize “it’s simply
good for the bottom line – making money” (RTNDA Canada, 2006, p. 9). In a study of
Chicago television news, Entman (1992) links hiring Black anchors to both “commercial”
and “public-spirited” motives (commercial because of the high concentration of African
Americans in the region, public-spirited as an issue of equity), but also notes the minimal
change in the news product, as Black on-air personnel “spoke from the same perspective as
white anchors; there was no difference between their reporting, which of course is what their
job descriptions demanded” (p. 357).

2.8 Research Questions
The literature discussed above highlights the complexity and nuance around
mainstream media representations of minority groups. Researchers have approached the issue
from a variety of theoretical perspectives, considering both macro and micro influences,
taking into account social power structures, ideology, racism, commercialization and
journalistic practice and norms. However, as has been pointed out periodically throughout
this chapter, there are gaps in the scholarship. Minorities all over the Western world are often
missing from, or misrepresented in, the news discourse, but rarely has Canadian television
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news content been the focus of such analyses. Despite growing ethno-cultural diversity and
legislated mandates to hire Visible Minorities and Aboriginal peoples, there has been no
independent inquiry to examine the links between media content, diversity strategies and
production norms, or to see if industry measures and federal policies target the real
impediments to better television news coverage. The Canadian broadcast industry’s focus on
policy positivism and equity initiatives -- based on the assumption that a more diverse
newsroom in and of itself will result in more equitable, inclusive news coverage of ethnocultural groups -- has never been tested. In other words, when it comes to Canadian television
news, very little scholarship exists to document how Visible Minorities and Aboriginal
people are portrayed, and what regulatory, systemic and normative influences are at play. The
following research questions are designed to fill this void:
RQ1. To what extent are non-White minority groups (Visible Minorities and
Aboriginal peoples) represented in Canadian television news?
RQ2. What is the nature of television news stories that deal specifically with
minorities (how does television news frame these stories)?
RQ3. Are these stories framed differently in cases where the reporters also come
from Aboriginal or Visible Minority groups?
RQ4. How effective are the measures taken by broadcasters to improve coverage,
that is, to address under-representation, misrepresentation and stereotypic
portrayal?
RQ5. What effect does the presence of members of minority groups in a
newsroom have on the overall news content?
RQ6. How do news production norms and routines shape story and source
selection decisions in the context of diversity?
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RQ7. What enables, and what inhibits minority journalists in delivering more
inclusive, equitable news coverage?
These questions are also a reflection of the principal aims of this dissertation outlined
in Chapter 1: To examine the relationship between the ethnic background of journalists and
their impact on the news coverage of their employers; to test Canadian television news for a
dominant mainstream ideology, and determine the place of minority voices in the news
discourse; to detail television production norms and values in the context of news coverage
about Aboriginal peoples and Visible Minorities in Canada; and to identify new strategies to
improve news media representations of ethno-cultural minorities, taking into account “best
practices” strategies of the past. The methodology and research techniques designed to meet
these aims and answer the associated research questions are outlined in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3. Methodology

Introduction
This chapter outlines the methodology and specific research methods adopted in each
of the three projects that make up this dissertation portfolio. The techniques used in each
study were selected to best address the research questions encompassed in that specific
inquiry. The chapter begins with an overview of methods employed in previous research
related to media representations of minority groups, followed by the rationale for the
approaches taken in this study, the specific research tools deployed in each project, as well
the limitations.

3.1 Methodological Overview
This dissertation approaches the field of inquiry from an interpretivist perspective,
underpinned by a social constructivist worldview (Creswell, 2009), utilizing research tools
associated with a qualitative epistemology such as participant observation, in-depth
interviews, grounded theory, induction and news frames analysis. According to this
perspective, social actors “seek understanding of the world in which they live and
work…developing subjective meanings of their experiences,” and where the researcher looks
“for the complexity of views rather than narrowing meanings into a few categories or ideas”
(Creswell, 2009, p. 8). However, the first study in this portfolio, Chapter 4, is a quantitative
content analysis detailing participation rates of journalists and sources based on ethnicity. For
some, the inclusion of a research method linked with positivism and objectivism alongside
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techniques associated with “subjective meaning” represents a clash of epistemologies, with
competing perspectives on “how social reality should be studied” (Bryman & Teevan, 2005,
p. 322). Other researchers, though, see value in “using a combination of quantitative and
qualitative approaches in order to understand fully the phenomenon they are studying” (p.
106).
The integration of quantitative and qualitative approaches has come to be known as
mixed methodology (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2009, p. 283). The term is often confused with
mixed methods:
We use mixed methodology as a scholarly field of developing, studying and
discussing the issues and procedures for integrating qualitative and quantitative
approaches to research. We use mixed methods as the process of integrating
qualitative and quantitative approaches and procedures in a study to answer the
research questions, as well as the specific strategies and procedures that are used. (p.
284)
Creswell (2009) traces the development of mixed methodology to 1959 when two
researchers combined qualitative and quantitative methods “to study [the] validity of
psychological traits” (p. 14). Others soon followed their lead, combining such approaches as
“observation and interviews” with surveys. While critics still debate issues of
“epistemological differences between the paradigms” (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2011, p. 295),
advocates see clear advantages: “Recognizing that all methods have limitations, researchers
felt that biases inherent in any single method could neutralize or cancel the biases of the other
methods” (Creswell, 2009, p. 14). Based on that recognition, the concept of triangulation was
“born.” Leedy and Ormrod (2010) offer a concise definition of triangulation: “Multiple
sources of data converge onto consistent conclusions” (p. 157). Triangulation is not just
lauded for dealing with “weaknesses and blind spots of each single method” but also because
“different methodological perspectives complement each other” (Flick, 2009, p. 27). While
some might equate triangulation with validity, Denzin and Lincoln (2011) challenge the
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perception, pointing out that “objective reality can never be captured”, and therefore
“triangulation is not a tool or strategy of validation but an alternative to validation” (p. 5). In
that sense multiple methods do not verify findings so much as they add “rigour, breadth,
complexity, richness and depth to any inquiry” (p. 5).
In this research portfolio employing methods from the two paradigms is driven by the
research questions, thus adhering to the “guiding assumptions” of a mixed approach
(Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2009, p. 284). In considering the subjective meaning of the news
discourse about ethno-cultural minorities and its interplay with production norms, represented
by RQ2 through RQ7 (detailed in the previous chapter), it is vital to understand what role
minorities play in the news – their potential for influence -- as sources and journalists. The
presence (or absence) of minorities in news content (RQ1) can be quantified with the
established techniques outlined later in this chapter. For this dissertation, quantifying the
degree of participation by minorities as sources and journalists establishes a platform “to
better understand, explain or build on the results” of the quantitative studies (Creswell, 2009,
p. 205).
To fully investigate the problem of minority representation in television news, this
study also needs to examine that representation, the text and imagery of the news discourse.
Krippendorff (2004) identifies mass communication as “the archetypal domain of content
analysis”, a crucial analytic tool for researchers who postulate that “mass media messages”
are the “causes or expressions” of “media biases and effects” (p. 28). What was once
considered strictly a quantitative tool has been extended to the qualitative paradigm, where
textual material is broken down into categories “often derived from theoretical models”
(Flick, 2009, p. 323). An example with relevance to this study, is framing theory (discussed
in Chapter 2), and the associated research technique of news frames analysis, in which
researchers locate, examine and contextualize the “central organizing idea or storyline”
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(Gamson & Modigliani, 1989, p. 3). News frames analyses have exposed tendencies in the
media to frame certain ethnic groups in relation to crime (see Entman & Rojecki, 2001;
Poindexter, Smith, & Heider, 2003; McCallum, 2007; Wilkes, Corrigall-Brown, & Ricard,
2010) and celebrations of exotic culture (see Heider, 2000) to the exclusion other storylines
about minorities (Downing & Husband, 2005, p. 36). Similarly, critical discourse analyses
have focused on “text or talk” in media representations of minorities revealing manifestations
of racist ideology (see van Dijk, 1991; 2000; Henry & Tator, 2002; Jiwani, 2006).
While recognizing the tremendous contributions of content analysis, Downing and
Husband (2005) have called for research in the area of race and news media to go beyond the
textual, to address the deep “paucity” of analyses aimed at “the micro-level of routines,
organizational dynamics and professionals’ ideologies of media production” (p. 51).
Moreover, they acknowledge the need for a “huge amount of research to be done on the mesh
between corporate cultures in the media industries and the production of ‘racially’-inflected
news” and other media content (p. 51). Cottle (2000b) holds this view as well, suggesting the
emphasis on the textual “threatens to underestimate, and under-theorize, the important forces
that both condition and constrain, as well as facilitate and enable, ethnic minority media
involvement in the production of representations” (p. 16). In Canada, Mahtani (2001) has
raised similar concerns with the scholarship, suggesting the emphasis on the textual means
the “media product is critically evaluated without an examination of the process through
which the piece is constructed” (p. 112).
While content analysis is a valuable tool in studying news media representations of
minorities, as one set of scholars has pointed out, it is most reliable when deployed in
frameworks that “articulate the relationship of the texts analyzed to their wider context of
production and/or consumption” (Hansen, Cottle, Negrine, & Newbold, 1998, p. 123). Thus it
is “well suited to integration into wider research efforts involving, not just the analysis of
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media content, but also other methods of inquiry” such as participant observation (p. 123). In
fact, combining content analysis with qualitative observation and interviews has been a
favoured approach in “several of the classic studies of news production” such as Gans (1979)
and Fishman (1980) (p. 94). Based on the success of such integration, this dissertation too,
combines content analysis with ethnography and participant observation.
The term ethnography emerged early in the 20th century from the field of cultural
anthropology, characterized by “prolonged engagement of the researcher with a culture
culminating in the production of a lengthy written account addressing the theoretical
significance of the observations” (Lindlof & Taylor, 2002, p. 17). However, whereas the
focus was once on “large cultural units” such as an entire ethno-cultural group, ethnographies
are now used to “study such ‘cultures’ as those of massage parlours, homeless shelters,
elementary school classrooms” (Leedy & Ormrod, 2010, p. 139), or in this case, a broadcast
newsroom. As a qualitative method, it takes an interpretivist approach, avoiding the
“artificial response typical of controlled or laboratory condition”, and seeks to understand
“the world – or some small fragment of it – [by] studying it in all its wonder and complexity”
(Fetterman, 2009, p. 552). Ethnography often incorporates multiple approaches to data
collection and analysis, but “participant observation is a strategy that nearly all ethnographers
use” (Lindlof & Taylor, 2002, p. 16). Participant observation is “immersion in a culture”,
combining “participation in the lives of the people under study with a professional distance
that allows adequate observation and recording of data” (Fetterman, 2009, pp. 553-554).
Other scholars have opted for a more colloquial distinction, describing the approach as
“hanging out” with the people under study (Machin, 2002, p. 17). The fieldwork involved in
“hanging out” generally consists of note taking, interviews, lengthy conversations, and
collecting “artifacts and records” (Leedy & Ormrod, 2010, pp. 139-140).
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Participation levels in fieldwork can be conceptualized in different ways depending
on the degree of engagement by the researcher (Gold, 1958, cited in Lindlof & Taylor, 2002,
p. 144). For this study, the researcher took on an observer-as-participant role, whereby “the
agenda of observation is primary”, though other forms of interaction with “participants” can
occur (p. 149). This conceptualization offers particular advantages to the culture of a busy
broadcast newsroom, as “group life will not be overly disrupted”, thus facilitating the
negotiation of access (p. 149). Fuller participation, actually working as a reporter or producer,
might afford greater intimacy with participants, but would present a myriad of additional
issues for newsroom management, such as union contracts, and the ability of the researcherparticipant to successfully do the work. Some scholars, noting the “paucity” of studies on
news production sites, argue this is due in part to the difficulty in accessing newsrooms based
on “the reluctance of media professionals to have researchers hanging around them as they
work” (Downing & Husband, 2005, p. 50).
Despite the limited numbers of such studies, especially in Canada, newsroom
observation as a form of ethnographic research dates back to the 1950s, and David Manning
White. His famous case study was based on observations of a wire editor in his “natural
setting”, deciding what stories would and would not make it into the newspaper, or as White
described it, how “one of the gatekeepers” in the world of communications “operates his
gate” (White, 1950/1997, p. 63). White’s work, and that of other “first wave” researchers
using ethnographic approaches (Tunstall, 1970; Tuchman, 1972; Burns, 1977), tended to
focus on “singled out aspects of the news process for attention” (Hansen, Cottle, Negrine, &
Newbold, 1998, pp. 38-39). It is the next wave of studies (see Tuchman, 1978; Gans, 1979;
Fishman, 1980) -- “based on extensive and intensive periods of newsroom observation” – that
“truly deserve the anthropological label of ‘ethnography’” (pp. 39-40). These inquiries have
revealed the impact of production routines on the news; finding that “the doings of the world
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are tamed to meet the needs of a production system” (Schlesinger, 1987, p. 47 cited p. 40).
Other intensive ethnographic studies demonstrate how “news producers and news production
generally depend upon a few institutions of organized power for routine news copy” (p. 41).
Cottle (1998; 2000b; 2007) has engaged in ethnographic research and written about it at
length. He argues such research fills an important theoretical and methodological void, and
needs to be deployed with specific consideration of media representations of race, because, in
order to understand “under-representation of ethnic minorities within the media workforce as
well as their misrepresentation…. we have to grapple with all the complexities at work”
(2000b, p. 16).
Flick (2009) states that ethnography is positively regarded for “showing flexibility
towards the subject under study” but also notes “the danger of methodological arbitrariness”
(p. 236). Similar criticisms have focused on validity, reliability and transparency based on the
notion that researchers “can only offer interpretations of what they see and hear” (Machin,
2002, p. 86). For the researcher, part of the solution to address these concerns lies in
reflexivity, and recognition that “the researchers’ own interpretative processes and authorial
position need to be taken account of” (Goldbart & Hustler, 2005, p. 17). In that respect,
ethnographers need to acknowledge their own “cultural baggage” and “personal
characteristics” and to make these observations “explicit in the written report” (Machin,
2002, p. 88). Multiple methods within the ethnographic study also work to compensate for
“weaknesses or blindspots” (Flick, 2009, p. 28).
Researchers can also mitigate subjectivity and bias of ethnography through the use of
grounded theory, where “the theory that emerges from the study is derived from and
‘grounded’ in data that have been collected in the field, rather than taken from the research
literature” ( (Leedy & Ormrod, 2010, p. 144). The two key features of the approach are “its
development of theory out of data”, and its “iterative approach…the data collection and
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analysis proceed in tandem, repeatedly referring back to each other,” (Bryman & Teevan,
2005, p. 284) Grounded theory does not set out to arrive at specific findings or “a few
themes”, it is “an integrated theoretical formulation that gives understanding about how
persons or organizations or communities experience and respond to events together” (Corbin
& Holt, 2005, p. 49). However, in the “grounding” of the approach, early grounded theorists
stipulated that researchers “suspend awareness of existing relevant theories or concepts until
that (quite late) stage of analysis when their theories emerge”, which some suggest is not
feasible: “what is ‘seen,’ even in research, is conditioned by what is already known about the
social world” (Bryman & Teevan, 2005, p. 288). Charmaz (2006) maintains such criticism is
overdone, and suggests “treating extant concepts as problematic and then look for the extent
to which the characteristics are lived and understood, not as given in textbooks” (p. 166).
Many researchers seem comfortable adopting that perspective, as grounded theory “is by far
the most widely used framework for analyzing qualitative data” (Bryman & Teevan, 2005, p.
283).
The constructivist approach to grounded theory is consistent with postmodernism; it
rejects the positivism of classic grounded theorists who look for “one reality”, instead
acknowledging “multiple realities” and interpretations (Corbin & Holt, 2005, p. 49). Charmaz
sees constructivist grounded theory as lying “firmly in the interpretive tradition…it not only
theorizes the interpretive work that research participants do, but also acknowledges the
resulting theory is an interpretation” (2006, p. 130). Thus the emerging theory depends on the
perspective of the researcher. As a former broadcast journalist conducting qualitative research
in the newsroom of a former employer I undoubtedly bring a particular lens of experience to
the study. To address that bias, Charmaz suggests researchers need to “take a reflexive
stance”, acknowledging their viewpoints as they investigate and interpret the data.
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Grounded theory ethnography, Charmaz writes, “gives priority to the studied
phenomenon or process – rather than to a description of the setting” (p. 22, italics in original).
Such an approach is well-suited to the research questions at the center of this analysis, given
the manifold influences of the newsroom that are brought to bear on media content. Charmaz
also contends that grounded theory methods address “ethnographic problems” such as
“unfocused” field work, “superficial, random data collection”, and “reliance on stock
disciplinary categories” (p. 23). Data analysis involves a variety of coding strategies to “get a
sense of what is happening” and “what it means”; but it is important to note that the
researcher does not enter the analysis with “preconceived categories or codes” (p. 46).
To summarize, this dissertation relies on a variety of research techniques, combining
textual analyses with field work at the site of media content creation, examining the
influences on the production of television news related to Indigenous peoples and minority
groups in Canada. Projects One and Two (Chapters 4 and 5) are carefully designed content
analyses; they interrogate the textual as a way to understand newsgathering, specifically the
relationship between the ethno-cultural background of journalists and the news content they
produce, as well as the influence of corporate culture. Can the presence of minority
journalists in the newsgathering environment result in more inclusive content? Why do some
networks seem to produce greater ethno-cultural diversity in their news? These studies use
quantitative content and qualitative frames analyses to find answers.
The third study in this research portfolio builds on the findings of the first two
projects by examining production at the “micro-level” of the newsroom. An ethnographic
field study, Project Three (Chapter 6) explores the way news values, production norms and
newsgathering routines are brought to bear on news representations of minority groups.
Rounding out the portfolio in this way allows for richer findings with strong links to practice,
one of the principal aims of the professional doctorate. All three studies are conducted against
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the backdrop of Canadian multicultural policy and government and industry initiatives to
better represent ethno-cultural diversity. Moreover, the combination of quantitative and
qualitative techniques affords a depth of rigour and rich detail associated with a mixed
methods approach.
The actual methods used in these three projects are detailed in the next sections.

3.2 Project One
As discussed in the previous chapter, one of the prime initiatives to boost diversity in
news content has been the recruitment and hiring of minority reporters. If such efforts
actually do increase inclusivity then it should be reflected in a higher rate of participation for
minorities in the media discourse, particularly in news coverage by minority reporters. The
underlying assumption has been that diverse journalists will bring their perspectives,
sensitivities, story ideas and contacts from their ethno-cultural communities to the
newsgathering process. To test this assumption, a content analysis was developed to compare
the ethnic background of television journalists with the ethnic background of the sources they
incorporate into their news stories. The quantitative approach was loosely based on the source
diversity studies of US researchers, who quantified the ethnic background and participation
rates for reporters and sources, research described in the previous chapter (Zeldes & Fico,
2005; Zeldes, Fico, & Diddi, 2007).
The analysis was conducted on a purposive sample of English-language national
television news from the three mainstream Canadian networks: CTV, The Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation (CBC), and Global Television. The national nightly newscasts that
make up this sample are among the most watched programs in Canada (BBM Canada, 2011).
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From September 1st to October 31st, 2011, newscasts for all three networks were recorded.
The reasons for this consecutive sampling are fully detailed in Chapters 4 and 5, but they can
be summarized as the recognition that broadcasters traditionally target the fall launch in
September and the start of a new ratings period with a full contingent of staff, and a desire to
avoid general lulls in the news cycle, when sampling media content should be avoided
(Hansen, Cottle, Negrine, & Newbold, 1998, p. 103).
The recorded newscasts are made up of a combination of national and international
stories, and a variety of treatments: Items packaged and narrated by reporters, interviews with
news anchors, voice-over scripts (anchor-narrated text over video footage), and voice-over
clips (anchor-narration with a sound bite of someone interviewed for the story). The limited
previous research in this area (Canadian Association of Broadcasters, 2004; Spears,
Seydegart, & Zulinov, 2010) has included stories from outside Canada in calculating
participation rates along racial lines. However, in those studies, rates of inclusion have the
potential to be largely determined by the proportion of international news items that make it
to air. Since the intent of this dissertation is to consider how minorities in Canada are
reflected in television news, International items were excluded from the analysis. The
definition of the content-units was further limited by the need to determine authorship of the
news item, and the ethnicity of the journalist. In the end the units of analysis were selected
using the criteria that the news item had to be produced in Canada, and that its authorship
could clearly be linked to a specific reporter, usually identified in sign-ons or sign-offs in the
story. These generally took the form of reporter packages featuring sound bites (or clips)
from on-camera interviews with sources, mixed with images related to the story (sometimes
referred to as “B-roll”). Using these criteria, the two-month sample of the three network
newscasts resulted in 723 units for analysis, and 3,571 source-appearances (individual sound
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bites) totaling more than 435 minutes of interview clips. Details on the approach to coding,
definition of categories, inter-coder reliability and results are provided in Chapter 4.
Limitations
The study focuses on national newscasts, which by their very nature, tend to be more
episodic than thematic, skewing towards event-driven news (Iyengar, 1991; Jenkins, 2012, p.
23). The levels of participation among journalists and sources might well be different at the
local level. The newscasts sampled here are all from English-language networks, and do not
consider the experience of Francophone journalists and their sources in the French-Canadian
media discourse. This purposive sample does not account for periods of lower institutional
activity in the news cycle, making generalizations outside the parameters of the fall launch
period problematic. The positivist nature of this quantitative analysis limits the potential
scope of the findings, especially in the context of diversity. While participation rates speak to
inclusivity, they say nothing about the nature of that inclusion, that is, how Aboriginal
Peoples and Visible Minorities are represented in mainstream television news.

3.3 Project Two
While Project One examines the connection between minority reporters and the
ethnicity of the sources they incorporate into their stories, Project Two looks deeply at the
nature of the media discourse of a specific identifiable group: Aboriginal peoples in Canada.
This study analyzes and compares mainstream and Indigenous television news accounts of
events and issues related to First Nations, Métis and Inuit communities. As was seen in the
previous chapter, colonial portrayals of Aboriginal peoples as “uncivilized”, “violent”,
“depraved” and “troublesome constituents” are common findings in analyses of the
contemporary Canadian news discourse, studies almost exclusively based on newspaper
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coverage. The hypothesis driving this distinct, comparative research design is that if
mainstream media routinely frame Aboriginal peoples from a dominant perspective, then
comparisons with decolonized Indigenous media should provide an observable contrast.
Decolonization in Indigenous media is a process that replaces a mainstream, Eurocentric
discourse with self-determined representations that preclude dominant stereotypes (see
Ginsburg, 1994; Alia, 2003; Roth, 2005). The comparison between mainstream and
Indigenous news organizations in this study speaks to the production environment, and the
way different ideological perspectives have an impact on minority representations.
Contrasting the Indigenous network with the mainstream news organizations is a distinctive
approach to news frames analysis which has never been used to evaluate Canadian television
news discourse until now.
As indicated earlier in this chapter, news frames analysis has proved to be a valuable
research tool in relation to issues of race, “indicating something of importance might be
excluded from the media picture,” as well as “what is actually in the frame” (Downing &
Husband, 2005, p. 36). A news frames analysis was designed utilizing a critical
constructionist paradigm. D’Angelo (2002) has identified three paradigms of frames research:
Cognitive, constructionist and critical (pp. 876-877). Cognitivists tend to focus more on
information processing at the level of the individual, an important area of frames analysis, but
not the focus of this research. Critical and constructionist (also known as constructivist)
scholars are more broadly concerned with news coverage and the way it is framed, though as
D’Angelo explains, there are differences:
Constructionists believe news organizations limit the range of information about a
topic because journalists judge that there are few credible sponsors (i.e. sources) about
the topic. Critical scholars…view source selection as a process of media hegemony.
(p. 877)
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However, D’Angelo also advocates a “multiparadigmatic view” – combining, for example,
the critical with the constructionist, as in this study -- in order to tackle the “complicated
reality” that underlies the process of news framing (p. 880). The critical constructionist
paradigms acknowledge the potential impact of the individual reporter on the frame, at the
same time recognizing the influence of hegemony on media organizations and processes. It is
an approach taken by framing scholar Stephen D. Reese, who sees “frames as expressions
and outcomes of power” but also grants “participants, such as journalists, some professional
autonomy and take them seriously” (2010, p. 19).
This conceptualization of news framing lends itself to an inductive approach to
analyzing the data in which the researcher looks at “the what” of the frame, that is, the “the
special configuration of discourse elements that articulate culture” (Reese, 2010, p. 20).
Induction is associated with a constructivist approach and qualitative methods, where
“reasoning flows from observation to a theory that might explain your observations”
(Treadwell, 2011, p. 24). In contrast, deduction is a process associated with positivism, and
“moves from a theory to defining the observations you will make to test the theory” (p. 25).
Rather than beginning the research with preconceived frames as in a deductive approach,
induction allows the researcher to determine frames within the chosen sample. Van Gorp
(2010) suggests induction is labourious and time-consuming, while other scholars have stated
it is best suited for smaller samples (Semetko & Valkenburg, 2000, p. 94), such as the one in
this study.
The data set is based on the same purposive sample from Project One, but adds the
nightly newscasts from the Aboriginal Peoples Television Network (APTN), to the content
from CBC, Global Television and CTV. Through September and October 2011, a little more
than 220 newscasts were recorded; over 160 hours of news programming. The units of
analysis were defined as news stories about Aboriginal communities or clearly defined
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Aboriginal issues or events, and had to have been covered by both APTN and at least one of
the mainstream networks. Consistent with studies that show Aboriginal people are underrepresented in the mainstream media, the number of stories that met the criteria was
somewhat limited. Twenty-six stories met the standard: Nine by APTN, and 17 by CBC,
Global and CTV.
Van Gorp (2010) provides a clear set of procedures for news frames analysis, which
provided the framework for this study. He begins with some background on the process of
“frame-building”, suggesting it can be “understood as a process in which journalists frame
events and issues not only by applying news values, but also by being sensitive to cultural
themes” (p. 87). He believes cultural frames have an advantage over others because “the
receiver is already familiar” with the theme, and thus “appears to be natural…to members of
a particular culture or society.” In a racial context this can include social archetypes and
stereotypes that can go unnoticed because the frame is culturally accepted. Against that
backdrop he advises to begin the process of identifying “frames packages” by locating their
framing and reasoning devices, as defined by Gamson and Modigliani (1989): The framing
devices are “metaphors, exemplars (i.e., historical examples from which lessons are drawn),
catchphrases, depictions, and visual images (e.g., icons)” (p. 3); “the three reasoning devices
are roots (i.e., a causal analysis), consequences (i.e., a particular type of effect), and appeals
to principle (i.e., a set of moral claims)” (pp. 3-4). Using Corbin and Strauss’s (1998) open,
axial and selective coding, Van Gorp calls for construction of a frames matrix, relating
framing and reasoning devices to the frames packages on a grid. The criteria for a “suitable”
matrix, he indicates, include “the thickness of the frames description; the degree of
abstraction; and the applicability of the frame to define other issues” (p. 97). When those
criteria are met, the matrix is then used to define codes and create a coding schedule.
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That was the procedure followed in this study. The audio for all the content units was
transcribed, facilitating the coding analysis. The transcripts and video were repeatedly
reviewed, identifying the framing and reasoning devices, which ultimately defined the frames
packages, and thus the frames. For example, in a story of vote-buying in band elections on a
New Brunswick First Nation, the Global News reporter describes the community as a
“reserve best known for clashing with the federal government over native fishing rights”; an
“exemplar” (historic example) framing device, with implicit “consequences” (the reasoning
device), a predilection for “making trouble”. The frame package aligned with those devices
was ultimately labeled the “problem people” frame. Once all the stories had been thoroughly
reviewed, and Van Gorp’s criteria of thick, abstract and applicable matrix data were met, a
coding schedule was drawn up.
Consistent with the critical-constructionist (-constructivist) news framing paradigm,
12 frames emerged; some bearing the “imprint of power”, some reflecting the agency of
journalists to provide counter-hegemonic framing. See Table 1 in Chapter 5 for a complete
list and description of the 12 frames. Some news frames studies have used a deductive
approach with preconceived news frames about Aboriginal peoples, while others have
inductively determined frames that did not manifest in the sample of news content here (see
Skea, 1993; Wilkes, Corrigall-Brown, & Ricard, 2010). The coding schedule is made up of
descriptions and keywords detailing each frames variable, followed by a closed-ended
question asking if the frame is present or not in the content unit, contributing to better
intercoder reliability (Van Gorp, 2010, p. 120). Additional background on the analysis,
intercoder reliability and the complete results are provided in Chapter 5.
Limitations
News framing analysis following the methods mapped out here is highly subjective,
even when care is made to limit the impact of researcher bias (Van Gorp, 2010, p. 90). The
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actual number of content units that fit the criteria for analysis was relatively small, due in no
small part to the under-reporting on Aboriginal issues in mainstream media documented in
previous studies. In a few instances this resulted in low occurrence rates for some of the
framing variables, limiting the scope of the findings to a degree. The criteria for selecting
content units also precludes unique, original reports or features by the mainstream networks
related to Aboriginal peoples, stories that were not also covered by APTN. However, this
amounted to only one or two stories by each network from the two-month sample period.

3.4 Project Three
While Projects One and Two use different forms of content analysis to explore the
relationship between news stories and news production, the third study takes the research
directly to the site of media discourse generation, the newsroom. A number of scholars in the
field of media representations of minorities, referenced earlier in this chapter, have
underscored the need for more research at the site of media production (Mahtani, 2001;
Cottle, 2000b; Downing & Husband, 2005). Moreover, in Canada there have been no
published studies examining television newsroom norms and their relation to portrayals of
Indigenous peoples and Visible Minorities. As was demonstrated in the previous chapter,
newsgathering norms and values privilege a dominant perspective in the media discourse, to
the exclusion of minority voices. Do industry initiatives and government policy actually
address that dominant bias? A fulsome understanding of news content -- stereotypic and
exclusive, or accurate and inclusive – requires deep analysis of the interplay between cultural
values, professional ideology and the established newsgathering routines of journalistic
practice. This third study was designed to fill this substantive gap in the literature.
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As a former journalist with the CBC I was able to negotiate an agreement with the
public broadcaster to study one of its operations in Western Canada. A combination of
ethnographic techniques was used for this study, including participant observation, document
analysis and interviews, while the data were analyzed according to constructivist grounded
theory, detailed above.
The fieldwork was conducted in July of 2012. The CBC provided a computer account
with access to news wires, national and local news outlooks, scripts and some of the
organizational communications. A pad and pen were used to record observations during
periods of “hanging out” in story meetings or around the newsroom; those notes were typed
up the same day into observational and analytic memos, part of the protocol for grounded
theory. Bryman and Teevan (2005) state that analytic memos “deserve special attention”;
these are less descriptive and more analytic, the “initial thoughts of [the researchers’] analysis
and what they see…a memo written to self to bridge the gap between the data and more
abstract theoretical models” (p. 175). In a similar vein, interviews were audio-recorded and
quickly transcribed for analysis, again focusing on the “emerging data” (Charmaz, 2006, p.
47).
Careful attention was paid to designing the interview protocol as “questions are the
best known tools of the interviewer’s craft” (Lindlof & Taylor, 2002, p. 194). Rather than
using a schedule of questions, which seeks to standardize “the wording and sequence of
questions” as with focus group research, a guide of nondirective queries was drawn up,
allowing for greater flexibility, depending on the background of the participant (pp. 194-195).
A non-directive approach relies on open-ended questions and attempts to avoid imposing
structure on the answers, allowing the interviewee to point out “the routines, rituals,
procedures, dramatis personae, cycles of group activity, socialization paths, and so forth” (p.
197). Most interviews started very generally with the question: “What’s your sense of how
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stories of diversity make it to air?” Directive questions, targeting specific issues, were used to
examine similarities and differences between participants’ responses, and to explore specific
incidents observed during the course of the fieldwork. As suggested by qualitative research
scholars, this directive questioning was usually reserved for the later stages of the interview
“to prevent the interviewer’s frame of reference being imposed on the interviewee’s
viewpoints” (Flick, 2009, p. 151).
Interview participants were required to read information sheets outlining potential
risks associated with the research, and signed letters of consent; ethical provisions detailed in
my application to the Human Research Ethics Committee at the School of Communication
and Creative Industries at Charles Sturt University. Ethics approval was granted in January,
2012 (see page 6 of this dissertation). The coding of the interview, participant observer, and
document data followed constructivist grounded theory protocol. An additional step –
diagramming -- brought a sharper focus to the relationships between codes and categories, as
it forced me “to work with concepts rather than with details of the data” (Strauss & Corbin,
1998, p. 153). Additional details on the coding process are contained in the Project Three
research paper, Chapter 6.
Limitations
Ethnographic methods are always open to the criticism of subjectivity. Grounded
theory techniques were used to mitigate researcher bias. Newsgathering within the framework
of a national organization involves multiple levels or production and decision-making that
simply are not observable. The interview data are based solely on participants who were
willing, had the time to talk, and who were on site during the study period The time spent in
the field was relatively short, compensated in part by my familiarity with the CBC.
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3.5 Conclusion
The research design of this doctoral portfolio provides the “fruitful” depth, rigor and
rich detail associated with mixed methods. The combination of quantitative and qualitative
analyses has been an approach utilized by some of the most prominent scholars in the field of
journalism. Each individual study has been developed and refined to address specific
questions in the way minorities are represented in Canadian television news. The first study
uses content analysis to provide real data to test the merits of industry and government
diversity measures beyond the vague “policy positivism” discussed in the previous chapter.
The second research project builds off the first, using news frames analysis and a seldom
used comparative approach, contrasting mainstream television news portrayals of Aboriginal
people with coverage by Indigenous broadcaster APTN. Not only does the analysis provide
deeper understanding of the different ways the Aboriginal experience can be portrayed, it
again tests the efficacy of diversity efforts on the part of television news organizations.
Finally, the inclusion of a newsroom ethnography, the third study, goes a long way to address
the risk of “under-theorization” raised by Cottle (2000b, p. 15). The overall intent of these
three projects is to draw out invisible, unspoken mainstream bias, as it affects minority
reporters in their decisions to choose sources, as it frames coverage of a specific ethnocultural group (Aboriginal peoples), and as it influences news values, norms and newsroom
routines at the micro-level. The findings, detailed in the next three chapters, challenge much
of the conventional wisdom on diversity, providing important lessons for broadcasters in
Canada, and beyond.
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Chapter 4: Research Project One

Introduction
This chapter is the research paper that emerged from Project One of this dissertation
portfolio. The abstract for “Reflecting Which Canada?” was submitted for peer evaluation
and accepted for presentation at the 12th International Conference on Diversity, University of
British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada on June 13, 2012. The paper was subsequently
peer-reviewed and published in the International Journal of Diverse Identities (Clark, 2013).
A more detailed version of the published study follows.

Reflecting Which Canada? A Source Analysis of Canadian Network
Television News
Abstract
There has been a good deal of research documenting the degree to which mainstream
news media have misrepresented, stereotyped or simply ignored racial minorities. A common
approach to improve the coverage of marginalized groups -- identified by academics,
bureaucrats and industry representatives -- is the hiring of minority journalists. The theory
goes that more inclusive news begins with a more inclusive newsroom. However, this
assumption has only been tested in a handful of studies in the United States and never in
Canada, a country built on immigration, with a legislative mandate calling on broadcasters to
“reflect” Canada’s “multicultural and multiracial nature”. This quantitative study sets out to
examine that assumption. A content analysis of Canada’s three national, mainstream nightly
English newscasts seriously calls into question the notion that newsroom diversity results in
greater news source diversity. White sources are over-represented in these newscasts
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regardless of the ethnic background of the journalist. This study also reaffirms a very low
participation rate by Aboriginal people as both reporters and news sources in mainstream
television news.
Introduction
The degree to which minority groups in Western society have been stereotyped,
misrepresented, or simply ignored in the media has been well-documented (van Dijk, 1991,
2000; Ungerleider, 1991; Jakubowicz, et al.,1994; Karim, 1997; Fleras & Kunz, 2001;
Mahtani 2001; Henry & Tator, 2002; Hier & Greenberg, 2002; Canadian Association of
Broadcasters, 2004; Downing & Husband, 2005; Miller, 2005; Siapera, 2010; Anderson &
Robertson, 2011; Fleras, 2011). This is especially alarming in the field of journalism, where
practitioners aim to represent people and events accurately. In Canada, television news
executives have pledged to provide coverage that “better reflects” Canadian ethnic and
cultural diversity (Canadian Association of Broadcasters, 2004). Moreover, unlike print or
web-based media, broadcasters are specifically mandated to promote and reflect Canada’s
“multicultural and multiracial nature” by federal legislation (Broadcasting Act 1991). At the
heart of this drive for more inclusive coverage is a focus on human resources solutions, that
is, hiring more people of diverse ethnic backgrounds. The Employment Equity Act (1988)
requires such federally regulated industries as broadcasting to enhance employment
opportunities for four “marginalized” groups: Women, visible minorities, Aboriginal peoples
and people with disabilities (Canadian Human Rights Commission, 2009).
However, there has been remarkably little analysis to test the efficacy of these
measures in providing news coverage of minorities that is inclusive and authentic, not to
mention the usual ethical canons of fair, balanced and accurate. The assumption implicit in
these approaches is that if there is greater ethnic and cultural representation in broadcast
newsrooms, the result will be more stories that are about, or at least include, members of
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marginalized groups, and that the coverage will extend beyond stereotypes. In other words, a
diverse newsroom will yield diverse news stories, and better “reflect” Canada’s burgeoning
minority community. The purpose of this study is to test that assumption against the mostwatched mainstream newscasts on English television in Canada: The Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation’s (CBC) The National, Global National, and CTV National News. The
theoretical debate over whether structural and systemic forces -- production norms,
professional ideology and hegemony -- shape the media discourse to the exclusion of the
agency and background of individual reporters is drawn out by the data analysis.
Context and Previous Research
In North America, the issue of minority group representation in media coverage came
to the fore earlier in the United States than in Canada. Given the history of slavery,
segregation and racial tension in the US, this is not surprising. Although it was not
specifically dealing with the issue of race back in 1947, The Commission on Freedom of the
Press, more commonly known as the Hutchins Commission, declared newspapers “must
present ‘a representative picture of the constituent groups in the society’” (Pease, Smith, &
Subervi, 2001, p. 3). However, another US government inquiry, the Kerner Commission, did
specifically address race two decades later in the wake of riots across the US. It suggested the
news coverage of Black communities was inaccurate, sensational and one-sided, and
criticized the media for a failure to report on the very conditions that sparked these
“disorders” including poverty, discrimination and unemployment (Byerly and Wilson 2009,
p. 211). Among the recommendations in the Commission’s report were calls for more
inclusive reporting, specifically the hiring of Black reporters, and the promotion of “Black
journalists into decision-making jobs” (Kerner 1988, 383–385, cited p. 212). The American
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press followed up with initiatives to better represent minorities in its newsrooms, and regular
surveys to measure progress (American Society of News Editors, 2010; Papper, 2008).
Media representations of minority groups in other parts of the Western world have
also proved to be problematic (Jakubowicz, et al., 1994; Fleras & Kunz, 2001; Mahtani,
2001; Henry &Tator, 2002; Hier & Greenberg, 2002; Downing & Husband, 2005; Miller,
2005; Jiwani, 2006; Loto, et al., 2006; McCallum, 2007; Siapera, 2010; Fleras, 2011). In his
own work, and in considering the research in a number of Western countries, van Dijk (1991)
has found that “minorities or immigrants are seen as a problem or a threat, and are portrayed
in association with crime, violence, conflict, unacceptable cultural differences, or other forms
of deviance”(Racism and the Press, p. 21). Canadian scholars Fleras and Kunz (2001) suggest
minorities are “miscast” by mainstream media in five patterns: minorities as “invisible”,
“stereotypes”, “problem people”, “adornments” and “whitewashed” (p. 142). True to their
theory of miscasting, they suggest Aboriginal people in Canadian news media “are depicted
as ‘troublesome constituents”, especially in the context of land claims, protests and calls for
self-determination (p. 145). They also note “constant references” in the media coverage to “a
pathological reliance on welfare, a predilection for alcohol and substance abuse, an
inclination to laziness and lack of ambition, and a temptation to mismanage what little they
have” (p. 146). For Fleras and Kunz the seeds of such coverage are deeply rooted in power
structures of society and present a formidable challenge to reform, but suggest greater
inclusivity on the part of the media as part of the solution (p. 161).
In the Canadian context, inclusion is not simply a matter of professional ethics, but a
mandate of federal legislation for broadcasters. Canada became the first country to officially
adopt a policy of multiculturalism in 1971(McRoberts, 1997, p. 126), just a few years after
the Kerner recommendations in the US, when Canadian Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau
pledged that his government would “recognize and promote the understanding that
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multiculturalism reflects the cultural and racial diversity of Canadian society” (Government
of Canada, 1988). This approach, in turn, shaped broadcast regulatory policy. The
Employment Equity Act requires Crown corporations (such as the CBC) and federally
regulated industries (including private broadcasters) to “ensure that no person is denied
employment opportunities”, namely from the four marginalized groups referred to above
(Canadian Human Rights Commission, 2009). The Broadcast Act similarly incorporates
multicultural provisions, calling on broadcasters to “reflect the linguistic duality and
multicultural and multiracial nature of Canadian society [and] the special place of Aboriginal
peoples within that society” (Broadcasting Act 1991). These two pieces of legislation in
particular mean broadcast companies are legally obliged to hire minorities, and to ensure
minority communities are represented on the airwaves. However, there is considerable
evidence that media representations of ethnic minorities and Aboriginal peoples in Canada
have been, and remain, problematic (Fleras, 2011, p. 3).
In 2001, in light of concerns raised by ethnic communities and media critics, the
federal broadcast regulator, the Canadian Radio-television Telecommunications Commission,
CRTC, called on private broadcasters to develop “an action plan for cultural diversity”
(Canadian Association of Broadcasters, 2004, p. 7). A task force was commissioned and three
years later the Canadian Association of Broadcasters (CAB) released a comprehensive report
called Reflecting Canadians: Best Practices for Cultural Diversity in Private Television
(Canadian Association of Broadcasters, 2004). The study included a content analysis, which
established “benchmarks” based on the proportion of “ethnocultural groups and Aboriginal
Peoples” in Canadian society. The CAB researchers used census data to arrive at a combined
benchmark for those groups of just under 20 per cent of the Canadian population, but their
data revealed visible minorities and Aboriginal people represented “only 9 percent of all
appearances for English-language news, a significant gap…” (p. 28).
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Other scholars have also compared the participation of marginalized groups in media
content against such demographic “benchmarks”. The goal is “parity diversity” which Zeldes,
Fico and Diddi (2007) suggest is “achieved when news organization content and the news
staff mirror the demographic characteristics of its audience” (Johnson, 2004; Stone, 1999,
cited p. 347). The “reflection” sought by Canadian multicultural policy and embraced by
industry executives occurs on two levels: first, in the make-up of the newsroom, that is the
reporters, anchors, producers, editors and technical personnel, and secondly, in the content of
the news stories that go to air, the sources of key information, sound bites (or clips),
interviews and images. The assumption is that if news organizations reflect ethnic diversity
on one level, it will go a long way towards improving diversity on the second level, in the
news content. If newsrooms lacking minorities among their journalists have tended to ignore
or misrepresent those groups, a more “reflective” newsroom should result in more accurate,
authentic portrayals of ethnic groups. Henry and Tator (2002) are unequivocal on this issue:
“Until they enjoy greater access to employment opportunities, people of colour will continue
to have almost no influence on how they are represented in White media” (p. 239). They join
a host of scholars and journalistic organizations (Miller, 1994, 1998, 2005; Heider, 2000;
Entman & Rojecki, 2001; Mahtani, 2001; European Commission, 2009; American Society of
News Editors, 2010; Siapera, 2010; Radio Television Digital News Association, 2013) in
calling on the media to be more inclusive, bringing more women and minorities into the
newsroom, and finding ways to keep them there. Monroe (2003), in defending diversity
initiatives in the aftermath of the Jayson Blair scandal at the New York Times, explains the
connection between the newsroom and content:
Too many newspapers still cannot cover the richness and complexity of their
communities because their staffs come from a limited perspective. We are
unable to regularly listen to those in the shadows and too often incapable of
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hearing voices different from our own. We, therefore, are telling our readers
an incomplete, inaccurate story. (p. 29)
There are some limited data on minority representations in Canadian television
newsrooms, and some on participation rates among marginalized groups in broadcast news
content. The CBC’s comprehensive News Balance Report: Interim Report, considered the
public broadcaster’s local and national coverage for television, radio and its website,
examining issues of regionalism, bias, tone, framing and diversity (Spears, Seydegart, &
Zulinov, 2010). Data were also collected on private broadcasters for comparison. At the
national television level in particular, the study found an overrepresentation of White people
among on-air staff (87 to 92 per cent of appearances) and interviewees (84 to 90 per cent).
However, there is no additional analysis of the news staff ethnicity with news sources to
establish possible links between newsroom diversity and source diversity.
In the United States there has been considerably more work done – not just on the
relationship between the backgrounds of news staff and their coverage – but specifically the
link between newsroom diversity and news coverage. Zeldes and Fico used source analysis to
quantify both the presence of women and minority reporters in newsrooms, and the
appearance of minorities and women in news stories (Zeldes & Fico, 2005; Zeldes, Fico, &
Didi, 2007). Their work showed a high rate of White source participation for all reporters, but
also noted that female and minority reporters were more likely to use “diverse” sources
(2005, pp. 381-382). However in Canada, where federal statute and CRTC policy have placed
diversity on the hiring agenda of broadcasters, no analysis of television news has been
conducted to establish a link between newsroom diversity and source diversity in the
uniquely Canadian context. At the same time, Canada grows more diverse. Statistics Canada,
a government agency, has stated that by 2031, up to 32 per cent of the population could
belong to a Visible Minority group, which would “nearly double” the proportion recorded in
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the 2006 census (Statistics Canada, 2010). The same data show Canada’s most diverse cities,
Toronto and Vancouver, could see their Visible Minority populations reach 60 per cent, from
43 and 44 per cent, respectively. These figures are exclusive of Aboriginal peoples, which the
Canadian government treats as a separate statistical category. Nonetheless, the Indigenous
population is also contributing to deeper diversity, growing at a rate four times faster than the
rest of country, comprising 4.3 per cent of the total (Statistics Canada, 2013).
Methodology
A quantitative content analysis was developed for the nightly English newscasts of
Global Television, CBC and CTV based on the source diversity studies by Zeldes and Fico
referred to above. Since some broad data exist for participation rates in Canadian television
news (Canadian Association of Broadcasters, 2004; Spears, Seydegart, & Zulinov 2010), the
focus of this study is news items produced by identifiable journalists that are filed in Canada.
The intent is to see how Canadians from different communities -- within Canada -- are
reflected in the most-watched national newscasts(BBM Canada, 2011), and to compare the
rate at which Aboriginal/minority television reporters incorporate diverse sources into their
stories compared to White reporters. In other words, is there a link between an ethnically
diverse newsroom, and more inclusive news coverage of minority groups in Canada?
National newscasts for CBC, CTV and Global were recorded for nine consecutive
weeks from September 1st, 2011, through to the last weekend in October. This purposive
sample was selected because of its importance to the networks; the first week in September
represents the start of a new ratings calendar. It corresponds with the end of the summer
vacation period, when all North American television networks generally direct resources
towards the fall launch of all programming. In Canada this coincides with the start of classes
for school, college and university students, federal courts sit after a summer break, and
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governments at all levels resume legislative duties. This particular launch also marked the
debut of new anchors for two of the three networks, another reason to expect television news
operations to put forward some of their best work. The time range also avoids general lulls in
the news cycle, such as Christmas or “the silly season” of summer, which some scholars
advise should not be considered in sampling media content (Hansen, Cottle, Negrine, and
Newbold 1998, 103).
The units of analysis in each newscast were selected using the criteria that the news
item had to be produced in Canada, and that its authorship could clearly be linked to a
specific reporter, usually identified in sign-ons or sign-offs in the story. These generally took
the form of recorded packages featuring sound bites (or clips) from on-camera interviews
with sources, mixed with images related to the story. Reporters and sources were coded into
one of four categories: White, Aboriginal, Visible Minority, or undetermined. Additionally,
sources were coded for the number of appearances in the news item, as well as the length, in
seconds, of their “clip” or “clips”. The coding of ethnicity is based on definitions used in the
Employment Equity Act which defines Visible Minorities as “persons, other than Aboriginal
peoples, who are non-Caucasian in race or non-white in colour;” and Aboriginal people as
“persons who are Indians, Inuit or Métis” (Government of Canada 2011). Using these
definitions allows for comparisons with previous Canadian media research, industry reports
and government demographic data. Coders relied on visual cues related to hair, skin colour
and facial features, often further triangulated by surname, speech pattern and dress (e.g.
turban, hijab, yarmulke). In some cases additional background on sources was found on the
internet. Sources were automatically coded as “undetermined” when reporters sought to
protect identities by pixilating faces, or recording the sources from behind or in dim lighting,
as when dealing with victims of sexual assault or young offenders who cannot be identified
under Canadian law. Undetermined codes were also applied to sources in “streeters” (also
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known as “vox pops” or “man on the street”) , where people were not identified, their
duration on camera was short, and sunglasses or hats interfered with visual cues to ethnicity.
An assessment of coder reliability was also conducted. To account for potential ethnic
bias two of the three coders were from minority backgrounds. Riffe, Lacy and Fico (2005)
note that some researchers suggest “between 10% and 25% of the body of content should be
tested” while others provide a range “between 5% and 7%” (Wimmer & Dominick, 2003;
Kaid & Wadsworth, 1989, cited p. 143). Erring on the higher end of the suggested size, a
random sample of just over 20 per cent of the content units was selected for testing. Observed
agreement of the key variables – reporter and source ethnicity, number of appearances -averaged 96 per cent, well above the accepted threshold. What constitutes “acceptable
agreement” can “depend on the type of research conducted” but “a minimum level of 80% is
usually the standard” (Riffe, Lacy, & Fico, 2005, p. 147). To ensure the reliability testing was
not the result of “chance agreement” a Scott’s pi calculation was also made. The formula
considers expected agreement and observed agreement in the data, with an “upper limit of 1.0
in the case of perfect agreement and a lower limit of -1.0 in the case of perfect disagreement”
(p. 150). The Scott’s pi results for this analysis range from .92 to .95.
Results
The two-month sample of the three network newscasts resulted in 723 units for
analysis, 3,571 source appearances, and over 435 minutes of sound bites. From a broad
perspective, excluding network lines and reporters’ ethnicity, participation rates for sources
in domestic news stories, remain lower than the benchmark of parity diversity in Canadian
society – 19.1 per cent Visible Minority, 4.3 per cent Aboriginal (Statistics Canada, 2013).
White people account for 86.53 per cent of all the source-appearances, while Visible
Minority and Aboriginal sources make up 10.42 and 1.51 per cent respectively (see Figure 1).
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Undetermined sources comprise about 1.54 per cent of the total. As with previous studies of
television news content, Aboriginal people are virtually invisible (see Canadian Association
of Broadcasters 2004; Spears, Seydegart, and Zulinov 2010). Similarly, when considering the
ethnic background of journalists, the data for Aboriginal reporters are limited to only two
reporters at CBC, who filed five stories during the sample period, four from one particular
correspondent. As a proportion of all the national stories filed, Aboriginal reporters account
for .7 per cent, while White reporters contribute 80.2 per cent and Visible Minority
journalists make up 19.1 per cent. Against the demographic benchmark of parity diversity,

Total Source Appearances

n=3,571
86.53%

10.42%

White

Visible Minority

1.51%

1.54%

Aboriginal

Undetermined

Figure 1. Ethnicity of all source-appearances, by percentage.
participation by Canadian-based Visible Minority reporters in all the newscasts exceeds the
16.2 per cent of Canadians of colour found in the general population. At the same time, the
participation rate of Aboriginal journalists remains well below the benchmark of 3.8 per cent.
On a network basis, Global had the lowest participation rate by Visible Minority journalists at
13.45 per cent, compared to CTV’s 29 per cent and CBC’s 15.49 per cent.
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When the ethnicity of reporters is taken into account, White sources still dominate the
news content of both White and Visible Minority journalists in Canadian news stories (see
Figure 2). However, minority reporters include Visible Minority sources in their stories more
often than their White colleagues, at a rate of 14.4 per cent of the appearances, compared to
nine per cent by White reporters. White reporters rely more heavily on White sources (88 per
cent) than their Visible Minority colleagues (82.83 per cent). Aboriginal sources appear as
less than one per cent of stories by Visible Minority reporters, and just over one per cent of
those by White journalists. As for the two Aboriginal journalists represented in the data, in
their five stories Visible Minority and Aboriginal sources comprise a much higher proportion

White Reporters

Visible Minority Reporters

Aboriginal Reporters

88%
82.83%

44.20%

44.20%

14.4%

11.60%

9%

1.53% 0.77%
White Sources

Visible Minority Sources

Aboriginal Sources

1.47%

2%

0%

Undetermined Sources

Figure 2. Source-appearances in stories by White, Visible Minority and Aboriginal reporters.
of source appearances, 44.2 and 11.6 per cent respectively, and much lower White source use
at 44.2 per cent.
A breakdown of the source-appearance data strictly along network lines shows
remarkable similarities, with Global, CTV and CBC scoring overall participation rates within
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just a few percentage points of each other, roughly 87 per cent White, 10 per cent Visible
Minority, and between one and two per cent for Aboriginal and undetermined sources
respectively. However, when reporter ethnicity is factored in, there are clear differences
between the networks (see Figure 3). Global’s Visible Minority reporters incorporate
minority sources into their stories as a much lower proportion of their sources, 9 per cent,
compared to the other two networks. In fact, the rate of minority inclusion is below the 10.5
per cent observed in Global’s White reporters. At CTV, Visible Minority sources comprise
15.3 per cent of the source-appearances in stories by CTV’s Visible Minority journalists,
compared to 8 per cent minority participation in the stories of CTV’s White reporters. CBC’s
White Sources

Visible Minority Sources

86.10%

Aboriginal Sources

Undetermined

81.90%

82%

17.00%

15.30%

9.00%
0% 2.50%
Global

0% 1.00%
CBC

0.60% 2.20%
CTV

Figure 3. Source-appearances in stories by Visible Minority reporters at Global, CBC and
CTV.
Visible Minority journalists have the highest participation rate for Visible Minority sourceappearances among the networks at 17 per cent, but still below the proportional benchmark of
19.1 per cent. CBC’s White reporters include Visible Minorities as 9.38 per cent of their
sources. As noted above, CBC was the only broadcaster with Aboriginal reporters filing
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stories in the sample period, and though the sample was small, rates of inclusion for minority
and Aboriginal sources are much higher than the norm.
The news items were also coded for the length of sound bites (or clips) by the various
sources. Participation rates as measured by this variable are virtually identical to the sourceappearance analysis (Figure 4). Once again, minority reporters incorporate minority sources
into their stories at a higher rate than their White colleagues, 13.6 per cent compared to 8.1
per cent. However, White sources are still over-represented in the content units, while Visible
Minorities and Aboriginal people are still under-represented against national population
benchmarks of 19.1 and 4.3 per cent respectively.

White Reporters
88.9%

Visible Minority Reporters

Aboriginal Reporters
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46.1%

41.8%

12%

13.6%
8.1%
1.6% .6%
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1.4% 1.5% 0%
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Figure 4. Participation rates of sources based on length of sound bite for White, Visible
Minority and Aboriginal reporters.
The findings here might also be influenced by Canada’s urban demographics.
Statistics Canada has noted patterns of immigration settlement are very much skewed towards
Canada’s big cities (Statistics Canada, 2010). Toronto and Vancouver are approaching
Visible Minority populations of close to 50 per cent. Reporting from these cities means
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sources are found in a much more diverse pool than many other parts of the country. The
Visible Minority reporter data were coded for location, and show 59 per cent of the stories
were filed from those two cities alone, Toronto and Vancouver. Other source analyses in the
US have demonstrated that the ethnic composition of a community generally has an impact
on source selection (Zeldes, Fico, & Diddi 2007, p. 347). If this is the case in Canada, higher
inclusion rates of minority sources in news items by minority reporters might be partially
explained by urban demographics.
Discussion
This study suggests that minority news staffing alone does not necessarily result in
more inclusive news. When the data from all three networks are considered together, Visible
Minority reporters do incorporate slightly more minority voices into their Canadian
storytelling. Yet in the case of one network, Global, Visible Minority reporters actually
brought a lower proportion of Visible Minority reporters into their stories than their White
co-workers. Combined with the finding that CBC’s Visible Minority and Aboriginal reporters
used Visible Minority sources at a higher rate (but below the national benchmark), it appears
newsroom diversity alone cannot account for source diversity, that the culture of the news
organization might also be a factor. This is consistent with previous US research on diversity.
A comprehensive analysis of 12 television and newspaper operations, cited earlier in this
paper, found “newsroom climate” (corporate culture) is vital to more inclusive, less
stereotypic news coverage, and generally results when “there is greater attention to staff
development and better communication of management objectives on diversity to staff”
(Pease, Smith, & Subervi, 2001, p. 41). Another study links under-representation of
minorities to management dynamics, whereby television journalists of colour are excluded
from news decision-making roles and funnelled “toward more visible on-air positions”
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(Heider, 2000, p. 72). That study also notes a preponderance of White news directors who
use their own personal background – mainstream, White values -- to decide what is and is not
news (p. 71). While Canadian research, including the data here, has identified a degree of
minority participation among reporters, at least one Canadian investigation has found that 91
per cent of television newsroom managers are White (Barber and Rauhala 2005, 287-288).
When it comes to participation by Aboriginal peoples, either as sources or as
journalists, it appears not much has changed in the years since the CAB Task Force identified
it as one of the most important challenges facing broadcasters (Canadian Association of
Broadcasters, 2004, p. 5). Indeed, the voluntary measures to boost the inclusion of Aboriginal
peoples in mainstream television news adopted by the CAB appear to have had little effect.
Over the sampling period, there were few stories about Aboriginal communities. This is
consistent with a recent study of 171 print and online news organizations in the province of
Ontario over a three-year period which finds that just .28 per cent of all the news stories
produced were about Indigenous issues (Pierro, et al., 2013). The stories about Aboriginal
peoples that did make it to air in this analysis often fell into the pattern of stereotypic
coverage identified by Fleras and Kunz, namely the “troublesome constituents” frame, as in
the case of alleged corruption on a Nova Scotia First Nation, the gang-related shooting death
of a toddler in an Aboriginal community in Alberta, and protests of pipelines, mining projects
and violence against Aboriginal women. Aboriginal politicians at the federal level are few in
number – seven out of 308 seats in the House of Commons -- but when an Aboriginal
Member of Parliament decided to run for the leadership of the official opposition New
Democratic Party, his bid was barely mentioned and virtually overlooked by the networks in
their heavy coverage of the perceived frontrunners.
The findings of this research highlight the importance of mainstream production
norms, organizational influences and structural factors in the formulation of the news
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discourse. Zeldes and Fico’s (2005) source analysis of the 2000 presidential campaign in the
US similarly found White sources were over-represented, a fact they attributed to “the
makeup of the corporate, academic, and consulting fields, which are dominated by white
men” (p. 382). Entman and Rojecki (2001) link hegemony with “dominant professional
norms and organizational routines” (p. 72). They suggest the norms of journalistic practice
dictate that reporters “choose conventionally credible sources, as certified by their rank and
affiliation with the best-known institutions”, which in turn shape sourcing patterns: “There
are simply not that many Black voices to be found in the places where reporters habitually go
for expertise” (p. 73). This does not change, of course, if the reporter assigned to the story is
Aboriginal, White or coloured.
Entman, a leading scholar in the advancement of framing theory, suggests the way
journalists conceptualize a story, the frame, “is really the imprint of power -- it registers the
identity of actors or interests that competed to dominate the text”, and thus the news can
“exhibit homogenous framing” (1993, p. 55). Homogeneity manifests in stories with the same
or similar storylines, told through the perspective of the dominant group, and consistent with
the data from this study, over-representation of White sources. Deuze (2004), in examining
professional ideology and multiculturalism, describes the way the objectivity ideal can result
in a “greyness” of media discourse, that the “public” in “public service” leads to the view of
society as a “one-size-fits-all” community “interested in the same topics” (p. 282), a
dominant perspective that filters out, or overlooks, minority viewpoints. Canada’s national
newscasts seem to blanche the news discourse with their over-use of White sources, serving
an imagined national “public”. The professional ideals of objectivity and neutrality are
equated with a certain colour blindness, or “greyness” to use Deuze’s term, that can also be
viewed in a racial context as White. Dyer, in his book simply titled White, writes of the
“invisibility of whiteness”, that White people are never described as the “White” friend or
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neighbour, the way a Black or Asian person is described by their ethnicity; “white people are
just people...At the level of racial representation, in other words, whites are not of a certain
race, they’re just the human race” (pp. 2-3). To seek out people of colour for a story then
might be regarded as not being objective, as looking for something other than “normal”, even
for journalists of colour.
The under-representation of minority sources can also be viewed through the
theoretical lens of ethnic media, but with a twist. Fleras (2011) discusses the idea of
considering mainstream media as “white ethnic media” (p. 241). As with ethnic news
organizations, he argues mainstream news outlets cater to a specific constituency, in this case,
one that is predominantly White, serving “the information needs of their primary consumers
and advertising targets”, as well as sharing “a commitment to the bottom line” (p. 242).
Benson (2005) argues it is precisely these “economic and organizational” forces that
ultimately shape the news, not the “personal characteristics” of “individual journalists” (p.
17). He concludes that “only structural reforms of the media system are likely to produce
diversity that is more than skin-deep” (p. 17).
Conclusion
Entman (2004), while acknowledging the role of hegemony in the often homogenous
framing of the news, also contends that the hegemony model alone often does not always
explain the way news stories are told. He underscores the rise of “independent framing”,
exemplified by American journalist Seymour Hersh, who broke stories on the My Lai
massacre in Vietnam and abuses at the Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq, challenging the foreign
policy frames of the US government for much of the last four decades (p. 108). In other
words, Entman believes it is possible for the agency of individual reporters to move past
news production norms and the influences of political economy to incorporate “counter-
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hegemonic” frames in their storytelling. In the data gathered for this study, there is evidence
of this in the case of a reporter with CBC, who filed four of the five stories by Aboriginal
journalists during the sample period, generally as longer-form, features that ran further down
in the news line-up. As noted above, the Aboriginal journalists in this study had much higher
participation rates for both visible minorities and Aboriginal sources than their colleagues.
What the data cannot show is why this is the case, whether the reporter is expected by his
news organization to provide a perspective outside the White mainstream, whether he is more
willing than other reporters to find stories in minority communities, or whether by chance his
work during the sample period just happened to be particularly diverse. Further research into
the production norms and news values of Canadian television news would help to explain the
way attitudes towards diversity by both reporters and managers shape the news coverage.
This study suggests there are no quick and easy solutions to providing more inclusive
television news coverage; White sources dominate the news, even in stories by minority
reporters. Yet, at some organizations, Visible Minority reporters do include more minority
voices than their White colleagues, suggesting there might be a different commitment or at
least awareness that helps to foster diversity. One thing seems clear; simply putting more
colourful faces in front of the camera is not enough.
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Chapter 5: Research Project Two

Introduction
This chapter is the research paper based on Project Two of this dissertation portfolio.
It has been peer reviewed and accepted for publication in the Canadian Journal of Native
Studies in August, 2014. What follows is a slightly longer version of that submission,
providing a more detailed account of context, methodology and analysis.

Framing Canada’s Aboriginal Peoples: A Comparative Analysis of
Indigenous and Mainstream Television News
Abstract
This study examines representations of Aboriginal communities in Canadian
television news. A comparative news frames analysis contrasts content from the three
mainstream English language television networks -- Global Television, The Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) and CTV -- with stories of the same issues and events that
aired on the Aboriginal Peoples Television Network (APTN). The analysis reveals frames
associated with longstanding colonial stereotypes of Indigenous people are prevalent in
mainstream news, while frames of Aboriginal context occur at a much lower rate. APTN
stories do contain some stereotypic frames but with a greater tendency to include frames of
Aboriginal context.
Introduction
In the field of journalism, ethical canons of fairness, accuracy and balance are
supposed to stand as bulwarks against stereotypes. However, Aboriginal leaders and scholars
have suggested those ideals are often absent in the mainstream news coverage of Indigenous
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people in Canada. Even a comprehensive study by Canada’s private broadcasters themselves
states that ethno-cultural groups and Aboriginal peoples are “under-represented” and that
television depictions are perceived as “stereotypic”, “negative and inaccurate” and
“unbalanced” (Canadian Association of Broadcasters, 2004, pp. 23-25). Moreover, with
specific reference to Canada’s Indigenous peoples, the same study found their presence on
Canadian television would be “virtually non-existent” were it not for the Aboriginal Peoples
Television Network, APTN (p. 31), an Indigenous broadcaster. As many scholars have noted,
mainstream media representations of Indigenous and non-White ethno-cultural groups in
Canada tend to come through a Eurocentric lens reflecting a “remarkably narrow range of
images whose cumulative effect has been to diminish or demean minorities as positive
contributors to Canadian society” (Fleras & Kunz, 2001, p. 155). In the context of television
news, these observations are all the more troublesome as Canadian networks are mandated by
the Broadcast Act to reflect the “multicultural and multiracial nature of Canadian society
[and] the special place of Aboriginal peoples within that society” (Broadcasting Act 1991).
Given the concern over media representations of Aboriginal peoples in Canada, as
well as the legislative directive to include Indigenous people in the broadcast mediascape,
this study sets out to evaluate the ways Aboriginal communities are portrayed in mainstream,
English language television news in Canada. News stories aired on CTV, Global National
and The National on the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) are compared to stories
on the same issues and events produced by Indigenous broadcaster APTN. What emerges
from this qualitative news frames analysis is a consistent Eurocentric media discourse in the
mainstream network coverage. As will be seen, the data show mainstream television news is
far more likely to frame Indigenous people in a stereotypic pattern consistent with a
Eurocentric, colonial lens, whereas APTN appears more likely to include frames of
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Aboriginal context, challenge the colonial stereotypes, and often provides more balanced
coverage of its own communities.
Aboriginal Peoples in Canadian News
Any analysis of news representations of Indigenous peoples begins with a wider look
at the way marginalized groups have generally been portrayed in the media. There has been a
significant body of research documenting the problematic ways such groups – including
Indigenous and immigrant populations – have been represented in Western media coverage
(van Dijk, 1991; Ungerleider, 1991; Jakubowicz, et al., 1994; Karim, 1997; Entman &
Rojecki, 2001; Mahtani, 2001; Pease, Smith, & Subervi, 2001; Henry & Tator, 2002; Hier &
Greenberg, 2002; Canadian Association of Broadcasters, 2004; Downing & Husband, 2005;
Miller, 2005; Siapera, 2010; Fleras, 2011). Fleras and Kunz (2001) suggest minorities are
routinely “miscast” by mainstream media as “invisible”, “stereotypes”, “problem people”,
“adornments” and “whitewashed” (p. 142). In focusing specifically on Canada’s Aboriginal
peoples, the authors apply their theory of miscasting, observing that Aboriginal people “are
depicted as ‘troublesome constituents”, especially in the context of land claims, protests and
calls for self-determination; often described as alcoholics, substance abusers and welfare
recipients, with “an inclination to laziness and lack of ambition, and a temptation to
mismanage what little they have” (pp. 145-146).
These “problem people” tropes are consistent with mainstream media representations
of Indigenous groups in other parts of the world. McCallum (2007) also finds Australian
newspaper coverage tends to frame “Indigenous people and issues as problematic”, and
Indigenous men, in particular, as “dangerous others, reinforcing conceptions of them as a
societal risk and a threat to the existing order” (p. 12, italics in the original). An earlier
analysis of the media coverage of Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders in Australia finds
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Indigenous people are associated with themes of “negative primitivism”, a violent threat to
White society, and people who are “undisciplined and incapable” of coping in the modern
world (Jakubowicz, et al., 1994, p. 39). Newspaper portrayals of American Indians in the
United States also tend to reflect narrow, mainstream perceptions of “what Indian stories
ought to be… Indians as exotic, warlike, childlike, or improvident” (Weston, 1996, p. 13).
The vast majority of the research on Aboriginal people in Canadian news has focused
on print. Few studies have specifically considered the case of television coverage, despite the
fact that TV is the primary news source for most Canadians (The Canadian Journalism
Foundation, 2012). Clark (2013) finds Aboriginal sources are almost invisible in the national
English-language evening newscasts of the three mainstream Canadian networks, comprising
only 1.3 per cent in a sample of 3,571 source-appearances. According to census data,
Aboriginal peoples make up 4.3 per cent of the Canadian population (Statistics Canada,
2013). An omnibus study prepared for the CBC found similarly low rates of inclusion for
Indigenous news sources, as well as reporters and hosts (Spears, Seydegart, & Zulinov, 2010,
pp. 37-38), but the analysis did not extend to the way Aboriginal peoples were represented in
news reports. The CAB report cited earlier also highlights the lack of representation of
Indigenous people in mainstream TV. With regard to news coverage specifically, focus group
members were adamant that “unbalanced portrayal… is a serious concern” (Entman &
Rojecki, 2001, p. 25). However, none of these analyses takes a qualitative approach to
consider the nature of news representations of Aboriginal peoples; there have been no
published studies that specifically examine the ways English language national television
news represents Indigenous peoples in Canada.
The qualitative analyses of Canadian mainstream news content that have been done
are almost entirely print based. Lambertus (2004) is an exception, though her work is still
weighted towards print, covering 561 newspaper articles, as well as “select clips” from
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television and radio news reports, and four broadcast documentaries (p. 13). Her analysis and
others have shown Indigenous people in newspaper accounts are consistently portrayed in a
colonial binary, framing First Nations as “others” separate and distinct from the rest of
Canada. Lambertus chronicles the media coverage of the Gustafsen Lake armed standoff
between members of the local Aboriginal community and the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police (RCMP) in the interior of British Columbia in1995. Extending her analysis from that
dispute to others involving authorities and Indigenous people she notes a tendency of the
media to “rely on wartime characterizations”, thus reinforcing the “social dichotomy of us
against them that has persisted since the colonial era” (p. 200). Other studies show this type
of coverage has a long tradition in Canada. Harding (2006) examined and compared
newspaper coverage of Aboriginal people in the 19th Century and 1990s, concluding: “In the
1990s, Aboriginal issues were framed, much as they were 130 years earlier, in ways that
protect dominant interests and signify Aboriginal people as a threat to such interests” (p.
224). He points to stereotypes in the news coverage of both eras, the difference, he suggests,
is the overt racism of the past was replaced in the late 20th Century by an ethnocentrism
founded in “moral relativism and cultural pluralism” whereby “everyone is equal before the
law” (p. 229). Missing from the media discourse are “issues of structural inequality…and the
long history of oppression of Aboriginal people by the state” (p. 229).
Anderson and Robertson (2011) similarly track colonial representations of Aboriginal
people in Canadian newspapers but in a much larger body of work, a discourse analysis of
articles from 1869 to the present. They concludes (like Harding) that “newspaper imagery has
not changed significantly since that time with respect to the application of colonialism as a
lens through which to consider Indigenous people” (p. 267). The overt racism of treaties and
the residential school system, they postulate, was founded in Canadian mainstream culture,
though dismissed today as mistakes made in the “olden days.” Wilkes, Corrigall-Brown and
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Ricard (2010) focus their research on newspaper coverage of collective action by Aboriginal
people in Canada, and their frames analysis of mainstream newspapers shows these activities
were rarely paced in the context of treaties and Indigenous rights to land (p. 49). Their
findings illustrate the “us versus them” binary as grounded in notions of nationalism and
citizenship, whereby the Indigenous “collective actors” are framed by the media as
“criminals, threats to peaceful race relations, and expensive” in which the media discourse
casts “model citizens as law abiding, supportive of multiculturalism, and tax paying” (p. 54).
They note that while a frame of criminality was often invoked in cases where First Nations
had not broken any laws (such as when blockading roads on their own land) the media did
not consider the actions of police as illegal even in cases where authorities trespassed on to
Native land to take down barricades (p. 50). Similarly, collective action was rarely placed in
the context of treaties and Indigenous rights to land. The researchers note that if Aboriginal
people “have not ceded the land then they (and not the federal and provincial governments)
still have title to it” (p.49). In the absence of treaties in some parts of the country, First
Nations with legitimate claims to unceded land have little recourse when governments treat
such territory as crown land, except “costly legal battles” and/or collective action (p. 50).
However, that perspective does not regularly materialize in the media discourse. Chow-White
and McMahon (2011) also highlight the lack of “appropriate legal and historical context” in
their newspaper case study of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (p. 359). They point
to “decontextualization” in newspaper accounts of land claim negotiations that “have dragged
on for year with only a few notable successes” that fail to offer any explanation why (p. 360).
If, as the research tends to show, newspaper accounts of Aborignal people are shaped
by a Eurocentric discourse founded in Canadian colonialism, there are clear implications for
other media news representations, such as television. The hypothesis here is that the
dominant colonial discourse documented by researchers in content analyses of newspapers
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also mainfests in mainstream television news coverage. Such a hypothesis is supported by
theories of hegemony. Gramsci (1971) describes hegemony as:
the “spontaneous” consent given by the great masses of the population to the
general direction imposed on social life by the dominant fundamental group;
this consent is “historically” caused by the prestige (and consequent
confidence) which the dominant group enjoys because of its position and
function in the world of production (p. 12, cited in Evans, 2002, p. 312).
According to Evans, interpretations of Gramsci’s work describe how consent is formed,
noting that “people and organizations are shaped by discursive forces, and the media play a
powerful role in that discourse” (p. 313). More specifically, hegemony entails the
construction of “common sense” by elites in society who establish a consensus that “makes
the power of the dominant group appear both natural and legitimate” (Watson & Hill, 2003,
p. 126).
Extending critical race theory to the field of mass communication, Henry and Tator
(2002) argue that despite the professional and democratic ideals expressed by mainstream
media, they are actually “helping preserve cultural hegemony” (p. 38). Alluding to the work
of Benedict Anderson (1991), the authors argue that minority groups “exist outside the
boundaries of the ‘imagined community’ of Canada” (p. 38). The domination of the discourse
by powerful corporate elites would be explained by Michel Foucault (1984) as the result of
society’s “discursive regimes” (p. 55). This is the result of the way the “criteria and practices
that ‘govern’ the production of statements” is indirectly shaped by power relations “within
the everyday routines and ethos of workaday journalism” (Hackett, 2006, p. 6). Thus the very
nature of the power relationship between the dominant, Eurocentric culture and the media
predisposes a discourse of the dominant culture, in the case of Canada, a colonial culture. In
considering multicultural societies, Taylor (1994) acknowledges the way “dominant groups
tend to entrench their hegemony by inculcating an image of inferiority in the subjugated” (p.
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66). This is consistent with mainstream media portrayals of Aboriginal people as depraved,
childlike and resistant to progress (Anderson & Robertson, 2011, p. 6).
Framing Mainstream and Indigenous Media
Often the term “mainstream media” is used interchangeably with mass media,
implying mass production of content to mass audiences, usually with the intent to earn a
profit. Some scholars have perfunctorily defined mainstream media as “those primarily
commercial outlets aiming to serve large segments of a geographic area” (Lacy, Wilson, &
Riffe, 2011, p. 55). Consistent with that functional definition, but in a much broader, critical
analysis, Noam Chomsky (1997) draws hegemony into the discussion in an essay titled,
“What Makes Mainstream Media Mainstream”. He contends the mainstream is made up of
“elite” media organizations, such as the New York Times or CBS, “major, very profitable,
corporations…linked to, or outright owned by, much bigger corporations, like General
Electric, Westinghouse, and so on” (Chomsky, 1997). He argues that those organizations set
the agenda -- based on their ties to other powerful institutions, such as government – for other
news media, resulting in a homogenous news product reflective of dominant perspectives. In
contrast to the mainstream, alternative media contest the discourse of powerful institutions.
Couldry and Curran (2003) define the term as “media production that challenges, at least
implicitly, actual concentrations of media power, whatever form those concentrations may
take in different locations” (p. 7). Similarly, Atton and Hamilton (2008) regard alternative
journalism as “representing the interest, views and needs of under-represented groups in
society” (p. 2). They argue practitioners of alternative journalism “seek to redress what they
consider an imbalance of media power in mainstream media, which results in the
marginalization (at worst, demonization) of certain social and cultural groups and
movements” (p. 2). Atton (2001) notes that some scholars attempt to define alternative media
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in terms of professional practice (e.g. paid reporters), non-commerciality, and small
audiences characterized by “small print runs and virtual invisibility in the marketplace” (p.
12). However, he also cautions against strict criteria to delineate “pure” alternative media
from mainstream, advocating an approach that pays “attention to hybridity”, but includes
counter-hegemonic content (p. 29).
Indigenous media bear many of the hallmarks of the alternative model, including a
mandate to challenge “the dominant social order politically” and the “Eurocentrism” of
mainstream journalism, critiquing colonialism, capitalism and patriarchal society (Atton &
Hamilton, 2008, pp. 18-19). The term refers to “local and culturally specific use of media by
Aboriginal peoples” as both content producers and audiences in the context of “the global
experience of colonized peoples in settler societies” (Bredin, 2012, p. 185). In Canada,
Indigenous broadcaster APTN meets the definition. The television network was launched on
September 1, 1999, and is carried by all cable and satellite television providers in Canada
(APTN, 2014). Baltruschat (2004) suggests APTN content represents Indigenous
perspectives through “traditional forms of storytelling with contemporary genres adapted
from mainstream media… programs on Aboriginal affairs, news in Inuktituk, cooking and
crafts shows, documentaries on First Nations artists and community leaders, and children's
programming.” Journalistically, APTN offers daily national newscasts, and weekly
investigative news shows. The network’s website states that 56 per cent of APTN content is
in English, 16 per cent in French, and 28 per cent is in “a variety of Aboriginal languages
including Inuktitut, Cree, Inuinaqtuun, Ojibway, Inuvialuktun, Mohawk, Dene, Gwich'in,
Miqma'aq, Slavey, Dogrib, Chipweyan, Tlingit and Mechif” (APTN, 2014). More than 75 per
cent of APTN staff is Aboriginal. Funding, about $38 million annually, comes from a
mandatory levy on cable subscriptions, as well as “advertising sales, affiliate revenues and
strategic partnerships” (APTN, 2014). In contrast, CBC receives approximately $1.15 billion
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from the federal government (Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, 2013), while Global and
CTV are owned by multi-billion-dollar communication conglomerates, Shaw
Communications Inc. and BCE Inc. respectively. Given its distinct revenue model, Roth
describes APTN as an “economic prototype…a hybrid between what has traditionally been
defined as ‘public’ and ‘private’ broadcasting… modeling itself on public service television,
addressing issues of concern to Canadian national publics and niche audiences” (2005, p.
216). However, despite its mass reach, APTN finds itself “marginalized” compared to the
mainstream networks (Global, CBC, and CTV) both in terms of its operating budget and its
generally obscure place on the channel grid (channel 270 in some parts of Western Canada);
thus the network has been “relegated to the equivalent of a ‘media reservation’” (p. 209).
The contrast between APTN and mainstream Canadian televisions networks is further
distinguished by framing theory. Framing theorists establish a clear link between hegemony
and mainstream news production. Goffman (1974) pioneered frame analysis, which was later
applied to media studies by many others including Tuchman (1978), and Gitlin (1980).
Entman (1993) describes framing this way: “To select some aspects of a perceived reality and
make them more salient in a communicating text, in such a way as to promote a particular
problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment
recommendation” (p. 52).With regard to politics, he suggests “the frame in a news text is
really the imprint of power -- it registers the identity of actors or interests that competed to
dominate the text”, leading to news that can “exhibit homogenous framing” (p. 55). In
Canadian news coverage of Aboriginal peoples, as noted above, this consistent, homogenous
framing is seen in the well-documented stereotypes of the “problem people.”
While mainstream news is framed through a colonial, hegemonic lens, according to
Roth (2005), the ability of “First Peoples’ broadcasters” to “produce, control and transmit
their own messages” plays a significant role in tearing down antiquated power relations” (p.
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220). Knopf (2010) suggests Indigenous media, such as APTN, provide an alternative
discourse through decolonization. She explains power is conceptualized as Foucault’s le
regard, the gaze, a means of control in broader society, but also manifests through discourse
(p. 92). This “gaze of power” is a “neo/colonial gaze at inferior ‘others’, the Indigenous
cultures” (p. 93). However, Knopf argues that by taking control of media tools, Indigenous
people and other minority groups can “return the gaze” (Bannerji, 1992, cited in Knopf, p.
93). Minority media organizations produce their own frames; they “decolonize” the
ethnocentric gaze by “creating self-determined images free of stereotypes and objectification”
(p. 93). Knopf contends APTN incorporates decolonization in its news production, focusing
on issues facing Aboriginal people from an Aboriginal perspective, asserting to all viewers
that “Aboriginal cultures do have rich cultural knowledge that is worth becoming familiar
with,” countering colonial, “Euro-Canadian” assumptions of inferiority (p. 95). Returning to
Entman’s news frame definition, APTN determines “salience” based on an Aboriginal
“problem definition”, so frames can bear the “imprint” of indigeneity, rather than Eurocentric
power. Moreover, APTN’s decolonization approach clearly places its news discourse outside
the mainstream, meeting Atton and Hamilton’s (2008) criteria for alternative media,
especially in giving voice to “under-represented groups” (p. 2).
Decolonization can result in news frames of Aboriginal people that reflect a more
complex media discourse. Entman (2004) suggests “independent framing” or
“counterframing” is possible in spite of hegemony, and as an example, points to the work of
Seymour Hersh, the award-winning American journalist who has consistently challenged US
foreign policy frames (p. 108). Entman acknowledges the media “patrol the boundaries of
culture and keep discord within conventional bounds”, but stresses “media are not entirely
passive receptacles” either (2003, p. 428). Thus, while structural factors might well explain
the nature of news coverage about Canada’s Aboriginal communities to some degree, there is
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the possibility for counter-hegemonic, decolonized, independent framing in the mainstream
news discourse.
This leads to additional hypotheses: First, if mainstream television news reflects the
colonial, Eurocentric discourse researchers have documented in Canadian newspaper
coverage, Aboriginal people will be framed in ways that tend to be stereotypic; second, if
APTN follows a decolonizing strategy in its journalism, it should provide frames that
challenge stereotypes, resulting in a media discourse dominated by Aboriginal perspectives.
At the heart of these hypotheses are the following research questions:
RQ1: How do mainstream national television newscasts frame coverage of
Aboriginal peoples in Canada?
RQ2: How does Indigenous television news (APTN) frame the same stories?
The Study
The focus of the study is the national news coverage for CBC, CTV, Global and
APTN. Despite increasing competition from a variety of media platforms, the three
mainstream newscasts remain among the most watched programs in Canada (BBM Canada,
2011). The rationale for including APTN in the analysis is one of contrast. If mainstream
media routinely frame Aboriginal peoples through a colonial lens, then comparisons with decolonized Indigenous media should help to highlight the Eurocentric discourse. APTN’s
mandate to provide Aboriginal perspectives and voices, it was expected, would contrast with
any stereotypic coverage or missing context that might surface in stories of the same issues
and/or events in the mainstream network news accounts.
National nightly newscasts for all four networks were recorded for two consecutive
months, from September 1st to October 31st, 2011. This purposive sampling approach is
consistent with previous studies examining news content of Indigenous communities in
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Canada that focus on specific time frames (see Skea, 1993; Harding, 2005; Wilkes, CorrigallBrown, & Ricard, 2010). The sample period was chosen based on a desire to focus on a time
of year associated with strong journalism, namely the fall launch. Broadcasters in North
America typically target their best programming for September, the start of the new ratings
year. Staffing returns to optimal levels after the summer vacation period and coverage is
planned in advance to take advantage of ramped up promotional campaigns. In the fall of
2011 there was additional focus on (and promotion by) the mainstream national newscasts as
two of the three networks debuted new anchors. In addition there were specials and series
produced to capture and hold audiences. It is also important to note that this sampling period
avoids the acknowledged ebbs and flows in the news cycle, including the Christmas holiday
stretch, or “the silly season” of summer, which some scholars advise should not be
considered in sampling media content (Hansen, Cottle, Negrine, and Newbold 1998, p. 103).
More than 220 newscasts were recorded; over 160 hours of news programming. The
units of analysis were defined as news stories about Aboriginal communities that had to be
covered by both APTN and at least one of the mainstream networks. On the surface this
provision might seem to limit the amount of mainstream news content for analysis. In fact,
there were only a handful stories about Aboriginal people that were not also picked up by
APTN1. In the end, 26 stories met the criteria: nine by APTN, and 17 by CBC, Global and
CTV. These stories ranged from a gang-related shooting on an Alberta First Nation to
developments at the Truth and Reconciliation Commission hearings into the residential
school system in Canada. The content units from APTN were all reporter packages running
two to three minutes. The news items from CBC, Global and CTV varied from simple,

1

The CTV, Global and CBC stories that were not covered by APTN generally dealt with familiar issues, such as
opposition to development and corruption. CTV produced a short feature on a First Nations pop singer who had
overcome substance abuse to rise to stardom. CBC also aired a feature on the historic relationship between
Aboriginal people and Chinese immigrants in British Columbia, two groups that share a bond of racial
oppression rooted in early colonialism.
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scripted updates, to voice-over clips (an announcer reads scripted material before and after a
sound byte of someone related to the story) as well as reporter packages.
The audio for all the content units was transcribed. An inductive strategy was used to
develop a framing matrix, following the constant comparative approach developed by Glaser
and Strauss (1967/1971), that is, a process of open, axial and selective coding (Strauss and
Corbin, cited in Van Gorp, 2010, p. 93). Van Gorp advises the inductive approach is
labourious and time-consuming, while other scholars have stated it is best suited for smaller
samples (Semetko & Valkenburg, 2000, p. 94), such as the one in this study. The video and
the transcriptions of each content unit were reviewed repeatedly through the development of
the coding matrix, and then the actual coding schedule. This process allowed for a considered
examination of “latent aspects of the text” and video imagery, as well as “specific keywords
that constitute the concepts underlying frames” (Reese, 2010, p. 20). The advantage to such
an approach, examining the “what” of news framing, is that “it encourages an analysis that
delves into the the contextualization of topics” (p. 20). This proved beneficial in coming up
with descriptive language with which to identify the news frames. Ultimately 12 news frames
emerged from the sample (Table 1), though undoubtedly there are additional frames of
Aborignal peoples in news that simply did not manifest through the inductive process. The
Table 1
News Frames Indentified in the Sample of APTN, CBC, CTV and Global newscasts
Frame

Description

Active Frame

Aboriginal people as taking action in their
own interests

Passive Frame

Aboriginal people as not working to help
themselves, or as passive victims; Waiting
for mainstream authorities to assist with
funding, housing, address criminal activity or
corruption.
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“Problem people” frame

Aboriginal people as connected to drugs and
alcohol abuse, criminal activity, corruption,
opposition to government policy and/or
resource development.

Racist accusation frame

Aboriginal people as making accusations of
racism, suggesting racist motives for the
actions of non-Aboriginal society and
government.

Efficient, effective federal government frame

Ottawa as a force for commonsense, rational
decisions-making, looking out for interests
(economic, justice, security) of all people.

The ineffective federal government frame

Ottawa as “part of the problem”, slow to
react to problems, bureaucratic and
inefficient, ignores Treaty rights of
Aboriginal peoples.

Police/RCMP as positive influence frame

Police as professional and effective, diligent,
doing their job, bringing in extra resources,
forthright and honest.

Police/RCMP as a negative influence frame

Slow to react, having trouble solving cases,
less than completely honest or forthright.

Systemic/institutional racism frame

Aboriginal groups directly or indirectly
targeted; Aboriginal people as less
important/valuable; government policies
based on race.
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Frame

Description

Official response to/explanation of racism
frame

Responses to racist accusations by nonAboriginal interests; e.g. apologies, “not
trying to single out any one group.”

Traditional lands frame

The traditional, cultural, spiritual connection
of Aboriginal people to land, environment;
treaty rights or outstanding claims to territory
as an explanation of their position on an
issue.

Social conditions as context frame

Poverty, drug and alcohol abuse, lasting
impact of government policies, (e.g.
residential schools) as a contributing factor to
social ills experienced by Aboriginal people.

coding schedule was set up with descriptions and keywords describing the frames variable,
followed by a closed-ended question asking if the frame is present or not in the content unit.
Semetko and Valkenburg (2000) point out that this approach has the advantage of better
intercoder reliability, but the disadvantage of “more measurement error” (p. 99). After a trial
run on stories outside the study’s sample, the coding schedule was revised and finalized to
examine 27 variables. The final schedule includes the 12 news frames as well as the primary
source of each frame identified: Aboriginal politician (federal, provincial, municipal), NonAboriginal politician, Police/RCMP, Analyst/expert/academic, Corporate/industry
representative, Aboriginal leader, Reporter/Anchor, Regular person (Aboriginal), Regular
person (Non-Aboriginal), Government employee/bureaucrat, and other. As another measure
to improve reliability, the video and transcript for each item in the sample were coded to
determine the presence or absence of the news frame, not the occurrences of variables. Two
independent coders were hired and trained to assess reliability on the entire sample.
Agreement among the most subjective variables, the 12 news frames, ranges from 86.4 to 100
per cent, and averaged 93 per cent. The average agreement for all variables is 92 per cent.The
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reliability data fall within acceptable levels for this type of research (Krippendorff, 2004;
Riffe, Lacy, & Fico, 2005).
Results
The analysis tends to confirm the central hypotheses of this study, though to varying
degrees. The data indicate that mainstream newscasts do reflect the same Eurocentric,
colonial perspective attributed to Canadian newspaper coverage; that is CBC, Global and
CTV tend to frame Aboriginal people in stereotypic ways, and are much less inclined to
include frames of context. Similarly, APTN offers more frames of Aboriginal context, as
hypothesized, but also includes frames associated with stereotypes. As will be seen in the
data, APTN does exhibit an Indigenous-centric media discourse but – in this sample –
displays more balanced coverage than the mainstream networks.
The limited sample size was itself a reflection of the nature of mainstream coverage of
Indigenous people in Canada. While APTN fills its entire newscast with content on
Aboriginal issues each night, only a handful of stories per network aired on the mainstream
newscasts over the two-month sample period. Nonetheless, the content units that did emerge
in this study illustrate clear differences between APTN and Global, CTV and CBC. The 12
news frames identified in the inductive phase of the research have been divided into two
binaries of three frames each: Frames associated with stereotypes (passive, problem people,
racist accusations) versus those associated with Indigenous context (active, social conditions,
traditional land) ; and mainstream authority frames (effective police, effective government,
official response to racism) versus frames of counter-hegemonic perspectives (ineffective
police, ineffective government, systemic/institutional racism). The analysis shows that APTN
generally includes more frames of Indigenous context and counter-hegemonic viewpoints,
and far fewer frames associated with stereotypes compared to Global, CBC and CTV. In
other words, the mainstream networks in the sample are also more likely to incorporate
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frames connected to stereotypes and authoritative sources compared to the Indigenous
network.
Research Questions 1 and 2 ask how mainstream and Indigenous networks frame
stories about Aboriginal people in Canada. For purposes of comparison a frames-to-contentunits ratio has been employed (Figure 1). The higher the number the more often the frames
are found in news stories. Frames of Aboriginal context are present at a rate of .29 in
mainstream new stories compared to 1.0 in APTN coverage. In other words, APTN
incorporates frames associated with Aboriginal context at a much higher rate than the
mainstream networks. Frames associated with stereotypes are more prevalent in Global, CBC
and CTV stories, 1.35 versus .78 in APTN content units. The mainstream national newscasts
also incorporate more authoritative framing -- .65 versus APTN’s .11 – and fewer counterhegemonic frames, .58 compared to .89 at the Indigenous broadcaster.
The comparison of frames within APTN and the mainstream networks is particularly
revealing, and points to the different levels of balance. In stories by Global, CBC and CTV,
news frames associated with stereotypes are far more prevalent than frames of context, a ratio
of 1.35 compared to .29 respectively. This comparison suggests that when news is framed in
stereotypic ways – at least in this sample – the mainstream national newscasts include
Aboriginal context and/or perspective less than a third of the time. At APTN, the same
comparison shows a narrower gap, .78 stereotypic versus 1.0 contextual. As an Indigenous
broadcaster APTN is more inclined to include Aboriginal perspective, but the data in this
analysis show considerably greater balance than Global, CBC and CTV.
Looking at specific frames is also illuminating. In this sample CBC, CTV and Global
are more likely to portray Aboriginal people as passive with a frame-to content-unit ratio of
.41 compared to .11 at APTN. Similarly, APTN is more inclined to depict First Nations,
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Figure 1.Frames-to-content-units ratios in stories by APTN compared to Global, CBC and
CTV.
Métis and Inuit as active participants in their own affairs at a ratio of .55 compared to .29 in
the mainstream coverage. The mainstream national newscasts also offered more frames
consistent with positive perceptions of policing and good governance in the context of
Aboriginal people, whereas APTN was more likely to challenge non-Aboriginal authorities.
Some of the source data gathered in this analysis tend to corroborate the news frames
findings. APTN’s higher rate of Indigenous context and counter-hegemonic frames is
reflected in its higher rate of inclusion of Aboriginal sources; 77 per cent of source
appearances are by Aboriginal people. This compares to 40 per cent in Global, CBC and
CTV items. It is important to remember the content-units are stories about Aboriginal
peoples, thus there is an expectation of a high rate of participation by First Nations, Métis and
Inuit sources. However, the data for the more granular primary-source types for each frame
are inconsistent, beyond a high tendency of all networks for frames to be provided by
reporter/anchors. This might be a reflection of the sample, or production norms in television
news presentation.
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The contrast between APTN and the mainstream networks becomes sharper when
comparisons are made in the context of specific coverage. What follows is the analysis
behind the coding, for each of the six event-issues related to Aboriginal communities found
in this sample.
The shooting of Chelsea Yellowbird
It might seem odd that APTN’s coverage is in any way associated with stereotypes.
Indeed, some of the stories in this sample from the Indigenous network do not look much
different than the mainstream coverage. This was evident in the first in a series of stories
related to the murder of Chelsea Yellowbird in Hobbema, Alberta, who was the apparent
target of a drive by shooting on September 6, 2011. APTN’s initial report frames the
community as plagued by “gang activity” where residents “wonder when the violence will
end” (Laboucan, 2011). However, APTN’s coverage did not end there. Two subsequent
reports focus on the agency of First Nations people to address the problem (the contextual
active frame), how the band council was considering expelling gang members from the
reserve, and a peace march and rally against the gangs that brought together residents of all
four First Nations in the area. The mainstream national news coverage of this story was
consistent with the “problem” people frame, similar in tone to the first APTN story, focusing
on gang violence in the community. In a CBC story the notion that Aboriginal people are
unwilling to take steps to improve their own lot emerges when the reporter, paraphrasing a
police officer, notes “people are too afraid to come forward and talk to the police” (Stewart,
2011). Follow up coverage from Global, CBC and CTV generally consisted of scripts to
update the case with the official release of the name of the woman killed, but no news of the
band council’s deliberations or the peace march.
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Vote Buying at Esgenoopetitj First Nation
When the chief and three band councilors at a First Nation in New Brunswick were
fired over charges of vote buying on September 22, 2011, APTN covered the story and
includes the negative “problem people” framing of the case. Global National also picked up
the story. The Global report references the First Nation by its English name, “Burnt Church”,
and establishes the community’s place in the media discourse with the very first line from the
anchor, who notes it is a “reserve best known for clashing with the federal government over
fishing rights” (Friesen, 2011), a “problem people” frame revisited. The Global journalist
begins his portion of the report with the assertion “allegations of corruption on First Nation
reserves are not unusual” (Lord, 2011a). The Global story does go on to note issues with
federal government policy and administration, a counter-hegemonic frame. This angle was
also picked up in the APTN coverage, but included two distinct elements not seen in the
Global item. First, APTN used the Mi’kmaq name for the community, Esgenoopetitj. Second,
it included a “social conditions as context” frame to provide deeper understanding of what led
to the vote buying. That context comes in form of a clip from the man who initially raised
concerns about the issue, Curtis Bartibogue:
In our First Nations communities our people are struggling and our people are poor.
And it creates that desperation. So I think sometimes the leadership thrives on that.
Keeping their people desperate. They’re easier to control. They’re easier to
manipulate. (Della, 2011a)
Air Canada, Winnipeg and First Nation Flood Evacuees
Initial mainstream coverage of this controversy failed to provide any suggestion
Aboriginal people were at the center of the story. On October 1, 2011, when an Air Canada
memo was leaked to the media outlining plans to stop putting its flight crews in a downtown
Winnipeg hotel over safety concerns, CBC and CTV reported the city’s mayor was upset.
The networks stated that Air Canada was worried about “public intoxication” and “crimes of
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violence”, but missed the memo’s reference to a thousand flood evacuees who were being
housed by the government in downtown hotels. These evacuees are all from First Nation
communities. The memo does not include the names of those communities or their ethnicity.
Those initial stories aired on a Saturday night, but by Monday the Assembly of Manitoba
Chiefs had made the connection between the memo and the Aboriginal evacuees, and called a
news conference. In a clip that aired on all four networks, Grand Chief Derek Nepinak told
reporters, “to attribute any community of people as posing an increased risk of violence or
criminal activity is just plain and simple racist” (Dragani, 2011). Despite this development,
Both Global and CBC’s Monday story on the issue began with reaction from Winnipeg’s
mayor (again) and his concern for the city’s image. CTV’s second story also included the
racist accusation frame, with the anchor describing the situation as a “public relations storm”.
The CTV coverage began with video of two Aboriginal men panhandling in their “usual
spot” (“problem people” frame). While the CBC item ran images of Aboriginal people sitting
on beds in crowded hotel rooms, the CTV reporter explicitly invoked the passive frame
noting the First Nations evacuees “could be living here for up to a year as governments figure
out compensation and new housing” (Macyshon, 2011). With the exception of the Grand
Chief, no other Aboriginal people provided clips for the mainstream news stories; APTN was
the only network to actually interview the central figures in the controversy, the evacuees.
Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC)
When the Truth and Reconciliation Commission held four days of hearings in
Halifax, Nova Scotia, at the end of October, 2011, it generated stories on two key issues that
were picked up by both APTN and the three mainstream networks. The commission was
established as part of the Indian Residential School Settlement Agreement between school
survivors and the federal government, with “a mandate to to learn the truth about what
happened in the residential schools and to inform all Canadians about what happened in the
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schools” (Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, 2009). At one of the hearings,
The RCMP submitted a 500-page report on its role in the residential school system. APTN,
CBC and CTV all picked up the story. This was the one instance in the sample where there
were few differences between Indigenous and mainstream coverage, framing the respective
stories as systemic/institutional racism. All three networks featured statements from an
RCMP official describing the Mounties role as “transporting” Aboriginal children to the
schools, and “looking for and returning runaway children.” Residential school survivors were
featured in all the stories challenging the RCMP position. The APTN reporter summed up the
position of some survivors: “…the police didn’t transport, they stole” (Della, 2011b). All
three networks also incorporated the counter-hegemonic police as a negative influence frame,
examining the RCMP’s assertion that it did not know about the wide spread physical and
sexual abuse that occurred at the schools. As the CTV reporter concluded: “…the idea that
the RCMP didn’t know what was going on within residential schools will be a difficult one to
accept” (Battis, 2011). The one significant difference between the mainstream coverage and
APTN was CBC and CTV both mentioned the RCMP had apologized for its role in the
school system in 2004.
Another story out of the Truth and Reconciliation hearings in Halifax that made it
onto the mainstream agenda was an apology to residential school survivors from the president
of the University of Manitoba, David Barnard. CBC and APTN focused mostly on the
historic nature of the apology (Barnard was the first university president to make such an
apology) and his composure: “[he] was clearly overcome with emotion” (Swain, 2011).
Global also noted that Barnard’s gesture was unprecedented, but framed the story in a much
different way. The news anchor described it as “an unusual apology,” while an Aboriginal
leader from Winnipeg, where the U of M is located, tells the reporter that the university
should not feel “complicit” in the residential school system (Lord, 2011b). The Global
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reporter goes on to suggest the apology was “just public relations, bolstered by a leading PR
firm, which actively promoted his appearance to the media,” providing examples of other
apologies to identifiable groups in a “growing cult of apologies”. In contrast, APTN observed
the university did not have a direct role in the school system but noted the perception that it
had a responsibility to intervene. It included one Aboriginal student at the U of M who
“wondered when an apology would be coming” and others who said they “appreciated the
gesture” (Fiddler, 2011).
Keystone XL Pipeline Protest
The protest of the proposed Keystone XL pipeline on Parliament Hill in Ottawa, on
September 26, 2011, drew distinct coverage between the mainstream networks and APTN.
The project would transport additional unconventional crude from Alberta to refineries in the
United States. Global, CBC and CTV all referenced the demonstration participants as
activists, or environmentalists and protesters without specific reference to the heavy
participation of First Nations. This is despite video imagery in the mainstream coverage of
First Nations drumming and singing, of Aboriginal leaders addressing the crowd, and
Aboriginal people being led away by police in handcuffs. APTN described protest
participants as “First Nations groups and environmentalists.” The Indigenous network also
described the oily grit that is processed into synthetic crude in Northern Alberta as “tar
sands”, instead of the term “oil sands”, preferred by government and the corporate energy
lobby (and favoured by mainstream media). The menacing drums of Aboriginal aggression, a
familiar trope from the cowboys and Indians movies of the 20th Century, frame the First
Nations protesters as “problem people” standing in the way of resource development and the
creation of “thousands of badly needed jobs.” CBC, Global and CTV all discussed the
potential environmental impact of the pipeline and further unconventional oil development,
but only one network, Global, made even a brief reference to Aboriginal treaty rights as part
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of the context for Indigenous opposition. APTN provided frames of context from the
perspectives of both history and the connection of Aboriginal communities to the land. One
source points out her family was “forcibly removed” to accommodate resource development
in the past, and worries about the legacy for her children, and the desire for them to know
“their traditional territory” before it is destroyed (Maracle, 2011). The APTN reporter
mentions the potential of the project to create jobs, but observes most would be in the US.
Global, CBC and CTV all include clips of the Conservative minister of natural resources, Joe
Oliver, defending the pipeline project, suggesting the site of development in Northern Alberta
is “uninhabitable by human beings.” APTN’s coverage features only one federal politician, a
member of the opposition speaking in support of the protesters.
Discussion
The data suggest mainstream television news does reflect a Eurocentric discourse that
consistently deploys stereotypic frames rooted in colonialism. This does not mean there is a
total absence of contextualizing frames; they do appear in the mainstream news, suggesting
hegemony can be over ridden by Entman’s “independent frames”. However, this analysis
finds considerable evidence that the journalistic shorthand for Aboriginal communities is
consistent with the images of a backwards, problem people who cannot seem to help
themselves, enduring imagery dating back to newspaper accounts in the 19th Century. This
analysis affirms the presence of the colonial lens in mainstream television news that has been
so well documented in newspaper accounts.
There might be other factors at play in these findings. The methodology undoubtedly
skews the sample to news coverage of an episodic nature, which tends to be less contextual,
and more negative (Jenkins, 2012, p. 23). APTN’s stories were generally longer than the
mainstream national newscasts, affording greater opportunity to provide deeper context.
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Nonetheless, editorial decisions on story selection, sources and approach ultimately shape the
news discourse.
The scope of the analysis was limited by sparse coverage of Aboriginal issues in
national mainstream television news over the sample period. It is worth noting that APTN
devotes its entire nightly newscast to coverage of Aboriginal issues five nights a week. Aside
from the stories featured in the analysis, there were only a half-dozen stories related to
Indigenous issues or people that aired on the mainstream national newscasts through the twomonth sample period. The paucity of mainstream news is consistent with previous research
on media representations of marginalized groups (see Heider, 2000; Entman & Rojecki,
2001; Henry & Tator, 2002; Harding, 2010; Pierro, et al., 2013). Fleras (2011), points out the
media do not completely ignore minorities, summarizing the coverage this way:
What prevails instead, is a “shallows and rapids” treatment; that is, under normal
circumstances, minorities are ignored or rendered irrelevant by the mainstream press
(shallows). Otherwise, coverage is guided by the context of crisis or calamity, with
the focus on natural catastrophes, civil wars, and colourful insurgents (rapids). When
the crisis subsides or persists too long, media interest wanes. (pp. 61-62)
For the mainstream media, Aboriginal communities are outside the public sphere until
something bad happens. Some scholars suggest marginalized groups such as Aboriginal
people oscillate between invisible and hypervisible. Jiwani and Young (2006) extend
England’s (2004) model from critical geography to the communications field. England
suggests cultural traits and the gaze of the dominant culture cast marginalized groups
(Aboriginal women in her study) as invisible, and powerless, in the context of violence on the
street and inaction by police authorities to protect them from harm. Those same women
become hypervisible, when the mere suspicion of deviance associated with stereotypic views
thrust Aboriginal women into an embarrassing public display of street side searches and
questioning (p. 14). The model extends to some of the mainstream news accounts in this
study. In the Air Canada story, the first versions on CTV and CBC made absolutely no
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reference to the evacuees at the center of the airline’s “security” concerns; Aboriginal people
were invisible, missing from the media discourse. However, when the Manitoba Assembly of
Chiefs challenged Air Canada, and provided detail missing in the initial media coverage, the
dynamic changed. First Nations people went from invisible to hypervisible along familiar
lines, associated with intoxication, violence and crime; passively living off the largesse of
taxpayers for months on end; helpless and homeless without government intervention; and
finally making accusations of racism, which were not apparent to mainstream reporters in the
first place. Similarly, in the stories about Esgenoopetitj and vote buying in band elections, the
mainstream news account situates the First Nation in the dominant discourse of previous
“trouble”, that of a dispute with non-Aboriginal fishermen 12 years earlier. In protesting
resource development Aboriginal people are hypervisible as standing in the way of “badly
needed jobs” and as rejecting the commonsense policies of government, but invisible as a
group that has a history of being forcibly displaced for mineral extraction, as having long
standing and unsettled land claims, as having a historic, cultural and spiritual connection to
their traditional territories.
The mainstream networks did provide context frames in some stories. The best
examples are the TRC stories on the RCMP. However, this might be a reflection of the
dominant view that overt, or “old” racism is a thing of the past in liberal, multicultural
Canadian society. Formal apologies by the prime minister, the RCMP and some church
groups seem to be the final chapter of institutional racism in Canada. Some critical scholars
argue “new” racism, coded and subtle, shapes media representations of marginalized groups.
Chow-White and McMahon (2011) point out that “overtly racist discourses are absent in
most news discourse”; that “new forms of racism” are exposed by considering processes such
as “the avoidance of racial terminology, [and] the invisibility of structural mechanisms that
reproduce inequalities” (Bonilla-Silva, 2001, cited p. 350). Hill-Collins (2004) describes new
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racism as engaging “new techniques [that] present hegemonic ideologies that claim racism is
over. They work to obscure the racism that does exist, and they undercut antiracist protest”
(pp. 54-55, cited in Chow-White & McMahon, 2011, p. 350).
The contrast in the coverage between APTN and the three mainstream networks is
subtle and nuanced. The media discourse of the Indigenous network also contains news
frames associated with stereotypes, but these are countered by context frames within the news
item, or addressed in ongoing coverage. This was less often the case in the mainstream
stories. Fleras (2011) notes that “some minority communities experience conflict and
problems; nevertheless the absence of balanced coverage may distort public perceptions of
what is normal and routine” (p. 262). When APTN covers the vote-buying issue, it notes
Esgenoopetitj is a “poor” and “struggling” community, vulnerable to political manipulation,
as well as ongoing problems with federal government administration. After the death of
Chelsea Yellowbird, APTN provided ongoing coverage of the different ways the community
was addressing the underlying problems. In the Air Canada story, APTN was the only
network to actually speak to First Nation evacuees at the heart of the controversy. Protests of
the Keystone XL pipeline are explained in the context of displacement and treaty rights, not
just concerns over the environment.
The additional context provided by APTN decolonizes the dominant media discourse.
As described by Knopf and others, it displaces the Eurocentric gaze, and its colonial tropes,
with an Aboriginal gaze. In the news coverage examined in this study, APTN appeared to
find a balance between mainstream and Aboriginal perspectives that was missing in many of
the stories of the same issues by Global, CBC and CTV. Some critics might suggest APTN is
merely supplanting one point of view, the mainstream, with another, an Aboriginal
perspective. That does not appear to be the case in the stories considered in this study.
APTN’s frames-to-content-units ratios show the Indigenous network does not ignore news
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frames associated with negative stereotypes, but it is inclined to provide decolonizing context
as well. The news coverage analyzed in this study demonstrates a higher degree of balance in
APTN than in the mainstream national newscasts.
Conclusion
This study of national television newscasts indicates the forces that have shaped
newspaper accounts of Canada’s Indigenous peoples are also in play in broadcast news
content. Hegemony suggests a privileging of dominant perspectives over minority voices and
mainstream media (specifically television news), of official authoritative perspectives over
Aboriginal discourses. However, APTN’s decolonizing approach to national news stories
provides at least one platform for a fuller discourse on the issues facing Indigenous peoples.
At the time of writing, the Idle No More movement has put the concerns of First Nations,
Métis and Inuit people in the public sphere to a degree seldom (if ever) seen in Canada.
APTN has led the coverage on Idle No More, from initial demonstrations against the
Conservative government’s sweeping budget bill to broader issues of treaty rights and
housing. The network’s chief executive, Jean Larose, believes it was APTN’s initial coverage
which eventually drew the mainstream media to the story, about two weeks later: “The only
reason that it gained some traction with mainstream media was that they were watching
us…All we did was start to follow it as we saw it” (Shingler, 2013). In that sense, APTN
might well be having an impact on media representations of Indigenous people, even for
viewers who do not watch its newscasts.
The sample size in this study is a partial reflection of the invisibility of Aboriginal
people in mainstream Canadian news. The selection of content units based on a shared
presence in both APTN and mainstream networks likely skewed the sample towards episodic,
event driven news, which tends to be more negative in nature. Nonetheless, the decolonizing
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baseline of the Indigenous network did help to illuminate the dominant colonial discourse in
the mainstream news content. Moreover, the analysis demonstrates that a key issue for
mainstream national television news is not simply negativity, but a dearth of context and
Aboriginal perspectives. This study might well lay the foundation for future inquiry into
national mainstream television news coverage over a longer period, and a wider sample. The
Idle No More movement presents an obvious opportunity for a case study.
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Chapter 6: Research Project Three

Introduction
This chapter is the research paper based on Project Three. It has been peer-reviewed
and accepted for publication in InMedia, “the French journal of media and media
representation in the English-speaking world” (InMedia, 2013). The paper was submitted in
response to a call for papers for a themed section on “media and diversity,” with an expected
publication of spring, 2014. What follows is a slightly longer version of that submission,
providing additional content related to methodology and analysis.

“Walking Up a Down Escalator”: The Interplay Between Newsroom
Norms and Media Coverage of Minority Groups
Abstract
In Canada, as in other Western countries, non-White ethno-cultural groups are often
portrayed in negative, stereotypic ways, or virtually invisible in the media discourse. This
study examines the forces that shape news content at its source: The newsroom. A participant
observer methodology was used to analyze a Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC)
news and current affairs operation, specifically the influence of production norms on the
coverage of minority groups. The analysis reveals corporate culture, hiring diverse staff, and
the deployment of more resources can all work to bring diversity to news content. However,
in this newsroom, more inclusive journalism remains sporadic, as mainstream bias pervades
newsgathering routines.
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Introduction
Canadian scholars have consistently found mainstream news coverage of Aboriginal
peoples and Visible Minorities to be negative, stereotypic and non-inclusive (Fleras & Kunz,
2001; Mahtani, 2001; Hier & Greenberg, 2002; Henry & Tator, 2002; Harding, 2006;
Anderson & Robertson, 2011). However, Canadian research on media representations of
minorities has focused much more on newspaper coverage, than television (Hier S. P., 2008,
p. 133), despite legislation calling on broadcasters to reflect the country’s “multicultural and
multiracial nature” on the air waves (Broadcasting Act 1991). The federal broadcast
regulator, the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC)
requires broadcaster to file annual diversity reports and states that “upholding cultural
diversity is one of the key goals” of the Broadcasting Act (Canadian Radio-television and
Telecommunications Commission, 2008). Yet the studies that have examined the Canadian
television news discourse have arrived at the same concerns of under- and misrepresentation
(Mahtani, 2001). Solutions to improve news coverage of minority groups -- across all media
lines -- have often focused on diversity awareness and education in news organizations, as
well as human resources solutions, that is, hiring more people from diverse ethnic
backgrounds (see Canadian Association of Broadcasters, 2004; RTNDA Canada, 2006;
American Society of News Editors, 2010). In Canada this has also become a matter of
regulatory policy for broadcasters, who must follow provisions of the Employment Equity
Act (1988) to enhance employment opportunities for four “marginalized” groups: Women,
Visible Minorities, Aboriginal peoples and people with disabilities (Canadian Human Rights
Commission, 2009). Despite these measures, research shows Aboriginal peoples and Visible
Minorities are still under-represented as both on-air personnel and sources (Spears,
Seydegart, & Zulinov, 2010; Clark, 2013). In fact, and perhaps symptomatic of that under-
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representation, some scholars argue the mainstream media continue to “transmit powerful and
negative images about ethno-cultural groups” (Mahtani, Henry, & Tator, 2008, p. 127).
Much of the research related to news media representations of minority groups takes
the form of content analysis (Cottle, 2000b, p. 16), or case study (Hier S. P., 2008, p. 132).
However, this inquiry targets one of the key environments where the mainstream media
discourse is produced, the newsroom. It examines production norms and long-held news
values as well as newer measures aimed at improving inclusivity and the nature of minority
news coverage. The study includes participant observation data and documents from a
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) radio and television operation in Western Canada,
as well as interviews with members of the current affairs and newsgathering staff and
management. The analysis suggests well-established production norms often stand in the way
of more inclusive, less negative and stereotypic coverage of non-White ethnic groups.
Moreover, normative pressures to cover “hard news” often derail approaches to
newsgathering aimed at mitigating mainstream, Eurocentric bias. The drive for reform, as
exemplified by this study, has been described by one scholar as like “walking up a downescalator.”
Literature review
Scholars throughout the Western world have consistently found media representations
of ethno-cultural minorities to be problematic. Van dijk (1991) argues that minority groups
“are seen as a problem or a threat, and are portrayed in association with crime, violence,
conflict, unacceptable cultural differences, or other forms of deviance” (p. 21). A
comparative analysis of media policies in Europe and the United States highlights the
tensions between dominant and minority groups, but concludes “the aim to integrate different
voices of the society into the media system” has not been reached in either region
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(Kretzschmar, 2007, p. 220). The experience in Canada, is no different. Fleras (2011)
captures the prevailing view, arguing mainstream news “perpetuates the framing of minority
women and men as troublesome constituents – little more than problem people who are
problems, who have problems, and who create problems involving cost or inconvenience” (p.
56). Henry and Tator’s (2002) critical discourse analyses of Canadian newspapers reveals a
form of “democratic racism”, despite the perception of a “tolerant” Canadian society (p. 23).
Other researchers have also documented misrepresentations in Canadian news media with
regard to Muslims and Asian groups (Karim, 1997; Hier & Greenberg, 2002). Studies
examining newspaper coverage of Aboriginal peoples in Canada have identified persistent
colonial stereotypes (Anderson & Robertson, 2011, p. 7), reflected in stories that generally
focus on “a pathological reliance on welfare, a predilection for alcohol and substance abuse,
an inclination to laziness and lack of ambition, and a temptation to mismanage what little
they have” (Fleras & Kunz, 2001, p. 146).
Efforts to improve news coverage of minority groups have long been tied to bringing
diversity to the ranks of news staff, a view most explicitly highlighted for the first time in
North America by the Kerner Commission in the United States, which was established to
address issues of race and civil rights in the wake of rioting and unrest in the late 1960s. The
commission suggested media were blind to issues in Black communities that ignited the
troubles, such as poverty, discrimination and chronic unemployment, noting that news
coverage of Black communities was inaccurate, sensational and one-sided (Byerly and
Wilson, 2009, p. 211). The commission called for more inclusive reporting, the hiring of
Black reporters, and the promotion of “Black journalists into decision-making jobs” (Kerner
1988, 383–385, cited p. 212).This view of newsroom diversity has been advocated by both
journalistic organizations (see RTNDA Canada, 2006; Papper, 2008; American Society of
News Editors, 2010) and by scholars (Heider, 2000; Fleras & Kunz, 2001; Pease, Smith, &
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Subervi, 2001; Henry & Tator, 2002; Miller, 2005; Zeldes, Fico, & Diddi, 2007; Siapera,
2010). The same approach emerged from a task force commissioned by Canada’s broadcast
regulator, the CRTC, to improve television representations of ethno-cultural groups. The
group’s final report recommended a “best practices” approach, including newsroom
awareness of diversity, but also the hiring of editorial staff from marginalized groups
(Entman & Rojecki, The Black image in the White mind: Media and race in America, 2001,
p. 42).
The fundamental assumption in this approach is that minority reporters will bring
their experiences, viewpoints and contacts in their communities to bear on the news content.
It is an assumption that has been debated and tested by scholars, principally in the United
States. In one US study, interviews with Black and Latino newspaper reporters reveal
journalistic norms such as objectivity and neutrality “constrain” the journalist’s ability to
“enhance the news reports on minorities”, but that there is an opportunity for “stealth
advocacy” and to foster an environment of enhanced sensitivity to ethno-cultural issues
(Nishikawa, Towner, Clawson, & Waltenburg, 2009, p. 254). Pease, Smith and Subervi
(2001) also find a link between a newsroom culture of support for diversity and “the quality
of the news product” (p. 41). On the other hand, Wilson (2000), noting low and stagnant
participation rates among US minority reporters, concludes: “Placing Black journalists in the
almost total racial and cultural isolation of the newsroom where operative news values,
procedures and policy have long been ingrained to exclude the African American perspective
obviates their effectiveness as agents for change” (p. 97). In the United Kingdom, Cottle’s
(2000a) study of the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) also highlights challenges for
minority journalists in a mainstream media environment. He suggests minority television
producers are constrained by the “corporate context”, the “professionalism” that imbues the
BBC, to the point where they “are wary of becoming too closely involved with a particular
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community and its representatives since this could be interpreted as compromising their claim
to professionalism” (p. 106).
These studies challenge the assumption that a more diverse newsroom in and of itself
will result in more equitable, inclusive news coverage of ethno-cultural groups. There appears
to be a link, but clearly other influences are at play. In the Canadian context of broadcast
newsroom diversity there has been no analysis of the production environment to determine
these variables, despite the implications for federal legislation and regulatory policy. Indeed,
in assessing the scholarly landscape on minority representations in Canada, Mahtani (2009)
underscores this critical gap in the research of minority representation, advising “we would
do well to pay greater attention to the sites where news is produced, like the newsroom” (p.
718). Downing and Husband (2005) have also noted a “paucity” of studies examining media
production in the context of race (p. 50). This study aims to fill that void in the research,
examining the newsroom influences that both enable and inhibit more inclusive, equitable
news content. To explore these issues I arranged to study a newsroom of the CBC, Canada’s
national public broadcaster, incorporating ethnographic methods of participant observation,
interviews and document collection, as well as a constructivist grounded theory approach to
interpretation.
Methodology
Ethnography has its roots in cultural anthropology, an approach whereby the
researcher studies “a group that shares a common culture… in its natural setting” observing
and identifying “cultural norms beliefs, social structures and other cultural patterns” (Leedy
& Ormrod, 2010, p. 139). Lindlof and Taylor (2002) explain ethnography with etymology –
“ethno- (people) and -graphy (describing)… “a holistic description of cultural membership”
(p.16). Ethnographic studies of all sorts often incorporate multiple approaches to data
collection and analysis, but “participant observation is a strategy that nearly all ethnographers
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use” (p. 16). Fieldwork has been described colloquially as “hanging out” and generally
consists of note taking, interviews, lengthy conversations, and collecting “artifacts and
records” (Leedy & Ormrod, 2010, pp. 139-140). The combination of these multiple methods
-- observation, interviews and document collection -- provides “a solid source of evidence
and findings which can be triangulated…all in the pursuit of deeper, more valid
interpretations” (Hansen, Cottle, Negrine, & Newbold, 1998, pp. 44-45).
There are degrees to which researchers can participate in the activities of the studied
group in the field; however, for this study, the observer-as-participant role offers distinct
advantages, as “the agenda of observation is primary”, though other important forms of
interaction with “participants” can still occur (Lindlof & Taylor, 2002, p. 149). This
conceptualization offers particular advantages to the culture of a busy broadcast newsroom,
as “group life will not be overly disrupted”, thus facilitating the negotiation of researcher
access (p. 149).
Newsroom observation as an ethnographic approach dates back more than six decades
to David Manning White and his famous case study of how “one of the gatekeepers” in the
world of communications “operates his gate” (White, 1950/1997, p. 63). Other iconic studies
also relied on ethnographic approaches (Tunstall, 1970; Tuchman, 1978; Gans, 1979;
Fishman, 1980), focusing on news production and the newsroom, substantially increasing the
understanding of journalistic practice. Cottle (1998; 2000; 2007) has written extensively
about ethnography as a method of inquiry in the field of journalism. He observes that through
the Seventies and Eighties, the focus of the ethnographic approach was on “the
organizational, bureaucratic and professional nature of news production and news
manufacture”, with extended observations of newsrooms and intensive interviews (2007, p.
3). Much of the research stressed the “ideological consequences of the organizational
character of news production”, illustrated in the conclusion of one study: “It is the
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organization of news, not events in the world, that creates news” (Ericson et al., 1987, cited
in Cottle, 2007, p. 3). More importantly for this analysis, Cottle argues ethnography is well
suited to probing issues of race in media discourse in order to “better understand the forces
that contribute to the under-representation of ethnic minorities within the media workforce as
well as their misrepresentation in terms of media portrayal” (2000a, p. 16).
Critics of ethnography highlight issues of validity, reliability and transparency,
contending that researchers “can only offer interpretations of what they see and hear”
(Machin, 2002, p. 86). In fact, much scholarly debate has been dedicated to figuring out how
to ensure “participant voices” are not “too strongly filtered” by the researcher (Goldbart &
Hustler, 2005, p. 17). Asking social actors questions does not always result in completely
honest answers, as they “may like to think about themselves in a particular way that they
prefer to present as their public self” (Machin, 2002, p. 82). In the research context (as
elsewhere) the interviewer-interviewee relationship is often “problematized” by issues of
power, social position and trust which might also prevent full disclosure (Barbour &
Schostak, 2005, p. 42). Experienced ethnographers write that the way through these concerns
is reflexivity on the part of the researcher, that is, “the recognition that that we are part of the
social worlds we are studying and that the researchers’ own interpretative processes and
authorial position need to be taken account of” (Goldbart & Hustler, 2005, p. 17). Machin
advises that not only is it important for researchers to acknowledge their own “cultural
baggage” and “personal characteristics” as they work through the study, but to make these
observations “explicit in the written report” (2002, p. 88).
To mitigate researcher subjectivity ethnographers often turn to grounded theory,
where “the theory that emerges from the study is derived from and ‘grounded’ in data that
have been collected in the field, rather than taken from the research literature” (Leedy &
Ormrod, 2010, p. 144). Grounded theory does not set out to arrive at specific findings or “a
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few themes”, it is “an integrated theoretical formulation that gives understanding about how
persons or organizations or communities experience and respond to events together” (Corbin
& Holt, 2005, p. 49). In the postmodern world grounded theory is “regenerating” to better
reflect “differences and complexities of social life” (Clarke, 2003, p. 553). Consistent with
the postmodernist turn, this constructivist approach rejects positivism and “acknowledges
‘multiple realities’ or multiple ways of interpreting a specific set of data,” in contrast to
emergent (or classic) grounded theorists who see “one reality” emerging from the data
(Corbin & Holt, 2005, p. 49).
Charmaz further distinguishes the approach by pointing out that “constructivist
grounded theory lies firmly in the interpretive tradition…it not only theorizes the interpretive
work that research participants do, but also acknowledges the resulting theory is an
interpretation” (2006, p. 130). The priority she writes, is “the studied phenomenon or process
– rather than to a description of the setting” (p. 22), providing an appropriate design for this
analysis, given the complex forces shaping news content in the production environment.
The Study
I approached a CBC operation in Western Canada as a potential site for this study. As
a former CBC journalist I hoped my ties to the organization would help negotiate access, and
that my familiarity with the corporate culture, newsroom software, and communication
systems would facilitate the research. I was also aware that as a public broadcaster, CBC
likely had more initiatives related to inclusivity than the private networks, and might offer
more opportunities for analysis. In addition to broadcasting in both French and English across
the country, CBC provides service in Indigenous languages in the far North. In recent years,
CBC has also offered its flagship Hockey Night in Canada sportscast in languages such as
Mandarin, Cantonese and Hindi, but the success of its Punjabi broadcasts has resulted in
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weekly live-streaming and cable broadcasts of National Hockey League games (Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation, 2013).
Locally, this CBC station had monitored its own programming for inclusivity, worked
with consultants to build more diverse content, deployed cross-cultural funding to create
content on First Nations, and organized community outreach campaigns aimed at Aboriginal
and immigrant communities. Without revealing too much about the location, there is a higher
than average Aboriginal population inside city limits and in surrounding communities, and
fairly diverse immigrant communities, all of which is typical of urban centers in this part of
the country.
After many weeks of discussions the CBC and I came to an agreement. Aside from
the details already disclosed, I agreed with CBC’s request not to reveal the location of the
study, nor the identities of any of the people employed there. To assure anonymity,
interviewees quoted in this paper are identified by number (e.g. interview 1, interview 2,
etc.). I also promised to share my findings with the organization. I was given free rein to
attend story meetings, take notes, and wander around the newsroom. I was also permitted to
record private interviews with members of the staff. Before each interview participants were
required to read information sheets outlining potential risks associated with the research, and
signed letters of consent. These provisions were detailed in my application to the Human
Research Ethics Committee at the School of Communication and Creative Industries at
Charles Sturt University. Ethics approval was granted in January, 2012. Once on site, I was
set up with a computer account giving me access to news wires, national and local news
outlooks, scripts and some of the organizational communications.
I began “hanging out” in July, 2012. Within a few hours of my first day of on-site
research it became clear that reporting responsibilities at CBC had changed since my days
working for local and then network radio news. The organization had fully embraced
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“bimedialism” which often meant reporters were required to serve the needs of both
television and radio. In some cases reporters also wrote stories for the internet, but generally
that was handled by a separate online news editor who packaged radio and television items
for the CBC website. While there were still journalists and producers assigned to specific
radio or television programs (both news and current affairs), it was understood reporters
could be asked to contribute in some way to both media. This seemed to be well accepted by
staff, and assignment editors would routinely check in with specific TV or radio producers
suggesting content options and updating story developments.
The daily routine of the newsroom closely followed the schedule I had participated in
at other CBC locations. I attended the main story meeting for most journalists first thing in
the morning as well as the producers/assignment meeting that immediately followed. I took
copious notes with a pen and notepad and transcribed them on my computer each day. In
these meetings I was able to observe key exchanges relating to story selection, assigning and
sourcing. Outside these meetings my time was spent monitoring programming, chatting
informally with staff, or conducting recorded interviews in an office just off the newsroom.
As I started my fieldwork, I was concerned my presence and the nature of my
research might affect newsroom behavior, that staff might approach diversity differently
knowing there was someone literally looking over their shoulders, monitoring their work.
Those concerns were quickly put to rest. At my first morning story meeting, after I explained
my presence and the nature of my research to the group, journalists and producers seemed
anxious to get to work, and ran through story ideas and the news agenda with little explicit
concern for me or a diversity mandate. In going through the day’s assignments, one editor
arrived on a story about excessively heavy trash cans, noted an interview had been set up
with a trash collector, and ended with the wry observation, “hopefully he’s diverse.” Aside
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from that quip, it seemed to me most reporters, editors and producers were much more
focused on assignments than any research agenda.
Staffing in the newsroom was somewhat in flux during my time there, with some
journalists on vacation and a number of (often less-experienced) “casuals” filling in, some
from other CBC locations. However, most of senior hosts and news anchors were on hand,
and much of the usual assignment team. Management at the station listed hiring as an
important component in its diversity strategy, and there is some representation of Visible
Minorities and Aboriginal people among the hosts/anchors. There were three or four
producers who could also be described as coming from a diverse ethno-cultural background,
but in my observations, most of the day-to-day assigning was passed down from editors who
were White.
In total I spent close to 100 hours on site, coming in early on some occasions and
staying late on others to adjust for any temporal patterns in the content production process. I
collected 58 pages of local and national news agendas, and about another 20 pages of
observational notes and analytic memos based on story meetings, informal chats with
newsroom staff, and monitoring of the news content. Sixteen formal, recorded interviews
provided the largest data set. They were often conducted at the end of the journalist’s shift.
Two additional interviewees requested not to be recorded, but sat down with me and
consented to note taking. Management estimated the total editorial staff at about 45. I aimed
for a cross-section of participants across newsrooms roles, gender and ethnicity. A third of
the interviewees came from a minority background and the split among women and men was
exactly even. I went into each interview with a guide of nondirective questions to allow
interviewees to describe the routines, rituals and influences on their work. In the actual
process of conducting interviews, some directive questions were also included to contrast the
interviewee’s experiences against other participants. Interviewees were generally asked about
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the organization’s diversity strategies, their perceptions of what works and what does not, and
for examples to illustrate their perspectives. Consistent with grounded theory ethnographic
approaches, I went into the interviews conscious of issues of power and trust. Even though I
made it clear participation was voluntary and confidential, I worried that since diversity is
clearly a priority for management, participants might be motivated to do or say things in line
with organizational goals. On a personal level, interviewees could well be concerned about
how they came across in my eyes; for example, to reject or criticize efforts to make news
content more diverse might well sound racist. At the same time journalists are used to
analyzing issues from competing points of view and often motivated to be seen as neutral and
balanced. While these influences appeared to be at play, interviewees seemed sincere in their
responses. On occasion, I strayed from the question guide, most notably when staff members
came in with an issue or concern they wanted to talk about. However, for consistency sake, I
tried to work the interview back to my original set of questions.
The study is not without its limitations. Broadcast news operations are complex
organizations, and it is neither practical nor possible to observe all the decision-making
processes and interactions that might shape news content. The findings that emerge from the
data are a reflection of the participants who agreed to be interviewed. The study period was
relatively short, but given my familiarity with the CBC and the long hours I spent on site, I
was able to get to a point of “saturation”, where “no new concepts…emerge” (Corbin & Holt,
2005, p. 51). In other words, by the end of my fieldwork, patterns in the news production
process were repeating, and interview subjects were raising the same points. Despite some of
these challenges, I was able to collect extensive, rich data on the newsroom forces shaping
media representations of minority groups.
The data analysis process began with what Strauss and Corbin (1998) refer to as
“microanalysis”, the open-coding of the transcribed interviews and all the field documents,
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sentence by sentence for the interviews and field notes, and line-by-line for the daily news
agendas. As with all grounded theory (and much qualitative research), “constant comparative
methods” (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) were used to “establish analytic distinctions” looking for
“similarities and differences” within the data (Charmaz, 2006, p. 54). In some cases it made
more sense to take an “incident-by-incident” approach to observational data, thus avoiding
some of the subjectivity of my own note-taking, gaining insights by comparing the processes
leading to different events (p. 53); for example, the various cases where minority
communities were featured in news coverage.
The next phase of analysis, what Charmaz describes as “focused coding”, involved
synthesizing the material based on the most “significant” or frequent codes emerging from
the data. At this stage researchers decide “which initial codes make the most analytic sense to
categorize [their] data incisively and completely” (p. 57). My focused coding allowed me to
draw up an initial list of 11 categories: Resources and demands, newsrooms routines and
norms, news staff diversity, management/assignment desk diversity, competition with other
media, corporate culture, negative news focus, strategies for boosting inclusivity, minority
groups’ approaches to media relations, superficial coverage of minority groups, and the
“business case” for diversity. Within these 11 categories I identified roughly 50
subcategories, including some in vivo codes such as “doing more with less”, “feeding the
goat” and minority staff as the “go-to” people for discussions on issues relating to their own
ethnic communities.
However, coding in grounded theory is “not sequential”, it is an ongoing process
(Strauss & Corbin, 1998), and I continued to test, re-define and reject codes and categories,
condensing the data. At the same time I looked for the relationships between the categories.
Diagramming the data proved beneficial, as it forced me “to work with concepts rather than
with details of the data” (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 153). Strauss and Corbin suggest
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diagrams “should not be too complicated” and contain concepts that “reach the status of
major categories.” The diagramming approach proved invaluable in integrating the data, and I
was able to distill the original 11 codes into four major categories, outlined in the next
section.
Findings
This study set out to uncover what newsroom influences either boost or inhibit
“better” representations of minorities in media content. The data show that “better” coverage
is enhanced by: A supportive corporate culture (managers make diversity a priority); ample
resources (more reporters being given more time); and hiring editorial staff from different
cultural and religious backgrounds (staff diversity). Factors that inhibit equitable, inclusive
content, are the established newsgathering routines (norms and news values), and their
connection to an unspoken mainstream (White) bias. What follows is an examination of those
four major categories and their related subcategories.
1. Corporate Culture
In interviews and informal chats virtually everyone at CBC consistently underscored
diversity as an important and explicit organizational goal. One member of the management
team noted it is the public broadcaster’s mandate to provide strong journalism “that resonates
with individual Canadians” and “enhances democracy” arguing that “you can’t have an
engaged audience if you’re not reflecting the various demographics” (interview 3). On a more
practical level, this manager cited the “business case” for building audience through
diversity: “If people see themselves reflected, they’ll consume your product.” One reporter
felt “that conscious push” of the station’s diversity agenda motivated her to find sources that
“reflect this town…don’t just go to, you know, a White person” (interview 5). However, staff
at all levels suggested the on air product had not been very inclusive. Before my arrival, a
staff member monitored television news for a period of time to see how and how often
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Visible Minorities, women, Aboriginal peoples, and people with disabilities were
represented. According to this manager, the findings from this analysis were telling:
I mean, it was the worst possible result. So it showed that Aboriginal people were
almost always portrayed as perpetrators or victims of crime or as down-and-outers in
general. Authority figures were always White men. It was -- it was a very, very
damning document. (interview 12)
Other staff members cited similar data from separate, ongoing analysis by Frank N.
Magid Associates, a well-known, US-based consultant that has worked with most major
North American networks. Part of the consultant’s focus with this station has been an attempt
to build audience through more inclusive news. One journalist stated that according to the
Magid analysis “we’re not doing very well in terms of our representation” (interview 6).
Nonetheless, when asked how to address the issue, participants routinely indicated a
supportive corporate culture was essential, “a starting point”. This recognition was often
accompanied by persistent calls for “more”: More resources, more original news and more
journalists and managers from minority backgrounds.

2. Staff Diversity
Management at the station listed hiring as an important component of its diversity
strategy, and there is some representation of Visible Minorities and Aboriginal people among
the hosts/anchors. This is also true of the pool of journalists, although virtually everyone
interviewed for this study described the management and assignment team the same way:
“Very White” and “not very diverse at all.” In interviews and informal conversations around
the newsroom there was widespread support for greater participation from marginalized
groups at two levels: (a) Among the editorial staff of reporters, producers, hosts and anchors
(content providers), and (b) in the ranks of managers, senior producers/assignment editors
(decision makers).
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(a) Diversity among reporters/producers.
Staff members from Aboriginal and Visible Minority backgrounds all had examples
of stories from their own communities that they had produced. During my time in the field, a
Muslim reporter put together a feature on a Muslim professional athlete observing the
traditional fast during Ramadan, despite the rigours of training and competition. The reporter
said the idea started with a simple observation that a big segment of the population (the
Muslim community) was going around hungry all day, while the rest of the city was
completely unaware. About a week later another Muslim journalist suggested a slightly
different take on Ramadan, a campaign to sell “Ramadan dates” as a way to raise money for
Syrian refugees. Dates are a staple in the Middle East and a popular treat when the daily fast
ends at sunset. That story did not make it to air. In another case an Aboriginal journalist had
advocated coverage and feature interviews with a regional candidate in the race for the
leadership of the Assembly of First Nations, a national body representing Aboriginal peoples
from across Canada. The interview was never successfully booked despite many attempts,
but the story was covered over several programs and platforms.
However, some journalists acknowledged getting such stories from their own
communities to air often requires an extra “push”:
Recently we had this good story. It was refugees… doing those homeless dinners,
like, feeding the homeless people… And I knew it was an awesome story. I knew
everybody involved were really good talkers and everything… But it just falls through
the cracks in the middle of everything. And then we just, one day, we just had no
stories for someone and then [someone was assigned to do it] and then it was, for
three days we were doing the story. (interview 2)
Another staffer had an example of a story about a nearby Aboriginal community that
also “fell through the cracks” and did not make it to air. It involved elementary school
children planting vegetable gardens in containers known as “Earth boxes” as part of a study
and initiative with a university. The crops grown went to an elders’ home and to the school’s
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lunch program. Despite some interest from at least one show producer, no one was assigned
due to concerns about travel time and limited staffing. However, when an international
conference featured the program, people in the newsroom were asking why they had not done
the story previously, a situation far too common for this producer: “So that's the frustration
level. And so there's all kinds of stories like that all over the place that we just never do”
(interview 10).
The Aboriginal and Visible Minority journalists interviewed see the value of an
inclusive newsroom and their role in fostering more inclusive news, but they also recognized
the unique challenges they face. They generally believed “it’s OK to be the go-to-person” for
specific ethnic communities, but one admitted it can “put you in a hard position
sometimes…your judgement is always in question” because of your ethnic background.
Some non-White journalists suggested they play an important role in challenging stereotypic
and negative coverage of their communities. Another minority journalist noted that her ability
to speak the language and understand cultural sensitivities gives her an advantage over White
reporters in building trust and gaining access to some communities. However, there is also
recognition that minority reporters might not always be the clear conduit to more diverse
news content. As one journalist pointed out, “Just because you look like you’re of a certain
community…I’m still middle class and college educated and not necessarily connected with
some of those stories" (interview 6).
(b) (Lack of) management and assignment desk diversity.
Interviewees consistently pointed out key decision makers in management/assignment
are almost all White, educated, and middle-aged, bringing a decidedly mainstream
perspective to editorial choices: “I can’t think of anybody [there] who taps into a visible
minority constituency” (interview 7). After one big, breaking news story cast a marginalized
group in what was perceived to be a negative light, a frustrated producer blamed “the
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background of the people calling the shots.” Other journalists raised similar concerns about
the filter of decision makers. One noted that what gets assigned depends on who is assigning
“and their personal tastes.” Another suggested one of the key criteria for story selection is
“what are people talking about,” a question too often answered through a narrow cultural
lens: “Our perceptions are a product of where and how we live…and who we hang out with,
likely the like-minded. So ‘what are people talking about’ means ‘what are people exactly
like you talking about’” (interview 11).
The power of assignment editors to push ideas they were “talking about” to air was
evident in several cases, most notably the story of parents deciding to teach their children
multiplication tables on their own, because schools in the region had taken a different
strategy. The idea was passionately pitched by a member of the assignment crew, a parent of
school aged children, and the story aired the next day. Reporters offered examples of their
own from outside the study period, including stories about fire alarms, air travellers getting
bumped off flights, and explaining the internet to children, stories that appeal to people from
a certain socioeconomic status.
3. Resources
Reporters and producers stated over and over that the station was “doing more with
less.” Even while I was there, staff held good bye ceremonies for colleagues who had lost
their jobs in the latest round of budget cuts to the public broadcaster. A majority of
interviewees felt the tightening of resources – less staffing, more demands, less time – eroded
the station’s ability to be more inclusive with news and current affairs content. They argued
more diverse content (a) requires additional effort and time, and (b) that it suffers when
resources are not dedicated to community outreach.
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(a) Diversity as additional effort.
A number of interviewees view diversity in content as something that happens when
there is sufficient time or staffing levels (this perception also comes up in the context of the
news agenda and hard versus soft news, discussed in detail below). A reporter captured this
point of view this way: “Generally it’s harder to find someone who is not White to give you
that information and if you’re on a deadline you don’t have time to look for somebody”
(interview 4). Increasingly, according to this journalist, “ever increasing demands” leave
virtually no time to develop sources within minority communities, “leading us down a path of
least resistance… [to] the people we’ve been talking to, people we know talk about this
well.”
On the other hand, there was also recognition that resources can be targeted to deliver
the kind of content that management seeks. This journalist pointed out a commitment to
investigative journalism has fostered a continuous string of original and important stories:
“We threw resources at excellence and we got some, and so you have to throw resources at
diversity and you’ll get some” (interview 11). However, not everyone interviewed cited
resources as such an important factor in better representing minority groups. One journalist
stated she simply has not experienced the effects of diminished resources on her reporting.
Another participant argued it comes down to an ethical consideration, the desire to reflect the
community and accurately represent all people, and provided the example of trying to find a
real estate agent to interview for a story: “Chances are they’re going to be diverse
anyhow…But if you’re looking for one you have to have that consciousness. And [some
reporters] think ‘it’s something else I have to think about.’…I don’t get it. I’m actually very
puzzled by that” (interview 3).
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(b) Community outreach.
There was often recognition that in order for journalists to build trust in some ethnocultural communities there had to be pre-emptive efforts to build relationships. One reporter
observed that immigrants experience a lot of intolerance in the city. Moreover, newcomers
often see their people represented in negative ways in the media, adding to the sense of
apprehension in dealing with news organizations. Journalists highlighted some of the
successes related to outreach efforts, such as a series of stories on a specific group of African
immigrants as well as Asian and nearby Aboriginal communities.
Yet according to some journalists these efforts were increasingly the exception. One
reporter explained some of the challenges she faces: “There’s a Hindu community I’ve been
connecting with, just on the phone…I have no time to sit down with the head of the
association and gain her trust and start asking about what’s really going on in the
community” (interview 1). Another reporter spoke of building ties with elders in an
Aboriginal community, only to have that work undermined by a particularly negative feature
by a network correspondent from outside the region. Nonetheless, journalists saw community
outreach as important to developing sources outside the mainstream, sources who will let
them know when there are stories or issues that are newsworthy, and who are willing to be
interviewed by the media. When staff do not get that time, they suggested, diversity suffers.
4. Newsgathering Routines
When journalists discuss resources and diverse staffing, their observations are
generally in the context of the effects on newsgathering. The benefits associated with
boosting resources and staff diversity stem from their impact on the way news and current
affairs content is generated. The perception is that traditional news values and the “daily
grind” of producing stories are often impediments to more inclusive news, given the well-
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established rituals and norms of journalistic practice. In this study those elements of practice
break down into these categories: (a) The agenda and hard news, (b) the assignment process,
(c) the negative news focus, and (d) sourcing norms.
(a) The agenda and hard news.
Media organizations begin the news cycle each morning with an agenda or “outlook”
of local, regional and national events that are expected to be important enough to generate
news content for their programming needs. Agenda items are usually the “hard news” stories
that focus on politics, government, policing, and the courts. This is abundantly clear in the 58
pages of outlooks I collected while in the field. They are dominated by news conferences or
media availabilities with easy access to sources, and in that sense make newsgathering fast
and efficient. The first story meeting of the day augments this list with original ideas. At a
time of expanding demands and limited resources, many journalists argued, the priority
becomes stories that “just have to be done”. Even a veteran on the assignment desk saw
avoiding this mindset as one of the biggest challenges, “to try to get off the agenda and get
away from the same minute and a half ...the same thrust and the same voices and same faces”
(interview 9). The difficulty in escaping the agenda was apparent in some of the assignment
decisions in the story meeting. For example, there was a news conference related to the police
shooting of a suspect, the facts of which were well established, and a reporter was still sent
“just in case.” Reporters were routinely dispatched to city hall and other government sites as
a matter of course, often to get reaction from politicians.
There is also a view that the need for inclusivity in news content is superseded by big
breaking stories: “Sometimes we absolutely have to cover the car crash that's held up traffic
for three hours or the floods or whatever shooting might have happened” (interview 14).
Some news staff suggested the agenda focus is driven by the need to compete with other
stations, though this was never explicitly mentioned by assignment editors either in
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interviews or story meetings. Many felt, in the absence of resources (time and staffing) to
properly ensure more inclusive content, newsgathering defaults to the agenda, and “then
you’re going to go the most obvious, straight forward, predictable daily chase route and
you’re going to watch all the other stations and see what they’re doing” (interview 7).
Another journalist described how the constant demands for content and the primacy of the
news agenda take a toll over time, and discourages more diverse reporting:
You don’t want to miss the stories that everybody’s covering, so you feel like, okay,
we’ve got to plug this hole, this hole, this hole… oh, well, we’ve only got five
reporters and they’re now all assigned to agenda stories, so why is anybody going to
pitch a story that’s original or pertains to a community that maybe the rest of the
audience might not be as interested in? (interview 2)
The agenda tends to be dominated by “hard news” over “soft news”. One interviewee
explained that hard news is perceived as “the real news… that’s your murders and
corruption”, and many reporters “feel that if they're not doing hard news, they're not credible
journalists” (interview 3). Soft news tends to be lighter in nature, “featurey”, less timely.
Several participants noted the perception that “diverse” stories are regarded as soft news.
Interviewees described many of the stories involving minority groups as “low-hanging fruit”
focusing on celebrations of exotic culture. The hard versus soft news perception extends into
another theme, the assignment process.
(b) Assignment process.
According to the journalist referenced just above, the professional prejudice against
soft news is prevalent among editors and producers responsible for assignment, “and they
equate any pitch that has to do with diverse communities as soft news and they say we don't
have the resources; we don't have the space; we don't have the time; we can't count on that”
(interview 3). Sending a reporter to court is certain to result in a story; sending someone to a
First Nation where residents are raising cattle for the local food bank might not work out.
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Several interviewees pointed out young reporters arriving in the newsroom begin to see the
professional prejudice at play, and start to shape the stories they pitch to reflect that point of
view, possibly to the exclusion of ideas related to minority communities.
(c) The negative news focus.
During the study, the newsroom’s handling of one story drove a couple of angry staff
members to my temporary office. Aboriginal Christians from across Canada have been
gathering every summer for over a century in a rural community within the station’s
broadcast area to celebrate their faith. Thousands of people take in the event, steeped in ritual
and spirituality. Despite the spectacle, mainstream media in the region rarely cover the
festivities. However, when the provincial government released a health warning related to the
water supply at the site of the celebration, and organizers and participants continued with
their rituals, the story appeared on the front page of a local newspaper. The early morning
newsroom staff dispatched reporters to file quick stories. When news crews arrived on the
scene organizers initially reacted angrily and refused to be interviewed. Back in my office, a
producer pointed out the missed opportunity to do a positive story, until it turned negative:
It's not negative against Aboriginal people, but it's a negative story, so they're all over
it. Instead of doing, 40,000 people going to [name withheld] that generations have
gone to... Once a year we do a positive series on Aboriginal people, that’s it, we’re
done. Why aren’t we talking to them about ordinary things? (interview 11)
Over the course of this study there were stories both positive and neutral related to the
Aboriginal community that went to air, some of which have already been mentioned.
However, the only other incident involving Aboriginal people that drew heavy media
attention was a case of a homophobic attack on a gay student of First Nations ancestry. While
the story was an opportunity for a marginalized voice to be heard, as one journalist observed,
it still fell into the familiar trope of Aboriginal as victim.
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As noted above, a number of reporters felt that the negative nature of news stories
about minority ethno-cultural groups often creates a sense of mistrust. When a reporter calls,
there is a presumption the coverage will cast a particular community in a bad light, as this
journalist explained: “A story that usually involves conflict, to the extent that that’s a
racialized conflict or involves some ethnic element that’s not a hundred per cent positive,
communities start to go like ‘you’re only interested in us when we’re fodder for news’”
(interview 7). Another journalist observed that “every time they see a camera or a reporter it's
going to be a bad news story and they're going to look stupid and therefore they don't want
anything to do with it” (interview 14). With respect to Aboriginal communities, several
members of staff described being confronted on reserves, even in cases where they were
doing positive stories.
(d) Sourcing norms.
In the story meetings I attended there was never any mention of inclusivity or
diversity in discussions of story merits; very little examination of who the sources would (or
should) be. When reporters were given their assignments – particularly in cases of ongoing
coverage – it was fairly common to hear one reporter ask another for help, “who’s your guy
on…?” In the case of a story relating to drug store robberies, a journalist acknowledged
having some trouble getting the piece to air because “our regular pharmacy” had gone out of
business. Journalists all over the world maintain organized lists of contacts to save time in the
news production process. In fact, most newsrooms maintain databases of sources; CBC’s is
known as “the rep file.” At different times in the past this newsroom made attempts to
diversify its lists of contacts, but as one journalist conceded, the rep file remains “a whole
bunch of White people” (interview 1). A number of interviewees placed the established
contacts routine in the context of increasingly limited resources, where the workload of
multiple stories, coupled with deadline pressure, forces quick and easy choices of sources.
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While journalists all seemed to understand their responsibility in developing contacts
and relationships in different ethno-cultural communities, some expressed frustration in the
apparent lack of media relations skills within those groups. They gave examples of stories or
events they learned about well after the fact, and wished they had received advance notice – a
news release, a phone call – so they could have provided timely coverage. One journalist,
citing the common theme of mistrust of the media among minority sources, found it difficult
to explain the need for people to speak out in the interests of their communities to counter
stereotypes and provide greater context and balance: “To me [trust] is the biggest thing, to
actually get people to know that if they talk to you it's better than if they don't” (interview
14).
A number of reporters and producers acknowledged an over-reliance on official
sources such as politicians and police, yet the stories associated with these voices topped the
agendas and rarely went unassigned in story meetings. One interviewee observed that for a
time, editorial staff used a strategy to limit clips of the “bureaucratic official or politician,
who is invariably White and male,” and go to the larger community for reaction (interview
6). This journalist felt the newsroom has generally strayed from that format; however, there
was a clear example of that strategy in television news coverage of a particularly dangerous
highway in the region. The provincial government had announced plans for more rigorous
enforcement, but the bulk of reaction came from a long-haul truck driver in a turban. A
similar approach had been adopted with regard to “streeters”, those vox populi items that
attempt to provide a cross-section of public opinion. This practice, too, seems to have been
deployed somewhat sporadically. In one evening newscast there was a streeter clearly
featuring minority and Aboriginal speakers, and another where all of the people were White.
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Discussion
This analysis suggests more inclusive news and current affairs tends to be inhibited by
traditional, mainstream newsgathering routines and values established in the modernist era of
the last century. These norms privilege dominant segments of society over the marginalized.
A reliance on agenda-driven news, familiar sources, and voices of authority (police,
politicians, experts, business leaders) crowds out minority perspectives. In this newsroom
there is recognition of the impact these newsgathering norms have on content, and strategies
have been developed to mitigate the effects with hiring, awareness, community outreach, and
limiting the use of official sources. However, as was seen on a number of occasions over the
course of this study, newsgathering norms are so steeped in mainstream bias that editorial
staff often revert to familiar production patterns, circumventing efforts to improve diversity.
Numerous studies have previously detailed the way traditional newsgathering norms
are a product of hegemony and tend to result in a news discourse dominated by elites, to the
exclusion of marginalized voices (See Shoemaker & Reese, 1996; Entman & Rojecki, 2001).
Longstanding ethnographic work by Sigal (1971) and Fishman (1980) documented the
reliance on official, authoritative sources in the reporter’s routine. More recent scholarship
points out this dependency “leads to the exclusion and marginalization of minority voices”
(Nishikawa, Towner, Clawson, & Waltenburg, 2009, p. 244); at the same time established
fields of news sources -- politics, business and academia -- “are dominated by White men”
(Zeldes & Fico, 2005, p. 382). The journalists in this study also noted the prevailing
“Whiteness” of sources and contacts. Yet this research also finds that the reliance on familiar,
proven contacts, “your guy on…”, can be circumvented by awareness and recognition of its
narrowing effect on news content, by simply having a strategy to deal with it. For a time,
reporters in this newsroom limited their use of official sources and focused their coverage on
community reaction as a way to better reflect the city. A similar strategy of inclusivity was
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deployed for streeters. However, interviewees believed such approaches have become more
sporadic, the consequence, some felt, of limited resources.
Other research has highlighted the important influence on news content of not only
diverse reporters, but diverse assignment personnel as well (Heider, 2000; Wilson, 2000;
Pease, Smith, & Subervi, 2001; Hulten, 2009). Even in 1968 the Kerner Commission, called
for news organizations to hire not just Black journalist, but Black editors too (Byerly &
Wilson II, 2009, p. 212). Heider (2000), in his ethnography of three US newsrooms in
ethnically diverse markets, relates the background of news directors to the “naturalized”
decision-making process:
Why is it that each night only certain events somehow rise to the top of the news
agenda? Is it because they are the most important and pertinent to the community, or
is it because news workers, due to homogeneity of backgrounds and socialization of
news norms, repeatedly select the same story? (p. 15)
This helps explains some of the editorial decisions noted in this analysis, where a story about
Aboriginal people is ignored until it is more widely discussed by the mainstream (often in a
negative context); stories related to education are assigned and produced – even when
children are enjoying summer vacation; and stories about Ramadan may or may not get to air.
Established newsgathering routines are steeped in Eurocentric assumptions of what news is,
which can be challenged by non-White perspectives, if there are diverse members of the
news staff willing to “push” an alternative point of view.
In both Heider’s study and this analysis there is recognition that assigning practices
can provide another impediment to inclusivity. Several journalists – some from a diverse
background – pointed out that new reporters learn what kind of stories to pitch based on what
they observe at story meetings, Heider’s “socialization of news norms”, quoted above. The
suggestion is that stories from minority communities are perceived as soft news and often go
unassigned. Eventually those reporters target their pitch in a way that is deemed to meet the
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news values of the assignment desk, concentrating on hard, mainstream news. The concern
this raises is that new minority reporters might refrain from tapping into their own
communities to get stories, or from challenging dominant perspectives advocated by senior
producers. One US scholar describes this scenario as “the illusion of inclusion” (Wilson,
1991). Other US studies have noted this effect but ultimately found that diverse newsrooms
provide more inclusive, equitable coverage (Pease, Smith, & Subervi, 2001; Nishikawa,
Towner, Clawson, & Waltenburg, 2009). The experience seems to be sporadic, as was
observed in this study, and varies from newsroom to newsroom. Nishikawa et al. attempt to
explain why:
We show that some minority journalists feel they bring a different perspective to the
newsroom. Perhaps a critical mass of minority journalists who share this perspective
must be in place to make real changes in news outputs. A lone voice, asking the
pointed question, waving the red flag, might well be drowned out by a chorus of often
more senior and influential White voices. Thus, whether minority journalists have a
positive impact on news coverage may depend on how many journalists are present
who share that goal. (p. 255)
The CBC newsroom at the center of this study does include a number of journalists from
minority backgrounds, but is there that “critical mass” to bring “real changes” to the news
content? What might that critical mass look like? Those are important questions that cannot
be answered here, but point the way to future research.
Conclusion
This study demonstrates the significant challenges media organizations face in trying
to provide better coverage of Aboriginal peoples and minority groups in Canada. The
approaches adopted by industry and government – awareness and training, equitable hiring
and legislated mandates to “reflect” Canadian society – are too vague and simplistic to result
in real change, without explicit recognition that traditional news production rituals privilege a
mainstream bias, and thwart diversity efforts. Despite a high degree of awareness of, and a
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management commitment to, diversity at this CBC station, there was widespread agreement
among staff that its news coverage still needs to improve; that White sources are overrepresented, that minorities and Aboriginal peoples are too often fodder for only negative
news, that “good” stories of those communities “fall through the cracks”.
Principal among the findings in this research is the influence of assignment personnel
who tend to come from a White, mainstream background, and who may inadvertently frame
coverage from that dominant perspective. There were suggestions – even among assignment
editors – that greater diversity in the organization’s higher ranks might result in more
reflective content. Of course this remains to be seen, given low minority participation rates
among news directors in Canada (Barber & Rauhala, 2005), and the door is open to future
research examining the impact of minority editors on content. It is conceivable that they too
feel the normative pressures of mainstream newsgathering.
It is worth noting that many of the diversity measures displayed in this CBC
newsroom, if fully and consistently deployed, might well go a long way to improving media
content. However, as a number of interviewees observed, the approach seems to be
“haphazard” and “sporadic”. Fleras (2011) suggests “the challenge is formidable…the
metaphorical equivalent of walking up a down-escalator whose speed is controlled by
seemingly invisible hands” (p. 263). In an era of convergence, when traditional news media
are struggling to maintain audiences, broadcasters can ill afford to drive away consumers
with coverage that either does not reflect them, or reflects them in consistently negative ways.
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Chapter 7: Discussion and Conclusion

Introduction
In the final chapter of this dissertation, a summary of the key findings of all three
research projects is presented. These studies offer new data challenging conventional wisdom
on government and industry efforts to improve media representations of ethno-cultural
minorities; they reinforce existing theories of why news organizations fail to adequately
reflect marginalized groups; they extend the scholarship beyond newspaper analyses to the
realm of television news. From these findings emerge seven distinct recommendations aimed
at improving the representations of minorities by mainstream television news organizations.
Some of these have been recommended by broadcast industry groups in the past, but are
reconceptualized here as specific actions to more consistently facilitate better coverage. The
intent, in this final chapter, is to synthesize the research with the practice of television
journalism in a meaningful way, particularly for Canadian television news organizations,
though there are lessons for newsrooms across both borders and media lines.

7.1 The Research Questions Revisited
The seven research questions at the heart of this doctoral research were placed in the
context of the literature in Chapter 2. In subsequent chapters those original seven have been
probed extensively, generating additional lines of inquiry to reveal the myriad of forces that
shape media representations of minority groups in the context of Canadian television news.
Those questions are reconsidered here as an overview for the findings in this dissertation, and
their place in the existing scholarship.
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RQ1. To what extent are non-White minority groups (Visible Minorities and
Aboriginal peoples) represented in television news?
This dissertation has found that Visible Minorities and Aboriginal peoples are underrepresented against the benchmark of parity diversity, the demographic proportion of those
groups in Canadian society. It logically follows that White people are over-represented.
These findings are significant and distinct, as the sample of mainstream national news stories
excludes international stories; they represent the mainstream broadcasters’ attempts to reflect
Canada. The evidence here demonstrates that reflection is incomplete, at best. Generally,
these findings are consistent with the minority experience in news media in much of the
Western world. They suggest Canadian values, policies and legislation related to
multiculturalism fall short of real inclusivity.
RQ2. What is the nature of news stories that deal specifically with minorities
(how does television news frame these stories)?
When mainstream television news does turn its attention to minority groups, this
research portfolio shows, the focus is often negative. In the specific case of news about
Aboriginal peoples, this study demonstrates a tendency towards stereotypes and a dearth of
Indigenous context in mainstream network stories, extending the scholarship from previous
newspaper studies. This represents an important finding in light of regulatory policies and
legislation mandating the accurate reflection of Aboriginal peoples and Visible Minorities in
broadcast content.
RQ3. Are these stories framed differently in cases where the reporters also
come from Aboriginal or Visible Minority groups?
This dissertation does reveal a difference in the coverage between mainstream and
minority reporters. Aboriginal journalists at APTN often featured stereotypic frames of
Indigenous people in their news coverage of Aboriginal events and issues, but also included a
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higher degree of contextual frames compared to stories by mainstream reporters. This is a
comparative finding that has never been quantified before in the Canadian scholarship related
to minority representations in the news media. APTN was also more likely to include
Aboriginal sources than the mainstream networks. In addition, this dissertation shows Visible
Minority reporters generally incorporate more minority sources into their news content than
White journalists, who were more likely to rely on White interviewees.
RQ4. How effective are the measures taken by broadcasters to improve
coverage, that is, to address under-representation, misrepresentation and
stereotypic portrayal?
Based on the findings of under-representation, stereotypic framing, and a dearth of
context, this dissertation concludes such measures are inadequate. No published Canadian
study has ever examined the English-language national newscasts to assess the efficacy of
diversity policies and initiatives. Minority staffing in newsrooms does boost inclusivity, but
not beyond demographic benchmarks, and not nearly enough to compensate for the underrepresentation of minorities seen in the news content of White reporters. Even where
newsrooms incorporate their own initiatives to better reflect the community, long-established
newsgathering norms and values can still over-ride reforms.
RQ5. What effect does the presence of members of minority groups in a
newsroom have on the overall news content?
Minority journalists are generally willing and able to bring stories for their own
ethno-cultural community to the news content. This study adds nuance to Canadian industry
concerns that minority reporters not be “pigeon-holed” into diversity coverage (Canadian
Association of Broadcasters, 2004). Minority journalists interviewed expressed a desire to be
the newsroom’s “go to” people on stories involving their communities; they wanted to be
consulted when questions arose about cultural sensitivities or alternative perspectives. Visible
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Minority journalists generally bring more minority sources to the news content, but given the
different participation rates (observed in this dissertation) among networks, corporate culture
appears to be a significant influence.
RQ6. What enables, and what inhibits minority journalists in delivering
more inclusive, equitable news coverage?
As noted throughout this dissertation, mainstream bias (dominant ideology) shapes
news content at the macro and micro levels. In many respects, minority journalists are no
different than White reporters in facing barriers to more inclusive coverage. However, Visible
Minority and Aboriginal journalist encounter challenges to their credibility when dealing
with stories related to their ethno-cultural communities; they feel they are perceived as
unobjective; too close to the story to be fair and accurate in their reporting. They describe this
as a double standard when compared to White reporters, who do not face similar scrutiny in
pitching or covering stories of dominant (White) segments of society. This finding is
consistent with research in the United States and the United Kingdom, which similarly
describes how professional ideology, news values and production norms prevent minority
journalists from bringing substantive inclusivity to the news content (Cottle, 2000a;
Nishikawa, Towner, Clawson, & Waltenburg, 2009; Jenkins, 2012).
RQ7. How do news production norms and routines shape story and source
selection decisions in the context of diversity?
Newsgathering norms and values are steeped in mainstream bias, ensuring that
“dominant codes” win the day. News values reflect the dominant social order, fostering an
agenda of institutional news coverage that privileges official sources who tend to be White
and male. Stories outside the dominant culture, stories of “diversity”, are considered soft
news, and apt to be discarded in the assignment process if “real” news breaks. A concern
raised by participants in this research is that young minority reporters observe these norms
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and values at play, and adapt their story idea pitches to the mainstream, hard news agenda.
This dissertation has found there are virtually no checks on mainstream bias anywhere in the
newsgathering process; not in story meetings, assignment or vetting.

7.2 Summary of Key Findings
The combination of quantitative and qualitative approaches deployed in this
dissertation complements each other and helps corroborate the results. Project One
quantitatively detailed low levels of Visible Minority and Aboriginal participation in national
television news, Project Two qualitatively explored the impact on the news discourse, given
those low participation rates, and Project Three revealed the production values and norms that
influence minority participation rates, and shape news content. Consistent with a multiple
methods approach, there was considerable overlap in the findings through all three analyses,
adding the “rigor, breadth, complexity, richness and depth” of triangulation to this
dissertation (Denzin and Lincoln, 2011, p. 5). In the final analysis, five key findings run
through this doctoral research, all reflecting a persistent mainstream bias. Sometimes that bias
manifests as stereotypes, sometimes as a lack of minority faces or perspectives, sometimes as
exclusively negative news. The main findings are listed and summarized below.
1. An over-representation of White sources, and an under-representation of Visible
Minority and/or Aboriginal sources and perspectives.
One of the recurring themes through the three studies is the dominance of White (over
Visible Minority and Aboriginal) sources in Canadian national television news content. As
discussed earlier in this dissertation, newsgathering norms related to sources exhibit the
strong influence of hegemony, where the media have accepted the “rules of the game
established and interpreted by elite sources” (Shoemaker & Reese, 1996, p. 235). Project
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Three (Chapter 6) highlighted a reliance on agenda-driven news dominated by institutional
news conferences and media availabilities featuring official sources who, as one interviewee
in that study noted, “tend to be White and male.” This is consistent with the quantitative data
from the first study, detailed in Chapter 4. That analysis found Visible Minority or Aboriginal
speakers made up only about 12 per cent of all source appearances in the sample of national
television news, even though those groups represent over 23 per cent of the population
(Statistics Canada, 2013). With respect to Aboriginal peoples, the under-representation of
First Nation, Métis and Inuit sources also extends to journalists, where two of the three
mainstream networks had no stories filed by Aboriginal reporters. Out of 723 content-units in
the Project One sample (Chapter 4), only five stories were filed by two Aboriginal journalists
at CBC. Meanwhile, participants in the newsroom study of Project Three (Chapter 6)
consistently observed their newsroom was not “doing very well” in representing minority and
Aboriginal communities, that under deadline pressure concerns for finding diverse sources
were all but forgotten that their data base of news sources was “a bunch of White people”.
These findings are consistent with the limited previous research examining participation rates
in Canadian television news (Canadian Association of Broadcasters, 2004; Spears, Seydegart,
& Zulinov, 2010). Project Two (Chapter 5) identified similar concerns, starting with a dearth
of stories about Aboriginal peoples in national newscasts. Moreover, even in stories about
Indigenous issues, in which there is an expectation of a high rate of participation by
Aboriginal interviewees, mainstream news stories rely more heavily on White voices;
Aboriginal speakers make up only 40 per cent of the sources. In comparison, 77 per cent of
source-appearances in parallel coverage by APTN are by Aboriginal people. That same study
shows that mainstream television news more consistently included frames associated with
hegemonic perspectives (efficient, effective government and policing) and was less likely to
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exhibit frames challenging those points of view, compared to the Indigenous broadcaster
APTN.
2. Visible Minority and/or Aboriginal reporters generally utilize non-White sources
more often than White reporters and can bring stories from their communities to the
news content.
There is evidence in all three studies that reporters from minority backgrounds can
bring greater diversity and more accurate representations to the news discourse. Clearly the
Aboriginal reporters at APTN, featured in the second study (Chapter 5), are able to routinely
find Aboriginal sources to consistently represent that perspective in their news coverage. In
the CBC newsroom under analysis in Project Three (Chapter 6), Aboriginal and Visible
Minority journalists clearly initiated news coverage based on connections to their own
communities. Sometimes they felt their story suggestions “fell through the cracks,” that their
pitches required an “extra push” to get to air, that their judgment “was always in question”
because of their ethnic background. This is in contrast to previous research, such as Cottle’s
(2000a) BBC study, where minority journalists were “wary” of their cultural ties, lest it
compromise their “claim to professionalism” (p. 106). The minority reporters interviewed for
this dissertation want to be “the go to” people for coverage about their communities. That
same study of the CBC newsroom also revealed the influence of the hard news agenda on
which stories are ultimately pitched by reporters, that ideas related to diversity are often
regarded as soft news. The concern is that over time, young minority reporters come to
recognize the editorial preference for hard news and stop pitching ideas from their ethnocultural communities. This might well help to explain some of the findings in the quantitative
analysis of Project One (Chapter 4). Overall, Visible Minority reporters showed a greater
tendency to include Visible Minority sources in their stories compared to White reporters.
However, the analysis also shows Visible Minority reporters at one network, Global, actually
incorporated fewer minority sources than their White colleagues, significantly challenging
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the assumption that hiring a diverse news staff will automatically result in greater source and
story diversity in Canadian television news. The hiring of Visible Minority reporters at
Global might be a reflection of the commercial imperative, identified by Entman (1992), to
appear inclusive to minority communities (p. 347). The different experience at Global
compared to CTV and CBC suggests diverse news is not simply a function of a diverse
newsroom, but also what some have called “the newsroom climate” (Pease, Smith, &
Subervi, 2001, p. 1), or corporate culture.
3. Corporate culture plays an important role in rates of minority inclusion in news
content.
The different rates of minority source inclusion by Visible Minority reporters at
different networks also highlight the impact of organizational variables, or corporate culture.
If Visible Minority reporters at CBC and CTV rely on minority sources at a much higher rate
-- almost double -- than at Global, what influences are at play? What measures have CBC and
CTV taken that have not been brought to bear at Global? Perhaps the newsroom climate at
Global is such that minority reporters are “constrained by the traditional norms that dominate
mainstream newsrooms” to improve coverage (Nishikawa, Towner, Clawson, & Waltenburg,
2009, p. 243). Perhaps the cultural climate at CBC and CTV is different. The third study
(Chapter 6) identified a long list of strategies initiated by the CBC to garner better
representation of minority and Aboriginal groups, with mixed results. Nonetheless, diversity
was identified as a clear organizational priority by virtually everyone interviewed, and underrepresentation in media content would likely have been more severe in the absence of
corporate initiatives. At the same time, as seen in Project Two (Chapter 5), APTN operates
with a clear corporate mandate to represent Aboriginal points of view, and deploys its
organizational resources to fill a nightly newscast with precisely that Indigenous perspective.
While APTN’s remit might not be as challenging as the mainstream networks, which are
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expected to reflect mainstream and minority interests, APTN does demonstrate clear media
goals can be met.
4. Mainstream television news organizations focus on negative stories, and are less
likely than APTN to balance context against stereotype in stories about Aboriginal
peoples.
The comparative news frames analysis of the second study (Chapter 5) demonstrates a
higher tendency to incorporate frames associated with stereotypes than context in the
mainstream television news content about Indigenous people, compared to APTN. That is,
CBC, Global and CTV news stories were more likely to include language and imagery
consistent with colonial perceptions of Aboriginals as “problem people”, passively
mismanaging their communities and rejecting the “common sense” route out of poverty
promised by resource development. The dominance of stereotypic over contextual frames
underscores a significant problem for mainstream coverage of Aboriginal people: The news is
not simply negative, it is inaccurate, incomplete, one-dimensional, lacking context. Given
that White sources are found to be over-represented in television news (Project One, Chapter
4), it is not surprising to see a dominant, Eurocentric perspective revealed in the qualitative
analysis. For its part APTN, also includes frames associated with stereotypes, and sometimes
its coverage did not seem much different than the mainstream. However, APTN is also more
likely to include additional Aboriginal context, resulting in a more complex, balanced
representation of the Indigenous experience.
Through all three studies mainstream coverage of Aboriginal peoples was sparse, and
the stories that did make it to air were mostly negative. In both Projects Two (Chapter 5) and
Three (Chapter 6) there are several cases -- paralleling the model described by Jiwani and
Young (2006) -- of Indigenous communities going from invisible to “hypervisible” in the
media discourse when there is news of violence, corruption, protest or other deviance. A
prime example is highlighted in the third study (Chapter 6), when there was no coverage of
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an Aboriginal religious celebration drawing thousands of participants, until the government
issued a warning over water contamination, and the news media arrived en masse to question
the wisdom of continuing with the rituals.
5. Television newsgathering values, routines and norms are steeped in a mainstream
bias that privileges official sources and filters out minority perspectives and stories.
The ethnographic study of the CBC newsroom (Chapter 6) demonstrates how
television news values and routines reflect hegemony, focusing on an agenda of institutional
news conferences and media availabilities organized by political and corporate elites. Stories
related to ethno-cultural diversity were generally regarded as “soft news”, stories to be
pursued once all the hard, agenda-driven news has been covered, time and resources
permitting. Not only do these news values displace minority voices and positive stories, they
privileges official sources (see Shoemaker & Reese, 1996; Entman, 2004; Macdonald, 2006).
Tuchman, Gans and Fishman have all described how news organization thrive on routines,
that elites (politicians, corporations) cater to these production norms by offering convenient
media availabilities to coincide with the media’s “business hours” (Schudson, 1989, p. 272).
These established patterns of newsgathering, Project Two (Chapter 6) shows, continue to
exclude voices outside the dominant perspective. In the CBC newsroom, a reporter might be
sent to a news conference held by the local police service “just in case”, but a story about a
First Nation raising cattle for a food bank is seen as less of a priority, and might be dropped
over concerns about commitments to time and travel. Thus the police official might well
make it to air, but an Aboriginal perspective “falls through the cracks.”
Mainstream bias in news values also comes to light in considering the commitment of
resources by mainstream networks to ongoing coverage in Project Two (Chapter Five). When
major news events occurred on First Nations, such as the shooting of Chelsea Yellowbird in
Hobbema, mainstream television crews were on and off the reserve in less than a day. APTN,
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on the other hand, had reporters in the community for several days of coverage, providing a
more complex account of the issues facing Aboriginal people there. It could also be argued
the mainstream networks’ decision to limit on-the-ground coverage was simply one of
editorial priority; another example of the mainstream bias that limits alternative perspectives.
The very notion of what is a news story is determined through a mainstream filter,
where the gatekeepers of the newsroom, the assignment editors and senior producers, often
decide what appeals to the audience, or “what are people talking about?” As one of the
journalists explained in the third study (Chapter 6), what that query typically entails is “what
are people just like us talking about?” Such a perspective skews news values towards a
certain ethno-cultural and socio-economic demographic, and excludes others. There is
evidence in that same study that a conscious, explicit effort on the part of mainstream news
organizations to mitigate the Eurocentric, mainstream bias does work. The CBC newsroom
under analysis had initiated a policy of restricting the use of official sources. Footage of
politicians and other figures of authority were deliberately limited in news stories, and
coverage was dedicated to voices from the wider, diverse community. Unfortunately the
strategy was deployed only sporadically after its initial introduction, and the newsroom fell
back on familiar newsgathering routines and established sources. Nonetheless, the strategy
worked for a time, and remains a valuable example of how an organization can implement
change. Perhaps what was lacking here was a more explicit commitment on the part of
supervisors to make the approach permanent. It seems news values and assignment norms are
so deeply entrenched that lasting reform is elusive.
Ultimately the three studies confirm an unspoken mainstream bias that runs through
all levels of Canadian television news production. How to address that bias, and its negative
impact on the representations of minority groups, are apparent, though undoubtedly fraught
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with challenges. However, these findings do point to potential reforms for mainstream
television news production, both in Canada and elsewhere.

7.3 Recommendations
There have been countless suggestions on how to improve the representation of ethnic
minorities in the mainstream media discourse. The media industry in Canada and around the
world has long been advocating essentially the same list of “best practices,” namely diversity
awareness at the organizational level, community outreach and “encouragement, mentoring
and training schemes” for minority journalists (Siapera, 2010, p. 93). Such broad initiatives
have been in place for years, and yet, as demonstrated above, problems with under- and
misrepresentation persist. The findings in this research portfolio reveal specific issues in
journalistic practice that lead to inequitable coverage of minorities, issues that a best practices
approach do not adequately address.
Initiatives aimed at the recruitment, hiring and retention of minority journalists are
important; as this dissertation demonstrates minority reporters can provide more inclusive
news content. However, hiring Visible Minority and Aboriginal reporters will only boost
numbers on one side of the diversity ledger, unless a host of additional measures are also
implemented. To address the content side of the diversity ledger, steps must be taken to
acknowledge the mainstream bias so deeply entrenched in newsgathering routines and values.
This can occur by encouraging minority journalists to bring their perspectives to assignment
and sourcing decisions. Consistent with previous research out of the United States (see
Heider, 2000; Pease, Smith, & Subervi, 2001; Nishikawa, Towner, Clawson, & Waltenburg,
2009) the findings in this dissertation support the need for much greater diversity among
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newsroom gate keepers, assignment editors and managers, who make the key decisions on
content. Without this fundamental reform to newsroom culture, mainstream newsrooms will
be left with “status quo journalism where minority journalists conform to traditional
journalistic norms that in most instances leaves little room for perspective or more diverse
news content” (Jenkins, 2012, p. 27).
However, more inclusive news is certainly not the sole responsibility of minority
journalists. This dissertation has identified a number of recommendations all news
organizations and journalists (minority or otherwise) can take to target mainstream bias and
foster inclusivity; some are more explicit versions of existing strategies; some are new,
emerging from the findings. They are:


Re-conceptualize professional ideology and journalistic ethics to address
hidden bias in notions of objectivity, accuracy and public service, and
recognize the parochialism that tends to frame the news discourse, perhaps
through educational reforms and professional development initiatives;



Make diversity an explicit part of the assignment discussion, calling on
journalists to consider alternative perspectives (Aboriginal, immigrant) in their
story pitches and selection of sources, and vet news stories for inclusivity;



Recognize traditional hard news values privilege a mainstream agenda to the
exclusion of minority voices by limiting the use of official sources, turn to the
wider community for reaction, assign journalists to cover minority “beats”,
and monitor ethnic media for story ideas and sources;



Ensure minority reporters are free to bring their perspectives to bear on
editorial decisions, acknowledge and respect their perspectives on sensitive
stories;
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Develop specific strategies for covering identifiable groups, especially in
coverage of clashes between cultures and accusations of racism, and commit
to longer term coverage of remote Aboriginal communities;



Measure the impact of diversity initiatives by monitoring news content and
news outlooks, and analyze sourcing by gender, ethnic background and role
(e.g. expert, witness, politician);



Instill a corporate culture that places high value on diversity, with explicit
goals, and pushes the in-house professional ideology towards more inclusive
journalism.

These recommendations are discussed at length below.
Re-conceptualize professional ideology and journalistic ethics.
While this dissertation has concentrated on journalistic practice, it raises significant
questions of ethics, some of which constitute additional areas for research. The three studies
that make up this thesis were not designed to answer specific research questions related to
ethics and professional ideology, although the findings were often discussed in theories
related to objectivity, fairness and balance. Nonetheless, improving media representations of
ethno-cultural minorities requires a recalibration of journalistic ideals, the guiding principles
of ethical practice.
A call to completely overhaul the ethical standards that have guided practitioners for
decades seems to be a tall and overly simplistic order, similar to suggesting the best way to
lose weight is to eat less. Existing professional ideals should work to ensure that news
coverage of all segments of society is fair and accurate. This study demonstrates that is
clearly not the case. In fact, the application of journalistic ethics in practice can paradoxically
work to inhibit accurate representations of minority groups, particularly when it comes to
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interpretations of objectivity. Minority journalists in the CBC newsroom felt their news
judgment was often questioned when they pitched stories related to the own communities,
that their professional objectivity was being challenged. As Gans demonstrated almost 35
years ago, journalists see objectivity as a way to protect their audiences from people with
“axes to grind” and might withhold information, and frown on reporters who would let
“personal feelings” sway their coverage in the form of “advocacy journalism” (1979, p. 186).
Minority journalists feel they are perceived as “having an axe to grind” and not fairly
assessing the “facts” of stories related to their communities, even though their points of view
might well result in a more accurate news representation of an ethno-cultural group. Such
scrutiny, they noted, is never directed at White reporters for their story ideas about dominant
segments of society. Journalism’s public service ideal can also limits minority viewpoints. As
mentioned earlier in this dissertation, Deuze (2004) argues that identifying the “public” that is
to be served by news organizations results in news content targeting the broadest
demographic possible, the dominant demographic (p. 282). The news coverage, as one
journalist noted in Project Three (Chapter 6), is determined by the real criterion of what
people “just like us, are talking about.” Minority perspectives come from people “who are not
like us”, who talk about different things and – ironically – outside the public being served by
news media.
Journalistic ideals are intended to maintain a high standard of reporting. One
publication, referenced in Chapter 2, tries to extend established ethical standards to news
coverage of minorities. The Authentic Voice: The Best Reporting on Race and Ethnicity, is a
compilation of stories by US print and television journalists (Morgan, Pifer, & Woods, 2006).
It provides examples of accurate, fair, inclusive and ethical stories about minority groups,
based on a model of excellence in journalism (Woods & Dunlap, 2006). However, there is a
perception, as a CBC journalist noted in Project Three, that excellence requires a
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commitment from the organization to provide additional resources to deliver it. In his
newsroom, he argued, there was a reporter dedicated to investigative work, and suggested the
same could be done to boost diversity. However, others in the same newsroom felt
representing the community better was simply doing a proper, ethical job for today’s
journalists, and not a byproduct of additional resources. That perspective is supported by the
fact that inclusive, equitable coverage of ethno-cultural minorities can occur, even when no
additional resources have been committed. Is that just happenstance, or are some journalists
recognizing the value of inclusivity in their reportage?
If journalists strive for the good or excellent reporting noted above there will be
inclusion, diversity of sources and points of view, context and rigour in news representations
of minority groups. However, what happens -- as is so often the case -- when reporters feel
they do not have time for excellence? What might well be needed is an over-arching principle
that explicitly addresses the us-versus-them binary that so often emerges from the hard news
agenda of conflict, crime and calamity. Stephen Ward (2008) has called for a “re-thinking of
journalism ethics” to meet the needs of the “global journalism of today and tomorrow” (p.
295). Under existing canons of ethics he suggests there is too much parochialism (2010, p.
155). Ward writes that journalists need to think of themselves as part of a “global public
sphere”, serving “citizens of the world” and rejecting loyalty to “factions, regions and even
countries”, drawing into their craft “a diversity of sources and perspectives” and working
against “a narrow ethnocentrism or patriotism” (p. 162). An ethical directive to provide
“multiperspectival storytelling” (Deuze, 2004, p. 283) is consistent with Canadian
multiculturalism, and a buttress to Parekh’s (2006) “misrecognition” in the news discourse.
Incorporating Benedict Anderson’s work on the nation-state, journalists would look beyond
the “imagined” borders that tend to separate the Eurocentric mainstream from minority
groups, bringing a wider array of voices and views into their work. The “us” in the us-versus195

them binary would represent just one perspective and no longer dominate the media
discourse; ethno-cultural minorities and their viewpoints would receive equitable treatment,
and would no longer be constituted as “others” or “them”. The guiding ethical values of The
Authentic Voice are well-represented in this approach, and characterized by news coverage
with greater inclusivity and devoid of mainstream, parochial bias. Minority journalists would
not be seen as “others” distinct from the newsroom’s dominant, presumptive culture, nor
would their cultural insights be dismissed as unobjective. There would also be recognition
that the chronic under-representation of minority groups casts them as “others,” and resources
would be dedicated to finding and detailing their experiences. This is undoubtedly a
significant challenge, essentially calling for an ethics based respect of difference – diversity –
to take its place among the well-established journalistic ideals.
While this dissertation underscores the need for the reform of journalistic ethics, the
individual research projects do not point to specific measures to bring about those reforms.
On the educational front, van Dijk (2011) contends much more needs to be done at the postsecondary level to train journalism students to deal with racism, and he has outlined an
extensive curriculum to do just that (p. 29). From the industry perspective, most news
organizations, as well as professional and industry associations acknowledge diversity as an
important issue (Siapera, 2010). Even in a best case scenario, where educators and
practitioners champion inclusion as an ethical tenet, real reform is likely years away. Until
professional ideology is reformulated and inculcates the practice of journalism, other explicit,
practical measures need to be adopted to challenge established norms and values, and
improve media representations of ethnic minorities. What those measures might look like is
described in the additional recommendations discussed below.
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Make diversity an explicit part of the assignment discussion.
One of the CAB’s “best practices” recommendations to boost diversity is the
development of databases of “experts from diverse backgrounds” sometimes referred to as
rainbow rolodexes (Canadian Association of Broadcasters, 2004, p. 43). It sounds like a
worthwhile step, but as with so many industry initiatives, it does not adequately address the
biggest hurdle to inclusive, equitable reporting: The mainstream bias that is so deeply
entrenched, and taken for granted, in newsgathering norms. As a number of researchers have
demonstrated over the years, routines related to news coverage (the preference for news
conferences), sourcing (a reliance on official sources) and objectivity (which privileges elite
over alternate voices) are a reflection of hegemony (Gans, 1979; Fishman, 1980; Shoemaker
& Reese, 1996). Rainbow rolodexes simply are not part of that routine. Without recognition
of the inherent mainstream bias that shapes day-to-day journalism, diverse databases are
unlikely to have much of an impact. Even in the CBC newsroom of Project Three (Chapter
6), where there was some recognition of the default to dominant perspectives in deciding
news stories and sources, the news product failed to reflect the varied ethnicity of the local
community. Clearly more explicit measures are needed to directly address the power
imbalance in the assignment process.
Project Three establishes the importance of mid-level decision makers responsible for
so many of the important choices that ultimately determine the news discourse. Assignment
editors have the power to choose which stories are ultimately produced and which are not,
and when those that have been assigned meet the organizational standards to go to air. All
content flows through them. Providing diversity strategies for these gate keepers is perhaps
the single biggest way to improve representations of minority groups. One CBC veteran in
Project Three noted that story meetings and the assignment process were virtually unchanged
since the 1970s, when newsrooms and news content were much less diverse. In the story
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meetings I attended diversity was never explicitly discussed in the context of the stories or
potential sources. When stories are pitched it seems reasonable to ask reporters whom they
intend to talk to, and to point out opportunities to be inclusive. The same approach should be
part of the vetting process. When stories are currently vetted, assignment editors routinely
hold journalists accountable for clarity, accuracy, fairness, balance, and objectivity; why not
diversity as well?
The lens of mainstream bias does not just lead newsrooms to focus on stories about
dominant segments of society; it also filters out alternative perspectives. In the sample of
national newscasts featured in the first two studies (Chapters 4 and 5), all three mainstream
networks included substantial coverage of teen suicides. The stories were precipitated by two
deaths in two prominent Canadian families; the son of an Ontario politician, and the daughter
of a well-known professional hockey coach. Those tragedies coincided with Suicide
Prevention Month, further driving the issue onto the news agenda. The coverage ran over
several days, largely focusing on the experiences of suburban, middle-class teenagers.
However, if teen suicide is a concern in suburbia, it is an epidemic for Aboriginal youth.
Their suicide rates are five to six times the national average (Health Canada, 2006). From
almost any news perspective that meets the criteria for a big story. That overlooked angle
could easily have been identified with a simple question from an assignment editor: “Is there
an Aboriginal or minority perspective on this?” If assignment editors recognize the
dominance of mainstream bias in news values, they can counter that bias by exploring the
subject with that line of questioning; not just occasionally, but as a routine part of story
meetings and assignment discussions. If mainstream biases are implicit in the assignment
process, it can be countered it by making diversity an explicit editorial goal, by expressly
asking reporters to consider minority perspectives in their journalism.
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Recognize traditional hard news values privilege a mainstream agenda to the exclusion
of minority voices.
This is another recommendation that targets mainstream bias in specific
newsgathering norms that are unlikely to be consistently addressed by awareness alone.
Agenda-driven news, as evidenced in the third study (Chapter 6), is largely composed of
institutional news conferences and media availabilities put on by political and corporate
elites. This deeply entrenched system limits media codes to “preferred meanings” delineated
by the “dominant cultural order” (Hall, 1980, p. 134). Many newsrooms have reporters
assigned to specific “beats” and provide routine coverage of social elites; sites of steady,
official news, such as city hall, provincial or federal legislatures, and the courts. News media
often feel compelled to cover events at these sites, but need to acknowledge the likelihood
that the news content will be dominated by White middle-aged men. Given that tendency,
agenda-driven news needs to draw on sources in the broader community to ensure inclusivity.
The CBC newsroom featured in this dissertation came up with a simple strategy of
limiting sound bites (clips) from official sources -- generally from local and provincial
government – and fleshing out the coverage with reaction from the wider community outside
the news conferences. When CBC took that approach it worked well.
Newsrooms might also consider another way to draw minority voices into the news
content. If assigning reporters to cover government and corporate institutions privileges
White voices, why not add assignments that target minority voices? In Canada this could
mean having reporters specifically assigned to issues facing Aboriginal and immigrant
communities. Dedicating journalists to these “beats” outside the mainstream might also help
to build trust with members of these groups, potentially opening the doors to original and
exclusive journalism.
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Competing mainstream media seem to spend a good deal of time following one
another, talking to the same sources, doing the same stories, resulting in a homogeneity
described in previous research (Tuchman, 1978; Shoemaker & Reese, 1996; Entman, 2004).
Project Three (Chapter 6) identified the desire to match competing media in the local market
as an implicit goal of the newsroom. While it is undoubtedly important to know what
competitors are doing, mainstream news media could well benefit from focussing attention
on ethnic media too. The potential lessons are manifold: How are ethnic media framing
stories about minority groups? What perspectives are they including that do not appear in
mainstream coverage? Who are their sources? Project Two demonstrated that Indigenous
broadcaster APTN was able to cover negative events in Aboriginal communities but still
provided context that often was lacking in the mainstream versions of the same stories. The
de-colonized media discourse in ethnic media can point the way to more inclusive coverage.
Ensure minority reporters are free to bring their perspectives to bear on editorial
decisions.
The directive to hire minority reporters, an essential component of virtually every
diversity initiative since the Kerner report, is meaningless if production norms and news
values thwart inclusivity. This dissertation has shown that Visible Minority reporters at one
network incorporated fewer minority sources into their work than their White colleagues
through the sample period (Chapter 4). In the CBC newsroom study (Chapter 6), concern was
expressed over the preference for hard news, especially when stories of diversity are regarded
by traditional, mainstream news values as “soft”. The lesson for young minority reporters,
after seeing story pitches about their own communities rejected, can be that the assignment
desk prefers edgy, mainstream stories. Minority journalists in that same analysis also
indicated that getting those kinds of stories to air can require “an extra push”, that their
credibility is questioned because of their connection to the story. At the same time, it is clear
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from both the first and third studies (Chapters 4 and 6) that minority reporters can, and often
do, help boost inclusivity. In the interest of more consistent results, however, the viewpoints
of minority journalists need to be respected and trusted as any other member of the news
staff. White reporters looking at mainstream issues do not have their objectivity questioned;
neither should Indigenous or Visible Minority journalists pitching stories from their ethnic
communities. Visible Minority and Aboriginal journalists at CBC indicated they did not mind
being considered the “go-to” people on issues related to their ethno-cultural groups. This
might not be the case for every minority journalist. In fact, the Canadian Association of
Broadcasters diversity task force report specifically calls on news organizations to ensure
minority reporters are not limited to covering “issues which may be of particular interest to
ethno-cultural or Aboriginal communities” (2004, p. 42). Curiously, the CAB report does not
recommend tapping into the insights of ethnic reporters to improve coverage, to increase
sensitivity and avoid stereotypes. Cottle (2000a) describes how minority journalists at the
BBC can experience the “burden of representation,” but suggests that burden can be
mitigated when they recognize “the need to counter dominant images” about their community
(p. 112). While it is important not to pigeon-hole minority journalists, newsrooms need to
avail themselves of the alternative perspectives and potential sensitivity these reporters can
bring to the newsgathering process. To do otherwise amounts to hiring minority staff simply
for the purpose of putting diverse faces on the television screen, a superficial reflection of
minority groups at best. News organizations need to recognize both the strengths and
limitations of diverse staff; give them the opportunity to report from and pitch stories about
their communities, and ask for their guidance and expertise with regard to sensitive stories.
Another priority for news organizations needs to be placing minority journalists in
assignment and management positions. If there is a tendency to select issues and topics that
relate to “people like us,” as noted in the third study (Chapter 6), then a more inclusive pool
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of editorial decision makers should help counter stories that reflect dominant perspectives.
Diverse assignment editors might also bring an understanding and recognition of mainstream
bias in the context of minority ethno-cultural groups, and be more inclined to address it,
though that remains an untested assumption for further research.
Develop a specific strategy of context for covering identifiable groups.
Similar to some of the recommendations, this one recasts an existing strategy,
building on educational and awareness initiatives. An element of the unspoken bias in
mainstream news values and routines is the notion that racism is a thing of the past,
particularly in progressive, tolerant Canada (Henry & Tator, 2002; Anderson & Robertson,
2011). When accusations of racism are leveled, usually by members of a minority
community, mainstream media are inclined to lean heavily on the objectivity ideal, and turn
the issue into a war of balanced attribution, without exploring the rationale behind the
original accusation. Such an approach fails to explain the nature of the concerns expressed
by the accusers; it fails to put the racism in context, thus casting minorities as “problem
people” leveling charges of racism, to which individuals or mainstream institutions are apt to
reply, “I/we did not intend to offend anyone,” or “I/we am/are not racist(s).” A classic
example of this occurred in the sample of national television news stories under analysis in
this dissertation, a familiar case of a young sports celebrity dressing for Halloween as his
favorite rap star, complete with black face (Visser, 2011). Mainstream news coverage
includes the accusation of racism, and the statement from the athlete contending he is not
racist but paying homage to a Black person he respects. What is missing is the context of the
concerns raised in a minority community, the use black face and its origins in an era of overt
racism and segregation in which White entertainers depicted Afro-Americans as dim-witted
and grotesque. Without that context, some audience members might well ask “what’s the big
deal,” and complain about rampant “political correctness.” However, a quick explanation of
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the history of black face (I did it with a single sentence, above) adds essential context that
undoubtedly casts minorities as much more sympathetic, and justified in their criticisms. If
the racism in the accusation is not apparent to the reporter, she or he needs to ask why.
Clashes along ethnic lines are historic and predictable, and often repeated in the media
discourse. Yet for some reason, news media seem unprepared and ill-equipped to deal with
the inevitable conflicts. Issues – including the use of black face – come up so frequently
newsrooms could practically pre-script the required context. For example, long-standing
opposition among First Nations to resource development often extends well beyond (what is
often construed as misguided) environmentalism, and is more appropriately explained in the
context of long-running land claim negotiations over unceded land, or failure to observe
existing treaty rights. This does not require extensive history lessons, but awareness for
context (and a directive to provide it) as issues find their way onto the news agenda over and
over again. Disputes over religious attire – turbans, hijabs, burkas – routinely crop up in
Western secular society, but can render minorities as fanatical or oppressed in the fragmented
reality of the stereotype. In all these examples news coverage moves from the superficial to
the contextual when these issues are more fully explained from the point of view of the
ethno-cultural minority at the heart of the story. In most cases those explanations do not come
from newsroom workshops on diversity, or a huge commitment of resources, but from
actually talking to people from that minority community.
Measure the impact of diversity initiatives.
News organizations that are serious about making their coverage more inclusive and
equitable need to collect data to measure performance. Some newsroom software systems
include fields in scripts for journalists to quickly categorize sources according to gender,
ethnic background and role (e.g. expert, witness, politician) in the news item. Without such
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data self-evaluation is simply impossible. Some news organizations already engage in these
sorts of diversity audits, such as the CBC location in Project Three.
An additional area of analysis might be the news outlooks that emerge from the daily
news agendas and story meetings. These outlooks become the blueprint for news coverage for
the day, or the days ahead. They can be quite cryptic, depending on the assignment editor
who crafts the document, but to the extent that they specify the event or issue, and identify
sources, they can be assessed for minority participation. If the outlook does not reflect the
wider community at the start of the day, it is unlikely the news content will, when the news
day ends.
However, measuring is not enough, particularly when it repeatedly demonstrates
minorities are not being well-represented in news content. Performance must be measured
against established, explicit targets set by management. One target that has gained currency is
the notion of parity diversity, where news content proportionally reflects the “demographic
benchmark” of ethno-cultural groups that make up the community (Canadian Association of
Broadcasters, 2004; Zeldes, Fico, & Didi, 2007). At the level of national news in Canada, this
would mean just over four per cent of news sources would be Aboriginal, roughly 19 per cent
would belong to a Visible Minority and the remainder would be White, consistent with the
ethnic make-up of the country. Local news content in diverse cities such as Toronto and
Vancouver would be expected to have much higher rates of Visible Minority particpation; the
same holds true for Aboriginal sources in cities such as Winnipeg and Regina. If news
organizations are not meeting the goal of parity diversity, they need to ask themselves why,
and find solutions. It is important to note that these sorts of metrics are purely quantitative,
and do not say much about the nature of the media representations.
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News organizations must instill a corporate culture that places high value on diversity.
News organizations can have as much or as little diversity as they want. Ultimately
nothing will go to air if it does not meet the standards they set. If the corporate culture insists
on double verification they will have accuracy. If the corporate culture demands immediacy,
there will be lots of live coverage of breaking stories. It follows quite logically that if the
news organization calls for content that reflects the varied ethno-cultural segments of the
community, that will happen too. The recommendations detailed above are all steps
newsrooms could take, and if strictly enforced, would find their news content is a lot more
equitable and inclusive. As outlined in Project Two (Chapter 5), APTN has an explicit
corporate mandate to provide a given perspective, an Aboriginal perspective, and the result is
a news discourse that reflects that point of view. That does not mean APTN is an uncritical
mouthpiece for Aboriginal leaders; on the contrary, the network routinely featured negative
news, but included Aboriginal context. It is clear a news organization can dictate the nature
of the news it wants produced by its staff, that it is not just the negativity associated with the
process of newsgathering that leads to misrepresentations of minority groups. It is the
mainstream, Eurocentric bias that has influenced news values and norms for decades that
results in inequitable content.
The CBC newsroom in Project Three (Chapter 6) recognized this, and came up with a
clever way to mitigate the over-representation of official sources. Had that strategy been
deployed more consistently, it would have resulted in a broader reflection of the community’s
ethno-cultural diversity. Measures such as this not only directly impact news content, but
encourage reflexivity and critical thinking about the way journalism has been practiced in the
organization. Such awareness can shift the narrow focus on objectivity to a more inclusive,
fair and accurate ethic of diversity, part of the reform to professional ideology discussed
earlier in this chapter. Ideally, proponents of more inclusive journalism would like to see the
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prescribed approaches to counter mainstream bias become part of the intentionality of
reporters; that they take it upon themselves to routinely look for minority perspectives and
sources for stories. Other measures, often featured in existing diversity strategies, such as
community outreach and dedicating resources to cross-cultural projects, also establish a
corporate culture that supports diversity. The challenge is taking diversity to the next step,
and implementing the full arsenal of explicit reforms detailed above. Is it an issue of
priorities? Is it an issue of resources? Is it an issue of under-developed professional ethics?
These are all challenging questions for further research.

7.4 Limitations and Future Research Directions
This doctoral research sets out to examine the interplay between news content and
production norms as they relate to the way ethno-cultural minority groups are represented in
Canadian television news. However, in narrowing the scope of inquiry, there are always
issues and aspects that are not addressed. Among the most significant in the field of minority
media representation is the impact on audiences of an inequitable media discourse. The
research methodologies required to measure responses to media content are often logistically
challenging, especially in qualitative approaches (Downing & Husband, 2005, p. 53). Yet the
influence of media imagery on all consumers, minority or otherwise, undoubtedly shapes the
perceptions of racial groups and their place in society. While this research details the nature
of media misrepresentation, and how and why it occurs, it does not evaluate the effects of that
discourse. Are mainstream media losing ethnic audiences? Studies in the US suggest a high
proportion of minorities – 45 per cent – prefer ethnic media over mainstream (Bendixen &
Associates, 2005, p. 8). Are minority audiences in Canada also turning to ethnic or diasporic
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media? What impact does the under- and misrepresentation of minorities in news media have
on dominant segments of society? How does the growing population of second and third
generation minorities perceive mainstream news? What are the broader implications for
integration and ethnic harmony? These are important questions with broad implications for
regulatory policy.
This dissertation has referenced industry guidelines on improving diversity as well as
regulatory provisions. Murray (2009) addresses some of the shortcomings in this area,
however, there is considerably more room to examine CRTC requirements, its degree of
rigour, and potential additional measures that could be introduced by federal policy makers.
Similarly, as noted earlier in this chapter, re-consideration of journalistic ethics is certainly
warranted, with a specific view to establish diversity’s place in various codes of conduct. Are
such ethical canons evolving to reflect burgeoning global diversity; and if so, how?
While much of this research portfolio has focused on mainstream media practice and
possible reform, APTN’s hybrid economic model raises a myriad of possibilities for better
media representation of ethno-cultural minorities. The second research project in this
dissertation (Chapter 6) concluded APTN’s news coverage offered greater Aboriginal context
and overall balance in news stories about First Peoples than the mainstream. What would
happen if APTN’s funding model -- a 15-cent surcharge on Canadians’ monthly cable bills
(APTN, 2014) – were used to finance other ethnic media channels? Could a cable channel, or
channels, modeled on APTN, provide deeper, contextual media coverage of mis- and underrepresented cultural groups? Would such an addition to the Canadian mediascape challenge
the dominant discourse of mainstream television? Exploration of APTN’s distinct approach
and the potential for wider application warrant deeper investigation by scholars and broadcast
regulators.
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News is not produced in a vacuum, and considerable efforts are made to influence the
way media frame news coverage by skilled public relations strategists often working for
elites: Governments, corporations, lobby groups. Social media have become powerful tools in
campaigns to shape the news discourse. Increasingly less powerful segments of society are
also taking advantage of mobile technology, Twitter and Facebook to advance their own
causes. This was demonstrated through the Arab Spring, but also in the continued presence
and growth of the Indigenous Idle No More movement in Canada. One of the key findings in
this study has been the reliance on newsgathering norms so deeply immersed in mainstream
bias, but an important question for future research is: Can social media challenge long-held
news routines and provide a consistent entrée to the news agenda for marginalized groups?
Are tweets and status updates on Facebook supplanting the convenience of the news release
and news conference, democratizing news on the way? Or will media organizations rely on
traditional news values and continue to over-represent dominant perspectives? Newsroom
gatekeeping in a world of social media is a deep vein to explore in news media
representations of minorities.
The news production environment, as it relates to media representations of minorities,
has been described as an area that has been under-researched (Cottle, 2000; Downing &
Husband, 2005). In Canada, with its unique brand of diversity and multiculturalism, this is
also the case (Mahtani, 2009). This dissertation includes a rare examination at the site of
broadcast production and identifies some of the key forces that influence the news discourse
of minority ethno-cultural groups. However, there remains ample ground for further research.
One of those areas is the experience of minority reporters and their ability, and possibly their
willingness, to press newsroom decision makers for better coverage. Nishikawa et al. (2009)
have suggested there might well need to be a “critical mass of minority journalists” to
routinely “raise the red flag” in a newsroom dominated by White staff (p. 255). What might
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that “critical mass” look like? If the newroom is not well-represented by minority staff, what
other measures would help limit the impact of mainstream bias in production routines? Under
what conditions and circumstance would those measures be effective? With regard to
staffing, this study draws a connection between a lack of diversity at the assignment and
management levels, and a lack of diversity in the news content. However, the research could
go much deeper to see if minority editors are more sensitive to all minority perspectives, or if
they too feel the weight of established mainstream news values. The scholarship would
benefit from additional qualititative analysis in the newsroom environment to consider these
questions.

7.5 Final Word
When I began this doctoral journey, I – somewhat naively, in retrospect -- wondered
if diversity remained a real issue for television news. My perception was that there seemed to
be a lot more women, and minorities in newscasts at both local and national levels. However,
once I started analyzing hour after hour of recorded newscasts, checking off the “White” box
in my coding schedules over and over again, I began to appreciate the scope of the problem.
There were some newscasts where there was a good deal of minority inclusion, but there
were others where there was nothing but White faces on the screen. I had a similar realization
in examining transcripts of mainstream news stories, where stereotypic generalizations
occurred more often than I ever would have guessed. It saddens me to paint such a bleak
picture of television journalism in Canada.
Scholars who have studied mainstream representations of minority groups often point
to systemic and structural influences on news content. As I conclude this research, I generally
support that perspective. However, I remain convinced that good journalists are inclined to do
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good journalism. Existing professional ideals, such as fairness and accuracy, can still guide
reporters to find alternative perspectives, to find context, and to give voice to the voiceless.
What I have seen through these studies, and in recent interactions with industry, is a
superficial understanding of what forces actually stand in the way. On several occasions now
I have heard journalists explain under-reporting of First Nations as a function of limited
public relations skills on reserves, that newsroom never receive news releases about issues or
events. However, I have also talked to one journalist who is aware of these arguments, and
has begun to tap into First Nations perspectives by following Aboriginal tradition, and talking
to Elders he has come to know. My hope is the original stories and additional context he
provides will encourage competitors to follow suit.
While that reporter is a shining example of how awareness can lead to real change, I
have heard from too many journalists who are quick to download responsibility for diversity
to management, or limited resources. Diversity takes time, is a familiar argument. Yet this is
really not the case in most of Canada’s major cities. As noted several times through this
dissertation, cities such as Toronto and Vancouver have Visible Minority populations of close
to 50 per cent. That means the chance of finding a minority source is the same as finding a
White one. The problem relates to the structural forces that shape the news; the way
hegemony has created a communication exchange that relies on official sources and
institutionalized news events predicated on news conferences and news releases. If there is no
awareness that this kind of newsgathering privileges White voices, inclusivity will remain
elusive.
The implication is that awareness of mainstream bias will lead to reform. My hope is
that this dissertation is an important step in creating awareness that goes beyond celebrations
of diverse culture and directs attention to the real issue in covering ethnic minorities, that
mainstream bias. Diversity initiatives must continue to focus on hiring from under210

represented groups, but those measures will continue to be inconsequential, unless news
organizations recognize the dominant ideology implicit in their practice. This dissertation
provides ample evidence that this is the case. Convincing industry to take this step is another
matter.
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